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OVC to tackle Morehead
football today
BY RICK BAILEY
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER

By late today, Morehead State
will learn if it can• offer zero
scholarships for football and remain in the Ohio Valley Conference.
By mid-August, Morehead
"resident Ronald Eaglin said, the
chool's board of regents might·
•:ecide an athletic future outside the

ovc.

Eaglin will present an amendment to the OVC constitution when
the presidents hold their summer
meeting in Morehead today. It will
offer these options:
■ A school can move up to
Division I-A in football and remain
in the OVC in all other sports.
Middle Tennessee has discussed
such a move for months.
■ A. i;chool can go to zero
scholarships-iii football and stay in
the league. That-has been Eaglin's
goal since he announced in January
1994 that he intended to eliminate
football grants by 1998; players
could still receive scholarships
based on financial need. The MSU
board and Eaglin agree that football costs must be reduced drastically.
The amendment also would
prevent an OVC school, committed
to maximum scholarships, from
moving to a football-only conference in Division I-AA:
A school embracing either option would not have to compete for
the conference championship, according to Commissioner Dan Beebe. Morehead would play I-AA
schools with similar programs,
Eaglin said.

"I think it is a pretty good
compromise,"
Eaglin
added.
"Whether it will pass or not, I don't
know."
· Seven votes from the nine OVC
schools are required to amend the
constitution.
"Once we get a third vote
against it, it's dead," said Eaglin,
who expects "an uphill battle" for
passage. "We might have a majority, but I don't know (about seven
votes).· It would be kind of a shame
if it fails that way."
If that happens, Eaglin would
return to the Morehead board that
recently authorized him to try
again for need-based football.
"The constitution says you
must give a year's notice if you
· plan to leave the OVC," Eaglin
said. "We would have until about
Aug. 15 for the board to decide the ·
next step." . - ._. ,
-: .: .,
..
Seven votes were available in ,
January when tlie otlierji,esidep.ts,
told Morehead it must fund at least,
75 percent of the maximum num- ·
ber of football scholarships (47 of
the maximum 63 grants).
"There wasn't much sympathy" for Morehead when the presidents met in San Diego during the
NCAA Convention, according to
Eastern Kentucky University President Hanly Funderburk. "And I
doubt whether the votes will be
there this time," he said.
Jfe added: "Morehead is dealing
with something we'll all have to
deal with more and more. I'm
sympathetic to Morehead's posi'
tion, and I'll try to work with them
to keep them in (the OVC). I would
hate to see them get out of the
conference."

Murray State President Kern
Alexander said, "As far as I'm
concerned, the issue was decided at
San Diego. This could. break the
football thing apart. The discontinuity (when sports are· split be·
tween conferences) has not pro'[ed
very satisfactory, while the OVC is
a good old league of long stanli·
ing."

The proposed amf?dment was
restructured, Beebe said, to attr:;ct
more support. ·.
· ·
"It's no secret Middle wants to
go I-A," Beebe said. "If adopted,
that would leave the door open for
them."
·
Beebe alsd was concerned
about an OVC school playing I-AA
football elsewhere with maximum
grants while staying in the' leagUe
in other: sports.
Tennessee State repeatedly has
sought fewer conference ~es ,so
it could play other trad1tionally
black schools at neutral sites before
large crowds. Tennessee State was
attractive to the OVC · primarily
because of its football.~ ...r-,~
p:ipgrani:,.
.'
..
The presidents also,will·vote on
a membership application · from
Eastern Illinois. A committee visited the Charleston, Ill;,, school. l~t
winter.
"It's a good school with good
facilities," Beebe said, "but distance
is one factor (against Eastern l\linois)."
·
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Red .ink and sports
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A· chart iii Monday's HeraldLeader incorrectly' showed that the
University, of Kentucky and University- of LOuisville athletic programs broke · even financially in
1994-95. UK projections showed a
$1,445,700 profit_ and U of L had a
projected $1,223,500 profit.

•••
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FRANKFORT
I Higher education panel to convene: A
newly fanned task force that will examine the
role of higher education in Kentucky. will hold its
first meeting June 14. The co-chainnen, House
Speaker Jody Richards, D-Bowling Green, and
Senate President John "Eck" Rose, D-Winchester,
announced yesterday that the committee will
consist of 10 legislators, presidents of the eight
state universities and three citizen members. The
task force will review ways to spend tax money
more efficiently, examine the way tuition' is set,
suggest ways to revise course -offerings and
recommend methods- for improving accountability. The panel will conclude its study in time for
the 1996 General Assembly.
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Morehead gets to play
·football outside OVC
BY RICK BAILEY
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER

MOREHEAD Morehead
State can pursue a football future
with zero athletic scholarships and
still compete in all other Ohio
Valley Conference sports.
Conference presidents, meeting
yesterday, decided they didn't want
to lose a charter member, hammered out a compromise and voted
unanimously to end a yearlong
dilemma between the OVC and
financially troubled Morehead.
As part of the agreement, Morehead will forfeit indefinitely its
share of revenue from the NCAA
basketball tournament beginning
with the 1997 tournament That
figures to be about $40,000 annually, according to Commissioner Dan
Beebe.
A visiblv relieved Morehead
President Ronald Eaglin welcomed
the special, ·exemption that threatened to force his school out of the
OVC, which it joined in 1948.
"It did take some negotiations,"
Eaglin said, "but the solidness of
the conference overcame much of
the issues."
Morehead will not offer football
scholarships beginning with the
1996 season but will honor grants
that have been awarded to current
players. The Eagles are expected to
fill a quota of 50 scholarships for
the '95 campaign, their last in the

ovc.

Morehead will be permitted to
join a football-only conference of
schools with a similar policy of no
athletic grants who also compete in
NCAA Division I-AA. The Pioneer
League could become a future
home with schools such as Dayton,
Evansville, Butler and Drake. Or
Morehead could play as an inde,
pendent
The OVC will not lose with
Morehead's departure in football
because the presidents voted to
accept Eastern Illinois as the
league's newest member. The
school in Charleston, Ill., will be
eligible for the 1996-97 academic
year.
Eastern Illinois has been a
member of the football-only Gateway Conference and the Mid-Continent Conference. Its commitment to
football is similar to the other OVC
schools.
In another decision, the presidents reduced the OVC football
schedule from eight to seven
games. This will give teams four
non-league games. Tennessee State,
in particular, has lobbied for fewer
conference games.

Eaglin and the school's !)oard
of regents were determined to eliminate football scholarships because
of an athletic budget defici_t That
was contrary to a league mandate
to fund at least 75 percent of the
maximum number of football
grants (47 of 63),
But yesterday . the presidents
asked themselves, Eaglin said, "Do
we really want Morehead State .. ,
to be a casualty because they find
themselves in a tight financial situation? It showed me, deep down,
the presidents did not want to see

us go."
Eastern Kentucky University
President Hanly Funderbur)c said,
"It was a tough decision for- all of
us.
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"We want everybody to participate in everything. But when that's
no longer possible, we had to work
ciut a situation allowing Morehead
to take football to a different level."
Funderburk said financial woes
hit Morehead first, in part because
of its smaller enrollment. He expects other OVC schools to face
similar funding crises.
"This
demonstrates
the
strength of the league;" Beebe said,
"These are good people who care
about the league and each other
· and try to come together."
Beebe also praised Morehead
for giving up its TV money from
the NCAA Tournament "It's a
symbol of their willingness to
make it work," he said.
·
"That is significant, but longterm our savings will be about
$400,000 per year (with non-scholarship football)," Eaglin said. "You
must ~ willing to make• some

sacrifice."
Eaglin next will seek approval
of- the presidents' action from the
MSU board's executive committee.
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Morehead allowed
to stay in OVC
By DAVE KOERNER
Staff Writer
MOREHEAD, Ky. - In a sudden
about-face, Ohio Valley Conference pn;sidents yesterday unanimously allowed charter member
Morehead State University to remain in the 47-year-old league
while downscaling to non-schowt:
ship football.
: 0..,~
Morehead's bargaining chip ls~·
that the school indefinitely will
waive all revenues from the men's
NCAA basketball tournament.
However, Morehead President
Dr. Ron Eaglin said it was a very
equitable tradeoff, that the savings
from football will amount to about
$400,000 a year. He said the lost
basketball revenue is about
$40,000 a year, which is less than
2 percent of the school's total athletic budget.
Although the action awaits final
approval from Morehead's board
of regents, school officials plan to
sjop offering football scholarships
following the 1995 season. Hoivever, Eaglin said the school will honor all existing football grants-inaid.
In addition, Morehead will forfeit its share of basketball revenues starting with the 1997
NCAA Tournament.
In other business, the presidents:

"'Admitted Eastern Illinois, located in Charleston, which expands the OVC to 10 teams, Eastern Illinois, previously in the MidContinent Conference, will join
the OVC in 1996-97.
"' Extended the contract of
commissioner Dan Beebe for three
years, through 1999.
"' Agreed on playing seven
league football games starting in
1996. The present requirement is
eight.
"This will allow flexibility in
scheduling," Eaglin said.
With Morehead. going to nonscholarship football, the addition
of Eastern Illinois will keep the
OVC at nine Division I-AA
schools.
Eaglin first proposed zero football grants in January 1994 and
hoped to attain that goal by 1998.
However, he also wanted Morehead to remain in the OVC, which
repeatedly raised stiff opposition,
Just five months ago, when a related proposal was soundly defeated, Beebe reiterated that the OVC
is· a football conference and that
schools "have to bite the bullet
and do something to fund football" if they want to remain members.
Prior to yesterday's meeting,
Eaglin had entertained proposing
an amendment that would accomplish three things:
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OVC will retain
Morehead State
Continued from Page• I
,_,, Morehead could remain in the
OVC while dropping to non-scholarship football.
,_,, Middle Tennessee could move
up to I-A football while also staying
in the OVC.
,_,, Tennessee State would be allowed to play more football games
against historically black schools
while still competing for the OVC
title.
However, that amendment never
was proposed, largely because Eaglin didn't feel it would be approved.
Instead, the basketball-for-football proposal surfaced, which Eaglin said "kind of evolved" during
yesterday's closed sessions.
"By tying it to basketball, I think
that sends a message out to other
institutions, where basketball is important," Eaglin said. "It's symbolic.
"We really asked for something
extraordinaty here, and I think it
was important for us to put something on the table other than that
'We're good people, and we've been
around a long time.' "
Dr. Kala Stroup, president of
Southeast Missouri State, viewed
Morehead's situation as a "special
case" and that it warranted unique
treatment. "Morehead has been a
longtime member and has sought
all possible solutions," she said.
Eaglin said the presidents' decision restored his faith in the league.
"I was down," he said. "(But) this
brought my faith back alive. The
people in this conference did not
want to see us go, and they were
willing to work with us right up to
the 11th hour.
"fm pleased and proud - and all
those good words."
Eaglin said he is sure that some
alumni will oppose the decision, but
noted: "Staying in the OVC was,
really, the greater issue."
Eaglin said he hopes to bring the
legislation before Morehead's regents within the next w~k. But it is
expected to be OK'd, for the board
has supported Eaglin zero-scholarship plan all along.
Morehead funded the equivalent
of 39 football grants in 1994 - far
below the 1-M limit of 63. However,
the 39 grants cost about $340,000,
which Morehead wants to use to
strengthen other sports and improve gender equity.
Morehead had only 25 football
players on full rides last season and
posted an 0-11 record while being
outscored by an average of 51-9.
The average attendance for six
home games was only 3,600.
As a result of yesterday's action,
Morehead will compete as a football
independent starting in 1996, although it could align with other
non-grant programs and form a
football-only league. In any case,
the intent is to phase out playing all
OVC opponents by 1996, including
in-state rivals Eastern Kentucky and
Murray State.
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year, it even organized dozens of
alumni rallies across the state to
protest the idea.
Hines argued yesterday that a
community college had a threefold
· mission: to act as a feeder for
students who want to transfer to
four-year schools, to offer general
adult education and to provide
vocational and technical training to
help people get jobs.
The community colleges do offer all three programs, Hines acknowledged. But he argued that
they focus too much on being what
he termed "branch campuses" of
UK.
Hines told the committee that
other states were moving toward
the idea of putting community
colleges under their own board.
Only Hawaii and Nevada have
similar setups where commumty
colleges are controlled by the principal state university. But in those
cases, all of higher education falls
under one governing board.
"I can't really believe in the
long run that (UK's) standing will
be immeasurably hurt in the state
if it lost its community college
system," Hines said.

Community
colleges, UK
should split,
expert says
BY ANGIE MUHS
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER

FRAl'iKFORT The state
should remove its community colleges from the University of Kentucky's control and create a new
state board that would oversee
· them and vocational-technical
schools. a consultant told legislators yesterday.
The proposal - an idea
that has cropped
up

numerous

times over the
years - would
help the state
cut duplication among its programs, said Edward Hines, a professor of educational administration at Illinois State University.
"It seems to me that what
you've created is two different
systems, each of which is responsible to a different board or entity,"
said Hines, who was hired by the
Legislative Research Commission.
"I'll hypothesize that they don't
communicate or relate to each other
the way they should."
The interim joint education
committee, which heard Hines' presentation, did not take action. But
its co-chairman, Rep. Freed Curd,
hinted after the meeting that he
would introduce legislation calling
for separating UK and the community colleges during the next ses-

sion.

"I think you'll be seeing something happening," said Curd, DMurray. "I've heard a lot of complaints on this."
Neither UK President Charles
T. Wethington Jr. nor Ben Carr, the
community college chancellor, attended yesterday's meeting. Carr
said in a telephone interview last
night that he had not been aware of
Hines' study.
But Carr said he was not sur•
prised. He said the community
college presidents had been discussing rumors of such an effort at
a meeting yesterday in Louisville.
"I can tell you the issue came
up today and we are all unanimously opposed to being taken
away from the University of Kentucky," Carr said. "Were very passionate about what we do and our
association with UK."
UK historically has fiercely
fought the idea of taking away its
14 community colleges and combining them with the state's vocational schools, an idea that has
been put forth by previous legislative advisorv committees and the
Council on Higher Education. One
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Cards' 1balanced budget'
On June I, The Courier-Journal printed
an editorial, "Red ink and sports," focusing on the use of tax dollars to subsidize
the athletic programs at six regional universities in Kentucky.
While many athletic programs across
the nation receive state or university subsidies, a portion of student fees, or some
type of tuition waivers,::tbe University of
• Louisville has operatect.a financially self.
sufficient athletic assocllltion,slnce:l985.
Contributions to the university are nu1 merous. Athletics chips in over a half-million dollars annually to the university for facility and administrative overhead costs.
The 115sociation contributed $400,000 to the
university in 1992 to alleviate the crunch of
a $6. 7 million state-mandated budget cut.
Over $10 million has been contributed in the
last five years for facility construction and
land acquisition on the U of L campus.
Ticket sales, guarantees, broadcast
rights fees and generous direct contributions from individuals
helped the
Cardinals move from deficits in excess of
$1 million in 1980 to their current $15.2
million balanced budget _with substantial
mandated reserves. Aside from the local,
regional and national public relations value provided by the Cardinals, U of L athletics indeed·provide a profitable gain, not
a drain, to the university.

I

.nave

KENNY KLEIN
Sports Information Director
University of Louisville
Louisville 40292

The editorial did not .include U of L,
Kentucky's urban university, among the
six regional universities it discussed.
-Editor.
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Proposed health insurance rates unveiled
State purchasing alliance begins operation July 15
BY JIM WARREN
HERALD•lEADER MEDICAL WRITER

FRANKFORT - Central Kentuckians younger than 30 could
buy Economy HMO group health
insurance for as little as $69 a
month through the new Kentucky
Health Purchasing Alliance, according to rates unveiled yesterday.
Buying through the alliance,
those same consumers could
choose a Standard HMO group
plan with more coverage and pay
as little as $94 a month, depending
on what insurance company they
select. Rates would vary in other
areas of the state.
The rates offer the first glimpse
of what Kentuckians would pay for
various standard health plans
through the alliance, which is a key
component of the state health-care
reform law.
Under terms of the law, that
goes into effect July 15, an insurance buyer can't be turned down
because of a pre-existing medical
problem, and "portability" provisions will allow people to switch
jobs without losing coverage.
Those and other reform provisions are expected to increase premium rates somewhat since they
will open the market to many
Kentuckians who previously could
not buy policies because of their
health problems.
Nevertheless, alliance officials
said yesterday they are pleased
,vith the proposed alliance rates.
"When we see rates that are
down under $100 a. month, I think
we're doing pretty well," said Helen
Barakauskas, executive director of

the alliance.
Insurance companies submitted
the proposed rates to the alliance's
lioard of directors last month in the
form of bids. But yesterday was
the first time any of them has been
made public.
Officials showed only a range
of rates consumers would i,ay in
various categories, but did not list
rates individual companies would
charge. Those rates still must be
approved by the state Department
of Insurance.
Also yesterday, the alliance
board certified 13 insurers as the
only companies that will be able to
sell health insurance through the
alliance when it begins operating
July 15. Other companies, however,
will be able to sell insurance outside the alliance.
The list includes some companies that have long done business
in Kentucky, and some new ones,
such as John Deere Health Care Inc.
Alliance officials cited the newcomers as an indication that reform
hasn't driven insurers out of the
state.
The alliance is a huge statewide purchasing pool, which individuals and small businesses may
join. Public employees are required
to join the pool next year.
Reform planners say that the
pool should save money on health
insurance because of its bargaining
power.

Alliance officials painted a
bright picture yesterday, contending the rates indicate some groups
will save under the .alliance.
They said, for example, that an
individual who has standard-risk
indemnity insurance through a
state buy-in program now pays
$168 to $184 a month for standard
coverage, and $238 to $263 a
month for high-risk coverage. Under the alliance, individuals would
pay $133 to $293 a month for
indemnity coverage, regardless of
whether the individual is standard
or high risk.
Offering another measure, officials said .a business with nine
workers would be able to get HMO
coverage through the alliance for
$1,700 to $2,300 a month, compared
to about $2,000 in the current
market In some instances, they
said, small companies that can't get
coverage now will be able to get it
through the alliance.
"If you do some smart shopping, an employer could pick a
plan and pay less than he would in
today's market," Barakauskas said.
Alliance officials also contended that, with 13'insurance-companies participating, consumers will
have a wide range of plans' from
which to choose. Reform critics, .
meanwhile, mainiain the alliance
will reduce the insurance choices
available to the public.
"Even in the more rural areas
there are choices, probably more
choices than there are today," said
alliance Chairwoman Sylvia Lovely.

"If you do some smart
shopping, an employer could
pick a plan and payJess than
he would4n today•s:·market"
HELEN IWIAKAUiiiAs ·

executive director of the Kentucky
Health Purchasing Alliance

Bob White, a Lexington insurance agent who attended the alliance meeting, gave a more cautious
assessment, calling the rates a
mixed bag. He said potential savings cited in individual insurance
were encouraging," but questioned the group rates.
"Overall, it seems like the rates
are anywhere from 10 (percent) to
20 percent higher than what you'd
be able to buy today," White said.
But James Johns, another Lexington agent and a backer of the
reform law, said, "These rates are
terrific considering what you are
getting in guaranteed issue, portability and premium benefits."
Under the. alliance, premium
11

rates would vary accorilmf to geography, with the state0 split into
seven regions generally. following
the lines of standard metropolitan
statistical areas.
Region 2, composed of ·Northern Kentucky, generally would
have the lowest rates.' because a
large number of insurance companies in the Cincinnati area will be
vying for business. Region· 6, including Lexington and surrounding
counties, will have rates typical of
the state as a whole, officials said:
A total of 18 standard health
plans will be offered. throµgh the
alliance, but every ·plan :won't be
available in.every area of,the state.
Those in rural areas, for exllJllple, ,
might be.,unable:to gi!'.''_mt,·.·
HMO plan since HMus,. hav
begun operating in mahy· . ··
areas.

·~
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U.S.judge.
won't order
release of
yearbooks
Adviser's suit says
KSU violated rights
The Frankfort Bureau
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FRANKFORT, Ky. - A federal
judge refused yesterday to order
Kentucky State University to distribute its 1993-94 yearbook, as requested by the yearbook adviser.
But U.S. District Judge Joseph
Hood also refused to dismiss the adviser's lawsuit against the university
for violating her constitutional
rights, including free speech.
I.aura Cullen, adviser for the
yearbook and the student newspaper, argues in the lawsuit that KSU
officials have tried to retaliate
against her for resisting their efforts
to control the content of the newspaper, The Thorobred News, and
for advocating a union for staff
members. She says confiscating The
Thorobred yearbook was one method of retaliation.
Guthrie True, a lawyer for KSU,
said in court yesterday that the
school has not distributed the yearbook because it is o~ poor quality.
KSU has a right to control the quality, and that does not violate Cullen's constitutional rights, he said.
While refusing to dismiss the lawsuit, Hood said he didn't think there
were compelling reasons to grant
Cullen's request to order that the
yearbook be distributed.
He questioned Cullen's legal
standing to make the- request because, he said, the yearbook is a
student publication, and no students
have asked the court that it be distributed. He also noted that there's
already been a lengthy delay.
Cullen's lawyer, Bruce Orwin,
said Cullen was reluctant to drag
students into court, but that there
are students who will support her
when the matter goes to trial. He
also argued that at least two courts
have ruled that an adviser has the
appropriate standing in such a case.
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Saved
Morehead State will stay in OVC
Credit Morehead State University President Ron Eaglin
for being a master negotiator.
When Eaglin last June
asked the Ohio Valley Conference to allow Morehead
State to drop football scholarships but continue to compete for conference championships in all other sports,
seven of the nine presidents
of the OVC's member schools
turned thumbs down to the
idea. Just five months ago,
league commissioner Dan
Beebe reiterated that the
OVC was a football conference, and if Morehead preceded with plans to drop football scholarships, it would be
ousted from the OVC.
On Thursday, the conference schools changed their
mind: Morehead will be able
to continue to compete in the
OVC in all sports but foot-·
ball. In return, MSU willwaive all revenues from the
men's NCAA basketball tournament.

Ron Eaglin

The tradeoff is a good one
for MSU, Eaglin said._ The
university will save about
$400,000 a year by dropping to
non-scholarship football,
while it will lose about
$40,Q00 in revenue from the
basketball tournament.
The agreement came after
extensive, behind-the-scenes
negotiations between Eaglin
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and the presidents of the
other OVC schools.
Thursday's decision means
Morehead State will compete
as a football independent beginning in 1996. No longer
will the Eagles play OVC
teams - including in-state rivals Eastern Kentucky and
Murray State University in football.
Although some MSU alumni have loudly protested
Morehead's decision to drop
football scholarships, the university had little choice but
to do so. Morehead State
spends about $1.4 million a
year from its general fund to
subsidize its athletic program. While football is not
the only money-losing sport,
it is by far the most expensive. At a time of tight budgets for higher education, it
makes no sense to take
money that could be used on
academic programs to subsi,
dize athletics.
Morehead's board of regents made the right decision
in supporting Eaglin's request to drop football scholarships. The OVC member
schools made the right •decision not ousting Morehead
from the conference.
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Opening the books on college sports
Legislature can end the hidden subsidy of teams and provide the money outright
et's talk about political football - and political
basketball, baseball, volleyball and all the other
intercollegiate sports played by Kentucky's state
universities.
.
Fielding these teams for the glory of our beloved
alma maters is costing taxpayers a pretty good chunk
of change.- about $7.7 million for the school year
that just ended. That's the difference between the
amount of revenue generated by athletics programs at
six regional universities and the amount of money
spent on sports. (Athletics programs make money at
the University of Kentucky and the University of
Louisville.).
By subsidizing sports, the regionals lose $7.7
million that could and should be spent on professors'
salaries, improved facilities and the assorted other
necessities for providing a college education to Kentucky's next generation of adults.
Sure, the subsidies amount to just a little more·
than 1 percent of the state's total General Fund
appropriation for higher education ($686 million this
year, $705 million next year). But the state appropria-

L

tion for next year falls $70 million short of the amount
needed to put Kentucky schools on equal footing with
"bench mark" institutions in other states. Already
lagging behind, our universities can't afford to blow
$7.7 million on subsidies for sports.
Intercollegiate athletics are a tr.aditional and important part of campus life; but they shouldn't be
draining money from education, the primary purpose
of any college or university. Morehead State University. recognizes this. In a courageous decision, school
officials downgraded the Morehead football program
- which lost $424,000 this year - to non-scholarship
status.
We're not suggesting the other regionals follow
Morehead's lead, although it may come to that. But it
is certainly time for the General Assembly to quit
hiding these subsidies in education appropriations.
If taxpayer support of intercollegiate athletics is to
continue, let's at least be open and honest about it.
Provide that support in a separate appropriation, over
and above the money we now give the universities for
education.
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Morehead gets
OVC's approval
to drop down
By MIKE EMBRY

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

MOREHEAD - Morehead
State will be playing a different level of football after next
season.
The Ohio Valley Conference's presidents voted unanimously at the OVC summer
meeting Thursday to allow
Morehead State to remain a
full member and compete as
an independent, nonscholarship program in football.
In other action, the presidents voted unanimously to
make Eastern Illinois the
league's 10th member.
"We were very impressed
with Eastern Illinois," Morehead State president Ron Eaglin said of the Charleston, ill.,
school. "We feel like they will
make a fine addition to the
OVC."
Eastern Illinois, which
played in the Mid-Continent
Conference last season, will
begin participating in the
league in the 1996-97 season.
"It stabilizes our situation in
terms of continuing to have
strong schools in (football),"
Beebe said ..
Morehead State's petition to
the presidents didn't come
without a price as the school
said it would forfeit its share
of NCAA tournament basketball revenue beginning with
the 1997 tourney.
"It did take some negotiations but the solidness of the
conference overcame much of
the issues that have been out
there before," said· Eaglin, who
has tried for two years to get
his school an exemption from
scholarship football in the
league.
OVC commissioner Dan
Beebe estimated that the
school will lose approximately
$40,000 a year from basketball
revenue.

"That is significant but long
term our savings will be about
$400,000 per year (as nonscholarship football)," said Eaglin. "You must be willing to
make some sacrifice to qiake
things occur."
Last season Morehead State
compiled a 0-11 record and was
outscored by an average 51-9
by opponents. Average attendance for six home games
was 3,600.
Morehead State is a charter
member in the league that
began in 1948, and apparently
that carried some weight with
the presidents.
Kala Stroup, president of
Southeast Missouri, calleq
Morehead State's request a
"special case" that "does not
set future policy on- how any
other individual school will be
handled."
·
Beebe said Morehead State
has been a valuable member of
the conference.
.
"You just don't do something
that can dismiss a charter
member of the league, that has
contributed much to this
league," he said. "I think this
was an appropriate step and
demonstrates again the
strength of this league."
Beebe said Morehead State
would be allowed to seek afl11iation with a non-scholarship
football conference.
Eaglin said Morehead State
will cease offering football
scholarships after this season,
but that the school will honor
existing scholarships for cur,
rent players until their eligibility is exhausted.
·
Eaglin said he will ·seek ap,
proval of the league's action
from the executive committee
of the school's board of regents
within a week.
The league also voted to reduce the league football schedule from eight games to severi
starting in 1996 and extended
Beebe's contract three years to
1999.
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New trustee
for Georgetown
Georgetowo College has
named the Rev. T. Vaughn Walker to its board of trustees. He is
the college's first African-American trustee.
Walker, who lives in Louisville,
is pastor of Gethsemane Baptist
Church there and teaches at
Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary.
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Community
college grants
Jefferson Community College
in Louisville and Southeast Community College in Cumberland
each has been awarded a
$500,000 grant by the U.S. Department of Education, Sen.
Mitch McConnell announced yesterday.

Associated Press
. · FRANKFORT, Ky. - A state lawmaker says he might propose legis·latfon to split the University of Kentucky from its community college
·system during the next General As'sembly session. ,
· "I think you'll be seeing something happening," said Rep. Freed
Ctird, a Murray Democrat who is
·coschairman of the interim joint
-education committee. "I've heard a
-lot of complaints on this."
· Edward Hines, a professor of educational administration at Illinois
State University who was hired by
·the Legislative Research Commission, told Curd's committee Thursday that the state should remove its
community colleges from UK's control. Hines said Kentucky should
create a board to oversee ihe comm\)ruty colleges and vocationaltechnical schools.
Hines said that would help cut
duplication.
Neither UK President Charles T.
Wethington Jr. nor Ben Carr, the
community college chancellor, attended Thursday's meeting. Carr
-said in a telephone interview Thursday night that he was unaware of
Hines' study.
But Carr said he was not sur-

· prised to learn of it. He said community college presidents had been
ctiscussing rumors of such an effort
at a meeting Thursday in Louisville.
· I can tell you the issue came up
today, and we are ail unanimously
opposed to being taken away from
the University of Kentucky," Carr
said. "We're very passionate about
what we do and our association
with UK."
UK has fiercely fought the idea of
giving up its 14 community colleges.
The legislative advisory committees
and the Council on Higher Education have floated the idea before.
Hines argued that a community
ccilege has three missions: to prepare students to transfer to fouryear schools, to offer general adult
education and to provide vocational
and technical training.
The community colleges do offer
programs directed toward all three
goals, Hines acknowledged. But he
argued that they focus too much on
being_ "branch campuses" of UK.
Hines told the committee that other states were moving toward putting community colleges under their
own board.
"I can't really believe in the long
run that (UK's) standing will be immeasurably hurt in the state if it lost
its community college system,"
Hines said.
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Controversial
UK-college ,, ... ,
divorce an
issue again
FROM STAFF, WIRE REPORTS

ASHLAND -' The chairman
of Ashland Community College's Advisory Council said
today he sees little support for
a proposal to remove community colleges from . University of Kentuc~y control.
"This would have to be
something, as I understand it,
passed by the General Assembly," said Greenup attorney Bruce Leslie, "and I'm
personally unaware of anything but minimal legislative
support for any idea Iha t
would divorce the community
· colleges from UK."
But at least one legislator expects action on the issue.
"I think you'll be seeing
something happening," saia ·
Rep. Freed Curd, a Murray
Democrat who is co-chairman
of the interim joint education
committee. "I've heard a lot of
complaints on this."

Friday, June 2, 1995

Edward Hines, a professor of
educational , administration .. at
Illinois State University, lifred'
by the Legislative .Research
Commission, told Curd's committee Thursday that the state
should remove its community
colleges from the University of
Kentucky's control. Hines said
Kentucky should create a new
state board that would oversee
the community colleges and
vocational-technical schools.
Hines said his proposal
would help the state cut duplication.
"It seems to me that what
you've created is two different
systems, each of which is responsible to a different board
or entity," he said. "I'll hypothesize that they don't communicate or relate to each
other the way they should."
Neither UK President
Charles-T. Wethington Jr. nor
Ben Carr, the community college chancellor, attended
Thursday's meeting. Carr said
in a telephone interview
Thursday night he had not
been aware of Hines' ·study.
But Carr said he was not
surprised. He said the community college presidents had
been discussing rumors of
such an effort at a meeting
Thursday in Louisville. The
session continues today.

.-"I.- can .. tell you theiHssue
,; ., : 1 - ,t:i:..:cl
""'iife;,'1ill._.
~e•UPtw
ay and vmJ.,
...•. i::·;
unariin\oiisly opposedJg},,~gjl
taken"'away from the-~u_tjiv"el'-i.l
sity of Kentucky," Cafi•'"'said.-:
"We're very passionate a~,o.ut
what- we do and· our asso,c1ation with UK."
___ _
I_Leslie said the idea- is not
new. "Almost every session, a
bill has been introduced in the
legislature advocating some
sort of breakup of the community· college system: Various plans have been floated
throughouFthe years.". ·
· "'Il:e· sam•"i!iere is no ·support
at Ashland for the move and
that he is unaware of any support from other community
colleges for change.
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Why UK and

Lees College
would make
a good match

This spring Morehead State University graduated 14 students who took al_most
all their classes in elementary educatton
on the Lees campus in what's called the
Lees-MSU 2 + 2 partnership. These 14,
among them a mother and her daughter,
say the achievement would have been
impossible without Morehead courses at
Lees. They say they could not have managed the 130-mile round trip to Morehead.
Lees-MSU Partnership is working to offer
even more classes to help students receive
other bachelor's degrees.
The editorial was right on another
point. Local money could alleviate Lees of
its debt, but is there also enough Inca!
money to allow Lees to add new, enticing

programs and classes?
>levertheless. it is our responsibility to
get Lees back on its feet regardless of this
proposed partnership. To join UK. apparently Lees College and Breathitt and the
surrounding counties must raise necessesary funds and prove that Lees is selfsupporting.
I encourage the community to raise the
money needed. to prove that Lees is viable
and leave it to those in charge of the E.O.
Robinson Trust Fund to make the best
choice when they decide how to distribute
the money. I hope they will consider Lees'
fate.
■ Delores Chandler is the editor of The
Breathitt County Voice.
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BY DELORES CHANDLER

fter reading the Herald-Leader's
May 28 editorial, "Can UK Afford
Lees College?" I'd like to help the
University of Kentucky prove that it can.
More high-quality education is needed
in the mountains. People from across the
state agree on this.
Breathitt County is one of the largest
in the state, and it's a 60-mile round trip
from Jackson to UK's Hazard Community
College. Even on the best-highway available b~tween the two small cities, students
must still travel on a two-lane road with
heavy coal-truck traffic.
However, since Breathitt County is so
large. many students are already covering
50-plus miles traveling from outlying areas in Breathitt to the Lees campus in
Jackson. These trips are treacherous at
times because many of the roads are poor,
with steep hills and sharp curves. Imagine
the trip when they're ice- and snow-covered! Additionally, flooding is frequent in
Breathitt County, blocking any way out
for some residents several times each year.
If the proposed UK-Lees partnership
results, Lees would no doubt attract more
students from Wolfe ahd Powell Counties,
who must now travel about 140 to 180miles to get to UK's Lexington.campus
and 50 to 70 miles to Hazard Community
College. It's a 20-mile straight shot on Ky.
15 from Campton to Jackson.
Lees impressively has raised $900,000
of its $1.6 million debt, nearly all of it
contributed by Breathitt businesses and
individuals, some of whom are making
real sacrifices to meet their pledges.
Tuition would be cheaper with Lees as
a satellite UK campus. Certainly, that fact
alone would make it easier for more students to attend.
The nursing program at Lees, which
will begin its fifth year this fall, is flourishingly in an area where health-care professionals are sorely needed.
Lees is becoming more and m~re community-oriented, largely because of college
President Charles Derrickson. Its facilities
are used for large community celebrations
several times each year.
Citizens for Lees, a group formed to
support the college, stands ready to assist
whenever it can in any fashion. A membership drive earlier this year was well
received. and the group raised enough
money to make a hefty donation.

A

Wise investntent
Qualified prisoners should have
the opportunity to attend college
The Kentucky Higher Education Assistance Authority
has delayed- for a year a cutoff of state grants for prisoners to attend college. The
Kentucky General Assembly
should use the reprieve to
find the means to allow inmates to take college courses
without using funds from a
program designed to help
poor students.
The KHEAA moved to cut
off state grants two months
ago after Congress banned inmates from getting federal
Pell Grants for college. The
education assistance authority was afraid that once the
federal money dried up this
spring, prisoners would flock
to apply for- state grants.
Without the grants, corrections officials say all highereducation programs for inmates in Kentucky will shut
down.
Our problem with awarding prisoners Pell Grants and
KHEAA grants is that every
grant awarded an inmate is
that much less money available for qualified, law-abiding
students. The state and federal grants were created to
help the poor attend college,
not as a rehabilitation program for prisoners.
Nevertheless, there is value
in giving prisoners with the
ability to do college work the
opportunity to enroll in
courses. The inmate who receives a college education
while behind bars is more
likely to become a productive
citizen and less likely to re-

turn to prison. once released.
It costs more than. $25,000 to
house an inmate in prison
for one year; spending a few
thousand dollars. on college
courses to help keep an inmate from returning to prison is a wise investment in rehabilitation.
Last year, 799 Kentucky inmates took college courses,
and 24 received associate degrees.
The Corrections Department plans to ask the 1996
General Assembly for more
money so it can·•offer its own
college program··for prisoners. Legislators ·should be re:ceptive to the idea~
However, Rep. Mike Bowling, D-Middlesboro, chairman
of the House Judiciary Committee, said there is a pressing need for more beds in
prisons and juvenile detention centers, and those needs
are likely to take precedence.
"I think the prospects are
very dim" the legislature will
appropriate more money for
a prison college program,
Bowling said.
A program that sends prisoners to college runs counter
to politicians who like to talk
tough about sending criminals to prison for longer periods of time. We're all for
keeping career criminals
locked up, but those inmates
who still have a chance of
turning their lives around
should be able to spend time
in jail improving their educations.
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All Saints school could move
to black college, pastor says
By DANA THOMPSON
Staff Writer
· The pastor of Louisville's Canaan
Missionary Baptist Church, the Rev.
Walter Malone, gave his congregation some practical advice during
yesterday's morning service:
. There are some things you must
do for yourself or they will never be
done.
Malone said that's why Canaan
and three other black churches are
committed to reopening All Saints
Preparatory Academy, which was
the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of
Louisville's only predominantly
black school.
And Malone said that would be
done by moving All Saints to the
campus of Imani Bible College,
which is co-owned by Canaan, St.
Stephen Baptist, Genesis United
Methodist and Bates Memorial Baplist churches.
''We plan to have the school alive
as a strong school in the AfricanAmerican community and an altemalive to public schools," Malone said.
The pastors of the four churches
are scheduled to meet with a group
of Catholic priests about the plans
at 1 p.m. today at St. Stephen.
Malone said Imani is still in its infancy, with limited enrollment and
eight to 10 faculty members. It currently holds its courses at Canaan,
but Malone said he hopes the college
and All Saints will both be in operation on Imani'.s new campus at Seventh and Kentucky streets at the be-

"I'm doing this because I care
about the children. We ought to
learn to do some things together,"
The Rev. Walter Malone, pastor,
Louisville's Canaan Missionary Baptist Church
ginning of the coming school year.
All Saints had an all-black enrollment of 149 students, 80 percent of
whom were not Catholic. Malone
said the new All Saints on the college campus will provide an "Afri.
sensitive, ecumenical" environment.
He said the school could have
classes at the same time as the college, or during the day, with the college classes meeting at night.
Citing such problems as low enrollment, little community support
and financial uncertainty, the archdiocese announced last week that
All Saints, at 724 S. 44th St., would
close.
All Saints; established· in· 1990,
through the merger-of three westem Louisville. Catholic schools, was
sponsored by six Catholic parishes.
Malone said he wants the AfricanAmerican community to take a leadership role in running the school.
He also said the pastors want· the
school_ to· be CO:Owned by several
Protestant churches and Catholic
parishes.
"I'm "doing this; because I care

gh
about the children. We ou t to
learn to do some things together,"
he said.
Malone said there is not yet any
set curriculum for the new school,
nor does he know how much it
would cost to house the school on
the Bible college's campus. But he
said he is certain there will be support from the community and other
churches besides those he had already mentioned. Malone also said
the churches can more than match
the $65,000 that the archdiocese
had said was needed to keep All
Saints opened.
·Judith Green, a member of Ca·
naan and .the mother of three children who were attending All Saints
and three more who would like to
attend in the fall, said the ministers' next step is to present their
plan to the Catholic priests. But if
the priests say no, Green said, the
four Protestant churches will not
give up on All Saints.
''We'll do whatever we can to
convince them that All Saints is
needed," she said.
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Mixed blessings

College graduates will find more jobs, tougher~bosses
By DIANE E. LEWIS
The Boston Globe

®

With this year's crop of college
graduates looking for jobs, thousands of 20-somethings must still
endure the resume-writing, interviewing and waiting-for-an-offer
ordeal that is a rite of passage.
So what's the word from corporate America? ·
Pretty good.
The chances of landing a job
are the best since 1990, especially
for grads who know their way
around a computer or a science
lab. Even the outlook for the oft.
maligned (and under-appreciated) liberal arts major is better
this year.
But before grads start pushing
the limits on their credit cards, a
word of caution:
Be prepared for highly demanding bosses who will work
you hard and keep you waiting
for promotions and raises. Just
because you aced those tough engineering or computer-science
courses doesn't mean you are
guaranteed pole position on the
fast track.
"What employers have been
saying is that the attitudes and
expectations of new college
graduates are higher than their
!llf'tU!lll U!ll)1111>,

in

th.a m<:>rlra.tnl-,,....,
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said Patrick Scheetz, director of
Michigan State University's employment research institute. "Students may have proved themselves in college, but now employers are expecting them to
prove themselves all over again."
The best opportunities? Petroleum, tire and rubber producers; financial institutions; hotels,
motels and recreational facilities;
chemical companies; and software and electronics firms.
And don't forget small firms of
all kinds, which helped create
3.5 million jobs ih 1994 and a
current unemployment rate of 5.8
percent, down from 6.4 percent
last spring.
It can be harder to link up with
smaller companies, which don't
have the recruiting resources of
big corporations. According to a
recruitment survey from Michigan State, companies encouraged
by an improved economy will
make 5.9 percent more job offers
this year than in 1994. Starting
salaries are up 1.3 percent to 2.6
percent over last year.
The anticipated increase in hiring is the second annual jump;
offers were up I.I percent in
1994, ending a four-year drought
in which they plummeted 30 per,..,,......
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report healthy demand for entrylevel positions.
Experience Is king, As always, those who received some
job experience while in school
will have an edge over candidates
who spent their free time in more
popular student activities such as
sleeping, partying and channel
surfing. Specialists say seniors
who participated in internships
or co-operative learning programs will find it easier to land a
job - and move. up - because
employers have seen them at
work and know what to expect.
If you spent long hours tooling
away in a lab or cruising around
the World Wide Web, you are in
luck too. Engineers and computer scientists are hot commodities.
Seniors with degrees in those
areas pull down some of the best
starting paychecks, averaging
from about $33,000 for computer
science to $41,000 for chemical
engineering, according to the
Michigan State survey. By contrast, liberal arts majors can expect offers of around $21,000,
while social science grads will
see about $22,600.
Beyond the basic drill, In
advising job-hunters, experts suggest ,Yo~r. view of nel"'.o~king ex-

of alumni in your field and ther
call, set up information inter
views and ask for advice.
Tailor resumes to particula,
prospective employers, movinf
up and emphasizing the most rel
evant information.
Investigate companies befon
the interview and have a list o:
questions ready.
Be prepared to start at the bottom. Eyen graduates with · !Of
grades and credentials will b£
starting at lower rungs of th1
corporate ladder. So don't sh~
away from entry-level or ever
summer and temporary jobs.
Knowledge of software applications - word processing, spreadsheets and database management, for example make
graduates in any field more employable. Employees who us,
computers at work earn 10 percent to 15 percent more than
those who don't, said Princeton
University economist Alan
Krueger;•.•
Also, familiarize yourself wilt
job listings .on the Internet's Online Career Center, an employment database with 30,000 re•
sumes. It accepts multimedia resumes (incorporating text, videc
and sound) via electronic mail.
For instructions, call (317) 293-
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Collins ·helps college's light shin;e;:
Former governorbrings recognition
to St. Catharine
BY ANGIE MUHS

The school's financial health is
better and its name recognition is
up, said Michael Reynolds, the
board chairman.
"I really think we're about to
tum the comer," said Reynolds, a
Lexington lawyer. "There are a lot
of good things happening out there
now."

HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER

Collins - who was known
SPRINGFIELD - When the
during·her 1983-87 administration
board at St. Catharine College hired
for emphasizing education and ecoformer Gov. Martha Layne Collins
nomic development is still
as president five years ago, even
sounding those themes at St
her staunchest supporters privately
Catharine.
wondered how long she would
"Wt're creating a very large
stick with the job.
population in Kentucky of people
The
tiny
who need to go to college," she said
Washington
in a recent interview. "If you're
County private "Sometimes
pushing for economic development,
college was in she's so full
you have to have the people who
trouble. Its enhave computer literacy, who have
of
ideas
that'
rollment, never
analytical thinking skills. This is
large. was drop- it's difficult
long-term thing for Kentucky."
to harness
ping even more.
Money
was the ones that
'Some doubters'
tight, and the most need to
Despite Collins' longstanding
college
was be pursued."
interest in education, there were a
8kiclcling toward
ED O'DANIEL
few skeptics when she accepted the
debt. Not man\'
job. She became the first president
[)C(Jplc.•
outsid~ longtime college
trustee
i_n the school's history who wasn't
the immediate
a nun.
area even kne\'V
it existed.
' Collins, 58, started her career as
When the board brought in ,a teacher. She served as governor
Collins, .Kentucky's first female ,from 1983 to 1987 and at one point
governor, it was gambling that her , was the highest-ranking Democratname and visibility would push the , Jc woman in the country.
two-year college into the spotlight
· That background made some in
and help boost private fund-raising Washington County wonder whethand enrollment.
er she would get discouraged and
The boarc1 members say that leave, said Ed O'Daniel, a longtime
has happened. They and Collins college trustee and former state
point to record enrollments, renova- senator.
tion projects and new programs in
The governor's office and the
n11rsing and aviation that will be- president's office at St. Catharine
gin in the fnll.
College, after all, are places that are

a

~vorlds apart.

c Collins commutes 50, miles from
Lexington to the college about a
, !J!ile west of Springfield.
,. . Her modest office has the look'
-Qf a high school classroom, with
painted concrete block walls and
.institutional tile floors. Its bookcases are crammed, and the only
cjecorations are several framed
family photos. on a table, along
with a bouquet of wildflowers.
. "In the beginning, there were
some doubters about the former
;'.Jiovemor, who had enjoyed all the
:attention that goes with that, com:ing to this small school in rural
:Kentucky where there were only
•problems and not much glory,"
:said O'Daniel, a lawyer in Spring~field. •~Some people wondered
!whether she would take to that or
;not."
l When Collins arrived, only 161
,tudents attended the college full-time. The graduating class of 1991
:liad 51 graduates.
: There were no computers in the
}!dministrative offices or in the
;i:Iassrooms. The college's alumni
•records were kept on 3-inch-by-5:inch index cards.
• "We inherited a room full of
:.typewriters," Collins said.
, Money problems also were
ore pressing than Collins might
ve thought before arriving, said
rry Hayes, a former cabinet secletary in . Collins' administration
',)md a longtime St Catharine board
;member.
" "I'm not sure now that we
.fairly characterized how much
:'trouble we thought the school was
3-n," said Hayes, who is also a St.
:i:;atharine graduate. "Rut I think
·after she thought about it, it was a
:challenge for her."
.

E

:'curriculum expanded
: St. Catharine had1Jiways been
known as a college tliat, (octised on
preparing its ~adu~t~ to trans~er.
to four-year umvers1t1es - a mission that Collins said she still
emphatically believes in.
But the school needed to expand its program offerings, she
said.
"We're not trying to reinvent
the wheel out here," she said. "But
when I first got here, it was a
regular liberal arts curriculum that
needed to be advanced."
This fall, the school plans to
start a nursing program that will
allow licensed practical nurses to
earn associate's degrees and become registered nurses. About 40
students are expected to enroll this
fall, said the Rev. Robert Gerl, the
school's vice president.
St. Catharine also is working
with the Marion-Washington County Air Board to st'.1rt a two-y~ar
aviation degree this fall, Collms
said. Aero Tech, a Lexington company, will offer the flight and
aviation instruction, while students
will take academic courses at St.
Catharine.
The school also has added
courses in real estate, banking,
environmental science and · arts
management in the last four years,
Gerl said.
··
The college also needed to cre_ate agreements with four-year colleges and universities to accept its
courses as transfer cr,edits, Collins
said. About 90 percent of St. Catharine students end up transferring to
a four-year school, Gerl said.
John Frazer, executive director
of the Association of Independent
Kentucky Colleges and Universi-

'

St. Catharine College
Here are some facts.,about St. .Catharine College, a two-year
private school aooilt a•mile west of Springfield:
■ The college,• wliich)s coedi was founded by the Dominican
Sisters in 1931 as an.outgrowth of S\. Catharine Academy, which
had been stad:ed -i,n J823. . .
, , .. , , ·, . .
■ The fall eµrollment:·was 372 siiiderits. Of those, 227 attended
the college full-iiiiie. . ". .
■ This spring, 81 students graduated
the most in the
college's history. ,, , .,·.· - ..
■ Tuition is $4,500; about 85 percent of the students receive
financial aid.
■ Almost half of the students are Catholic. Thirty percent are
Protestant. The rest either did not declare th'eir religion or checkecl

·

"other."
■ About 75 percent of the students come from Washington,
Nelson and Marion. counties. There were ·also 17 students from
foreign countries. •: '

ties, said he thinks St. Catharine's
academic reputation has improved.
"Martha Layne has brought a
sensitivity to the Gob) training
needs, but also has realized you
need rigorous academic programs,"
Frazer said. "She's running a tightrope, but I think she's doing it very
effectively."

Getting the word out
Board members had another
order for Collins when she took
over: Use her political and business
contacts to raise the school's profile
and attract more private donations.
"I had never heard bf St. Catharine College originally, and then I
thought it was an all-girls school,"
said Reynolds, the board chairman.
"We needed visibility."
"We've been a little candle under a bushel basket," Collins said.
Norma Rapier, a nine-year
board member, points to the celebrities that have visited the campus
since Collins took over. Former
New York Giants quarterback Phil
Simms spoke at this year's commencement. The late Tip O'Neill,
former U,S, speaker of the House,
spoke another year. Notre I>ame

football
visited.

coach

Lou

Holtz has

"You know how important pub-

licity like that is," said Rapil'r, who
was chairwoman of the board
when it hired Collins. "folks start
thinking, 'What's going on at St.
Catharine?' "
The amount of private donations and grants also has increased.
In 1990, the college raised $181,340
in private gifts. This- year. it has
raised $534,100 toward a $600,000
goal.

St. Catharine is i11 tlw S('Contl
year of having a balanced budget.
Reynolds said. It did go into del,t
to renovate laboratories c1nd hay
computers, but is paying that off,
he said.
The debt stood at about
$289,000 last year, according to the
college's federal tax records.

Stretching the dollar
Such financial concerns are not
rare among small, private collegc.:s

especially two-year schools,
which must contend with Lhe rxplosive growth of low-tuition pub-

lic community colleges m·<·r the
last three d<'rndcs.

S-t. (2,..i-l., ... v..~•

C.c~~J..
..\nother factor affecting St.
Catharine is the fact that most of
its faculty used to come from the
Dominican order of nuns. Frazer
said. As the number of women
entering tl1e religious life has declined. Catholic colleges have had
to rely more on lay faculty members - who must be paid higher
wages. he said.
'"Obviously, some of the costs
have gone up because of that," he
said. "It began before Martha
Lavne came, but I think she has
borne the brunt of it."
Collins, who made $52,500 last
year, according to college tax records, said she wants to see the
college focus on building up an
endowment fund, money that is
generally held in reserve and invested to provide operating income
·•so that it's not day to day and
week to week" financially.
Times are still tight, she acknowledged. For instance, St. Catharine just bought chairs and tables
for its student lounge tram a school
that was closing down.
"We stretch a dollar many
ways here," she said. "We're proud
of that."
And the college also makes
sure its alumni know its needs. A
recent newsletter suggested that
new bulletin boards, desks and
chairs would be welcomed as gifts.

'Full of ideas'
As she was when she was

governor. Collins still is knov. 11
pushing idea after idea.
Among her goals: enrollme,. · .
500 to 600, a new dormitory , · ,
perhaps an extended campus -':,
Bardstown.
.
"Sometimes she's so full
ideas that it's difficult to hm ,·, ,
the ones that most need t<, ··;,
pursued," O'Daniel said.
·
Collins' term at St. Cathar .c
also has coincided with the t, ·.:
and subsequent conviction of ,_._.,.
husband, Dr. Bill Collins, on fed,, .. .I
extortion and tax fraud charges. Ee
is now serving his five-year ,., ,.
tence in an Alabama prison.
'.
Collins, who maintains her I · ,_
band's innocence, has never ta!. .J
publicly about the case's effect , .:;
her. "I've known her for years ar" I
can't ever recall a personal coll'. · <
sation with her about family ,, ... , ;:
lions," said Hayes, her former • . , ,::
net secretary. "That's just rn,t ,
way she is."
.,.
Hayes and Rapier said the c..,-~
never affected the board's opin:, .. ,
of Collins.
··
"Our only issue was that cc:c
should . take whatever time
n_eeded to do whatever she needc!'l
I~ _do," !fayes · said, "It was .;(
difficult time for her, but it nev ,:7
affected her work."
...

<

MAKING PROGRESS
The board of St. Catharine
College hired former Gov.'
Martha Layne Collins in 1990,
saying it wanted her to increas
enrollment and private fundraising.

Student enrollment

1010-----------

0--t--+--t----l--+1990 1991 1992 1993 1994

Funds raised

$600,000

S600,0010---------7#"

.,he

'More that can be done' How long Collins will stay ,..t

.

St. Catharine remains to be Stt:f.
Reynolds said he thinks the lxc d
hopes she'll stay on after her c0n'
tract expires in a year.
Collins, whose name has beci
floated in tbe past as a candid~,e
for other president jobs, says :t';
too soon to tell.
She has talked about wantic·~•
to teach a course at St. Catharii:,.~
but so far has had time only ,_/,'
serve as a guest lecturer in goven1!
ment courses, Gerl said.
"The future takes care of · •:·
self," Collins said. "I don't k)ll ·.:,
that I'll stay in higher educati, ,,i:
There are otber things I could t; ::·
But. I do feel very strongly ab,,•.•t'
this school.
'
"There's a lot more that can .-, '
done here. When I see the stude, . ,
here, I feel like we're making . ,
difference. And that gives you .,.
good reason to get up in Le0
morning."
,..

$181,340
0 -+--+---+--+---+--+-

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995'
•projected
SOURCE, SI. Catharine College
CHRIS WARE/HERAI.O,lEADER
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The biggest bully on campus is the federal government
BY JEFF JACOBY

f knowledge is power, why are so
many college presidents weak? Why
do they bend so easily before every
wind that blows across their campuses?
The timidity of those who run the

I

nation's institutions of higher education

has become epidemic. Fearful of seeming
insensitive, easily daunted, college and
u11iversity auth1>rities I10w routinely tolerall' the smothering of open discussion, the
p11nisl1i11g 11f i11111Jcc11t people, the adoption

of mindless rules. even the teaching of
out right falsehoods.
\Vim is smvrised anymore when. a

lcnured professor fills a course syllabus
with Afrocentric mumbo-jumbo or "transgender liberation" theory? Or when a band
of vandals shuts down a college newspaper. and the school's president ,ushes to
meet their demands? Or when university
officials, crumpling in the face of protests,
rn1•invite a guest speaker?

The problem is widespread. But not
tmiversal. 011e promi11ent exception to the

trend is Boston University's president,
John Silber, who has been attacking acaclc·1nic etJ\\'arrlire thrc,ughout his long t.·a•
1n·r. T\\'n yl'ars ago, in bracing statements
to the uni\'l'rsity's trustees and faculty,
Silber rcnt:wl·d a pledgt• not to succumb to
the "ideologiral fads" and ··epi~temopatho-

•
•

logics" that are poisoning the wells of
academe.
"We have resisted relativism as an

official intellectual dogma," he said in
part. "We have resisted the fad toward
critical legal studies.... In the English
Department and the departments of literature. we have not allowed the structuralists or the deconstructionists to take over.
... We have resisted the official dogmas
of radical feminism . ... We recognize that
Western culture. so-called. is in fact a
m1iversal culture.·•
Silber has notable flaws, but lack of
courage isn't among them. Likewise his
p,:otege Jon Westling, Boston University's
executive vice president and provost,
whom the trustees have designated to
become president upon Silber's retirement.
In a recent address at the Heritage
Foundation, the influential Washington
think tank. Westling dissected the malign
influence of the federal gove111ment on
higher education with the same bluntness
and refusal to equivocate that distinguishes his mentor.
11

American higher cducatio11 is on the
verge of losing its most precious as~et." he
warned. "It is abandoning or hl'ing forced
to abandon its robust indcpe11Ch'.lll"t .. 11d it
\Viii fade into something \\'or~~c lhai: :r;cdiorrity if the govcnm1ent's rci;ul~1tor~: :1;:;-

Unqualified students are admitted
to cheesy schools, where they
receive a lousy education, paid for
with subsidized loans, on which they
subsequently welsh. Your tax dollars
at work.
sault is not stopped."
Take, he said, guaranteed student
loans. The pro.,~·am started out --- don't
they all - with fine aims: Poor but
worthy st.udents could borrow the money
.to pay for tuition at any institution whose
graduates would repay the loans. Simple.
But gradually the government turned student loans inlo a wing of the welfare stale.

One by une. th,· struts un which their
financial viability had depended were
kicked out.

The loan default rate was initially held
to about the level a commercial lender
would tolerate. When it transpired that
students at trade schools and "historically
black colleges" were defaulting in great
numbers, Congress raised the default ceiling. Then raised it again. And again. And
again. Today, up to 30 percent of a
school's alumni can refuse to pay back
their loans before the school is ruled
ineligible to participate.
"At the same time," Westling reported,
"the government began lowering the minimum academic standards necessary to
qualify for loans. Today, neither a high
school diploma nor equivalency exam is
required for taking out a federally guaranteed loan." On top of that, "the govern•
ment is unwilling to require 'disadvantaged' members of society to pay back the
loans.''

Result? Unqualified students are admitted to cheesy schools, where they receive a lousy education, paid for with .
subsidized loans, on which they subsequently welsh. Your tax dollars at work.
Westling ran the numbers.
"In 1970, the taxpayer's bill for guaranteed student loans was $2.3 million, on
a volume of $770 million. In I993, the bill
had grown to $5 billion. on a volume of
$18 billion .... The cost to taxpayers per

dollar loaned has risen from about 0.29
cents in 1970 to 27.0 cents in 1993. That is
a 9.900 percent increase."
None of this would have happened···
here is Westling's point -- had the feds
been content simply to guarantee the
loans, trusting the colleges and lenders to
select students who would take their obligations seriously. "The key ingredient," he
said, "was Congress, which insisted that
the real decisions about who would receive the student loans would be made bv
the federal government."
·
It isn't just student loans. Westling
diagnosed ailment after ailment: incompetent accreditation agencies, the stranglehold of tenure, a tidal wave of disabledrights litigation, choking paperwork. All
of these are sources of universities' distress; all have been made worse by government interference.
Most leaders of major universities preserve a diplomatic silence about the de·
struction Washington is wreaking on the
campuses of America. Westling isn't like
most leaders of major universities. For
which everyone who cares about the rate
of higher learning has reason to be grall"·

ful.
■ Jeff Jacoby is a columnist for t11e
Boston Globe.
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But •·~ni~ ,\egisl~t~rs~Jillv,~,;e~'i~?i
about' spending, all the.·.~oney;_,They~are ~worrie<H
. HERAU>lEADER FAANl<FOfUBuREAlf • • .
about possible.f,edera)'.bua~t}:\l~ ,and;,thfeffect,.of~
FRANKFORT- Goy:.Brereton Jones is-moving ·state .tax.cut?.;.~nacted· earlt~r;this•year.1·, ·.; ·. ,,,:,::;;-.:~
ahead with plans•to call:a special legislative session.'.• .. fu)1994,i•lawmakera.>r~tedly:rejecteiFiJ6iies\<j
July 31. And he might add several farm projects and, :pro~i-tor: ]:iwlding proj&:ts.. , ., ·,, ,;,, . i,_: '•. :,;: :.:J
more money ~or area -development districts ·to its' ' .'Prjjjects·under,. ~ohsiden\tioni;Jiines')srid:y'll5tef~l
agenda. · • · ... ·
- day,' include ouildipgs•· at•.H~zarrl'1 and''A~hlan<i~
J_ones announce<Lin Ap!11 pJans 10 ~I a ~~al com'l!~o/ .cbl\eg~, a·~~orial)tecluli>lcigy =,~~.l
sess10n to redraw:,.boundanes .of ,Jegislative d1stncts·· Hopkmsville ·and pretrial, holdmg ,centers: fore• JUVe:•,
and spend an expected budget surplus of.$40 millfoii:. niles. in .Western.·andc,NortheiniaKenrucky:'·• 'w,:,i;; •
to-$60.,!J.!il)i<,n,,. ;u;, ;, V"t - '.•. · , , ,,,, ~- - ,., .. , ' .,~·i0L:rfte;iffiiie{wHh!d:jlliy:°for 't1ie'.pTIJ)ocls"~tit1~1l'
"We're ·,not tall<lngjabbut.~ding ·money'' ju§t:j"rlithi!r;,~, lx>µ'ow'eQ'morie¼' liesai<il :"c. ··/_,.,,\,;?,
BY CHAD CARLTON , .
AND JACK BRAMMER
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' MWsiEXkifld'•oUff':i
Do you think
Kentucky should
remove the community
colleges from the
University of Kentucky's
control and create a
new state board to
oversee them to help
cut dupllcatlon of
programs?

DOUG RIFFE
Ashland
I like it the way it is ... l went
to ACC and didn't have any
problems.

DAVE GILLUM
Westwood
The community colleges are
fine the way they are. UK
has more experience.
They've been at it longer. It
is much easier to get into
the pipeline and go onto
the main campus.

JEREMY BATES
Danleyton
I think UK knows what it's
doing. Leave it alone.

MARK-BEU.
Huntington
I think it's fine the way it is.

NETTIE SWITZER
Ashland
I think some departments
are OK and some do need
to be regulated. I think the
state could do a better job
in some departments.

Jones also might ask lawma
ers to use some of the money t
agricultural leaders' top prioriti,
He declined to identify the projec
But farm leaders have giv
Jones a list that includes:
■ $4 million for a beef r
search center at-the University .
Kentucky's Pin Oak Farm
Woodford County.
■ $3 million for a .farmer
market in Northern Kentucky. ■ $2 millionJiii.ri;l;iwip_to he
farmers build:--<'..;.;M.'.<.""-.:r.>.
:;,s
~ ..'!!!!!!-1\"~~~ po
al sysiem$'.to•ptoted;, the.enviro
ment.
._-....
·
■ $2·_ millidn in farm maim
nance money;.for 'the four region
universities ~- $500;000 each f
Eastern, Western, Murray ai
Morehead,
■ $Q()(),OQ\l," .fo~ :. a swine. ,
search cen~·tn·Princeton.
Joneii·rukkiid.liii'might restc
some of the-money. recently c
from budgets of area' ilevelopme
districts. Districts funnel the me
ey to local governments for use
such projects -as buying fire true
and ambulan~
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UK footnatl OoJJgation exceeds $i ·,million
~urry buy-out alone after '95 would cost $915,000
BY JOHN CIAY
HERALD·LEADER STAFF WRITER

Regardless of how Kentucky
ires this football season, Coach
:ill Curry will receive a' mandatory
20,000 raise in 1996, or the univerity must pay him nearly $1 milon in termination fees.
Also, UK's two coordinators
ave multiyear contracts, each with
base salary of $87,550 per year,
hat the university must fulfill
egardless of whether Curry is the
ead coach.
Defensive coordinator Mike Arher has four years remaining on a
ive-year deal. Offensive coordinaJr Elliot Uzelac, hired in January,
igned a two-year contract that
xpires June 30, 1997.
The contracts were obtained-by..
1e Herald-Leader through : Hie:
tale's open-records law .. ,' ' ,,;
Curry's contract, signed Feb. 1,
994, calls .for a base salary of
130,861. However, the document
tipulates that "In Contract Year
996-97 and thereafter the base
alary shall not be less than One
Iundred Fifty Thousand ($150,000)
>ollars."
The contract runs through Jan.
ll, 1999, meaning Curry would
nake as a base salary at least
,150,000 each of the deal's last
hree football seasons ('96, '97 and
98).

"That's something we've done
with both Coach (Rick) Pitino and
Coach Curry," UK Athletics Director C.M. Newton said yesterday.
"We're looking at the market, what
the other schools are paying. We're
in the marketplace with the other
schools we're competing with."
Should UK decide to terminate
Cu,TY's contract after next season
for any reason other than SEC or
NCAA violations, the contract calls
for the coach to be paid $305,000 a year
until the end of the contract.
Therefore, to terminate Curry after
last year's 1-10 record would have.cost
the school $1.22 million. Should Curry be
fired after this season, the buyout would
cost UK $915,000.
"I'm not interested in responding to
buyouts or that· type of thing," Newton
said yesterday. "What game are we
playing; what if we don't win a certain
number of games? I'm not playing that
game."

Curry, who won the Southeastern
Conference championship at Alabama in
1989 before coming to Lexington,.has an
18-38 record in five, years at UK. After
signing an original five-year deal, his
contract has been extended back to five
years on two occasions - just before the
1992 season and after Kentucky's appearance in the 1993 Peach Bowl.
"We're not thinking about buying
out contracts," Newton said. "We're
thinking of fulfilling contracts, of helping our coaches get the job done."

As for the multiyear deals given
Curry's coordinators, Newton said,
"That's the norm now for coordinators.
It's not something we've done here very
often. Most of our assistants have had
one-year contracts. But it is a fairly
common thing with offensive and defensive q>0rdinators. We're talking about
former head coaches who are high quality people."
·
Archer was given a five-year contract after he turned down an offec from
the Cincinnati Bengals in early ·J!J!J4.
The former LSU head coach is entering
his third year at UK.
Uzelac, formerly a head coach at
Western Michigan and Navy, was hired
in January after two years as offensive
coordinator at Colorado.
While Curry has the contractual
power to terminate the deal of either of
his ~ssistants, in the event Curry would
be fire~, UK would be obligated to pay
his assistants to the end of their contracts.
The contracts of all nine UK assistant coaches, including Archer and Uzelac, state that "In the event the Head
Coach's employment ceases for any reason, this contract will be honored until
the Assistant Coach finds other employment or this contract expires, whkhever
comes first."

UK football contracts
The current annual value of the
contracts of Kentucky's top three

football coaches, with the number
of years left on the contracts:
Coach

Bill Curry

head coach
Mike Archer
def. coordinator
Elliot Uzelac
off. coordinator

base salary years ·
$130,861

4

$87,550

4

$87,550

2

The remaining seven assistants have
one-year deals.
UK's former offensive coordinator,
Daryl Dickey, made $61,800 last year.
The former Tennessee quarterback resigned under pressure and is now offensive coordinator at Georgia Southern.
Basketball coach Rick Piti~o's top
assistant, Jim O'Brien, a former head
coach at Dayton, received a base salary
of $65,000 last year.
Newton was asked whether he expected criticism should UK suffer another poor football season, with the school
o~ligated to give Curry a 14.6 percent
raise.

"I'm not going to get into what-ifs
and what-ares," Newton said. "There's
not really anything more to say other
than this represents the market value."
ry

Herald-Leader.staff writer Mark Stoconhibuted lo this article.

._
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Club for MSU
faculty, staff
in the works
House will be leased
for $18,500 annually
Plans approved by the MSU
Board of Regents last month
call for the university to lease
the house from the foundation
for $18,500 annually for the
next 20 years, with an option
to buy.
The university hopes the
club will eventually be able to
pay the lease through membership dues and fees, said MSU
spokesman Judy Yancy.
"It would be an area where
they can socialize, relax and
visit with one another," Yancy
said.
But some faculty and staff
think university money could
be put to better use, especially
when faculty and staff haven't
decided if they want a club,
said Roland Buck, an economics professor who served on
MSU's Faculty Senate.

By GREG COLLARD
OFTHE DAILY INDEPENDENT

MOREHEAD - While teachers struggle with strict spending limits on supplies and
lower than average salaries,
Morehead State University
plans ·to spend $18,500 annually
for the next 20 years to turn a
house into a private club for
faculty and staff.
·
The Morehead State University Foundation - MSU's private, non-profit fund-raising
arm operated by university
employees - agreed to purchase the home at 209 Elizabeth Ave. last month for
$172,000. The purchase should
become oflicial sometime this
summer, said Keith Kappes,
executive vice president of the
foundation.
The Daily lndependen~Ashland~entucky,
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Celebration
June 18-24
MOREHEAD - The heritage and culture of the region will be highlighted June
18-24 during the 19th-annual
Appalachian Celebration at
Morehead State University:
The weeklong festival,
sponsored by the MSU Office
of Continuing Education
will offer a variety of activi'.
ties designed to enhance
one's knowledge of Appalachian culture. These include music, storytelling,
workshops, noontime and
evening concerts and arts
and crafts.
'.!'he celebration will begin
with an opening reception at
6:30 p.m. June 18 in the gallery of the Claypool-Young
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Art Building, when. the.• annual Ap~alachian Treasure
Award will be presented.
On June 19, Virginia Fox
executive director of KET'
will highlight the women'~
sy~posium and luncheon.
This year's theme is
"Women with the News "
a~d includes a panel discu'ss!on with media representati".es from broadcast and
prmt media will participate.
Among the topics of workshops to be offerep. during
the week are he·rbs· Appalachian literature, 'antiques and. the oral history of
Appalachian coal miners.
The Kentucky Folk Art
<:enter will host demonstrations by regional folk artists
fro~ ~o a:m. to 3 p.m. daily.
Participatmg are Tim Lewis
of Isonville, stickmaker and
stone sculptor, and Ronald
and Jessie Cooper of Flemm!lsburg, sculptors and
pamters.
Free concerts will be presented at noon daily. Scheduled_ performers are the Jack
Lewis Band, the Corn Drinker _s. Roger Lewis and
Fri_ends, the White Horse
strmg Band and Unlimited
Traditional Rann

MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689

606-783-2030

"Since funding is very limited and enrollment is not expected to increase, there's not
any point in acquiring additional land," said Buck, who
said he was limited to making
only 500 paper copies for all of
last year.
The university is· in the
midst of a three-year effort to
bring faculty salaries up to the
levels paid by other regional
universities in the southeastern United States.
Kappes said a committee of
about two dozen current and
retired faculty and staff will
determine by the fall if there's
widespread support for the
club.
·
And if it decides against the
club?
"We're buying for the future," Yancy said. "It was
property we just couldn't pass
up. The property can be used
by the university if they decide they do not want it (for a
club)."
Yancy said the two-stor.y,
2,803-square-foot home was included in MSU's Campus Master Plan, which in -1990 identified nearby property to purchase as it becomes available.
Buck said the master plan
must have been determined on
"Fantasy Island."
"It's out of touch with current budget realities," Buck
said. "Even when it was
drawn up, it was probably unduly grandiose."
.
Kappes said the ;neighborhood where the home:; is located has expressed:fi:oncern
about the university'i;'°_.pres-·
ence, "but we intend to be sensitive to the concerns of the
neighbors. We will try to preserve the character of the
neighborhood."

Other_ events during the
celebrat10n are a petting zoo
and_ ~ "create a sculpture"
activity for children; the
rlfth-annual Dulcimer Camp
m the Mountains; and an Elderhostel program,
There will also be a wide·
range of demonstrations in
~he Laughlin Health Buildmg from 10 a.m. to 6 p m
daily.
· ·
The celebration will conclude with an arts and crafts
market from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
June 24, also in Laughlin
More than 100 craftsmen will
participate.
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Not the answer
Separate board for community
colleges won't solve problems
Any changes in the governing of the state's community
colleges and post-secondary
vocational-technical schools
should be considered only as
part of a more extensive
overhaul of higher education
in Kentucky. A .separate
board for community colleges
and vo-tech school may create more problems than. it
solves.
Edward Hines, a consultant
hired by the Legislative Research Commission, has recommended that the community colleges be separated
from the University of Kentucky and that a new board
be created to oversee community colleges and vo-tech
schools. State Rep.' Freed
Curd, D-Murray, co-chairman
of the interim joint education
committee, has indicated he
will propose legislation during the 1996 General Assembly that will do just that.
The community colleges
have thrived under:_ the control of the University of Kentucky. They have opened the
door to higher education fer
thousands of Kentuckians.
About one out of every four
students attending a: statesupported university or college in Ken~cicy; is enrolled
in a community:oeollege.
Hines, a pro(esiQr of education at illinois State University, is right in saying that
the community colleges have
a threefold mission: to.act as
a feeder for students who
want::tittransfer to four-year
schools, ltP offer general adult
education\~~ t_o~prpvjde ·vocational anil" technical· training to help people;gE(f'Jqbsi',.
However, we·,~ee with
Hines' assessmenf that the
community colleges focus too
much on being "branch campuses" for UK. That's part of
their role. Students attending
community colleges should
receive the same quality of
instruction in lower-level
courses as they would on
UK's main campus in Lexing-

ton. One of the advantages of
having a local community
college is knowing students
can get a good start on a college education without leaving home.
We agree with Hines that
the community colleges and
vocational-technical schools
need to work closer together
to reduce duplication. But
this is far from the only place
where duplication exists in
post-secondary education in
Kentucky.
Instead of rushing to create
another board, legislators,
the next governor, and educators need to take a close look
at the overall needs of higher
education in Kentucky. How
can. the state provide qualtty
education in the most efficient manner? Can the state
afford to continue to fund
three law schools, two dental
schools, two medical schools,
and numerous duplicate degree programs?
Instead of creating a new
board, could higher education be better served by fewer
boards? Many argue that the
best way to .reduce duplication and competition is to
create one board to oversee
all of them, or create . one
board for the; University of'
Kentuclcy...-_aii!IJ U~!v.ilrsity of/
Louisville, and another for
the regional universities.
Community colleges and
vocational-technical schools
share a common mission in
providing job training, but
the role of the _community
colleges is. broader. Our fear
is that separating the community colleges'Hrom direct
ties with UK ..will weaken
their academic'i:role in preparing students for four-year
college degrees.
Kentucky's system of higher education needs to make
some changes to improve
quality, reduce duplication
and enhance efficiency. From
our vantage point, creating a
new board for community
colleges and vo-tech schools
is not one of them.
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The road to college

.

.

In reference to your May 28 editoria;
choncern_mg Lees College becoming part ,,f,
t e University of Kentucky Communitv•,
College system: You mentioned that Hai-.
ard Community_ College is one count,':
away. How far is Lexington Communiti·
Coll_ege from UK's main campus? Also the·
ilutesb~rg campus is one county a;va,··
M?:;1dl Southeast Community College and.
1 1
esboro campus is one county away,
from 5?utheast Community College. n;,.
rou th mk Hazard Community Cnlle"c
could absorb the 654 students that I
currently has enrolled?
· xs

t.

What needs to be done is for UK to·•
ensure that all mountain students nre
~ffe!ed an affordable education without .
?vmg to commute for extremely longd1stances during th bad ·
·•
d flood'
.
e
wmter snows.
an
mg that are so common ;;(
Eastern Kentucky.
·
FRED EVERSOLE
WHITESBURG
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■ BOWLING GREEN

Westem's fund-raiser resigns• Th

·

h" ed
• e man
fu
to.launch W~s(ern K_entucky University's

st ma1or fupd-ra!smg dr!ve resigned yesterday.
~bert Rutledge, vice President for institutional
a vance~ent a1:d executi:ve. director of the WKU
Foundation! amved at Westein in September
1993: He. "".iii ~ome president of the Mose &
Gamson S1skm Memorial Foundation in Chattanoog_d Tenn., 0 ~ July 10. The Siskin Foundation
~!ovb'J~~ educational and support to people with
I~ 1 !ties. Western President Thomas Meredith
sazdl~dubtledge ."ha~ provided this institution with
a so I egmnmg m OUI' private fund ..
effort. He will be missed."
-ra1smg
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LfxlNGTON, KV.
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The true cost of athletics
I read with extreme interest the May
29 artJcle about the cost of athletics at
Kentucky's regional universities.
.As ~n ~lumnus•.of .Eastern Kentucky
Umvers1ty m 1958 and}lforehead State in
1976, I would like toto see·a breakdown of
the profits or losses.. by"sport The article
stated that gend_er equity has caused some
shortfalls. Gender equity or· not, a sport
must live within its budget.
■ Is the athletic program getting credit for the classroom hours taught by the
coaches and assistant coaches?
■ Is the ~thletic proip-am getting a
pro-rated credit for the student activity
fees charged to every student? I am certain
that these activity fees are supposed to
cover other activities as well· but to be
.fair, athletics should be credited for part of
these fees because student participation is
free with an identification card.
■ Has any incremental cost basis
been used to determine the true cost of
supporting athletics? I know that for
Eastern a statement has been made that
the cost of a full schofarship is about
$7,500; however, I. would assume that this
includes room, board and classes. Are any
paying students being turned away because an athlete is staying in a dormitory
or taking up classroom space? I do not
think that this is the case at any regional
umvers1ty. Are we merely kidding ourselves when we say that Eastern lost
$660,000 or that Western lost $2,259,100?
Are we just shifting losses or shortfalls
from university operations to athletics?
Before your readers can make an
educated determination about the cost of
athletics, they need to have answers to
these questions.
RICHARD A, PERRY

r
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···Free basketball ending for
UK students
University adds $5 ticket charge for men's games
lie said the price increase
would knock some students out of
!(<iing to UK games.
· "Any time you increase a fee to
a student it automaticallv limits
aspects of that student's l{fe," Bailev said. "Students are verv financiiilly strapped."
·
., C.M. Newton. the UK director
of;,athletics, said seven of the 11
other Southeastern Conference
schools already have both activity
rees and a charge for major-sport
tickets.
He said UK athletics officials
considered raising the student activity fee - which had not been
raised since 1979 - across the
hoard but decided it wouid be
fairer for those going to games to
pay.
The activities fee also finances
such things as the student govern-

BY MARK STORY
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER

When the University of Kentucky tips
off the 1995-96 basketball season, it will
be a whole new ball game for UK
srudents:
A pay-if-you-go ball game.
Starting next.season, UK students will
be charged $5 per ticket for men's basketball games. The increase will also go into
effect for the 1996 football season.
In the past, the annual student activities fee of $24.50 paid by each student had
covered free tickets to UK home athletic
events.
The student increases were part of a
general increase in ticket prices approved
yesterday at a meeting of the University
of Kentucky Athletic Association.
For the general public, lower arena
basketball ticket prices will increase from
$15 to $17 and upper arena seats from $11
to $13.
Starting with the 1996 football season,
sideline tickets will· go from $18 to $20
and end zone seats from $14 to $16.
There will be no ticket increases for
the 1995 football season.
Affected by the charge on student
tickets are 6,800 seats in Rupp Arena and
about 12,000 in Commonwealth Stadium.
UK officials said yesterday that the
increase in ticket prices was necessary to
keep the school's athletic department fi.
nancially sound in an era of ever-increasing costs.
The price increases were enacted as
part of the approval of a record overall
athletics budget of $23,230,950. No tax
money is spent on athletics at UK.
-.. "We reall)' do have an excellent
alli!etics program, sound financial.ly,:.and the action taken in regard
to.tickets will help us ensure that
that is the way it stays," UK
President Charles Wethington said.
--· Student leaders decried the ac-

tion.
.. "The srudents always get hit
wiih something like this when we
are out of town," said Matthew
Thomas, a Hopkinsville senior who
served on UK's ticket committee.
That panel recommended yesterday's plan to the UKAA board,
despite Thomas·s objection.
"Once again - and this always
happens when the cat was
away, the mice could play."
Added Shea Chanev, a law
student from Pine Knot· who was
elected student government president in March: "This is going to
perpetuate the idea that the universifr isn·t actually here fur the
students.
::. "\Ve have very little say. We
us.11ally have token representation
on a board that usuallv has some·
th(ng ready to rubber stamp before

ment association. other student ac
tivities and campus recreation.
"The students I've talked t,
and visited with. once vou e,
plained the situation to them. real
17,e yo~, cc\n't -justify not increasini
anythmg over l 6 years," Newtm
said.
Newton said the cost to- stu
dents of attending UK games
would still be less than the cost ot
going tu a movie.
Larry Ivy, UK's senior associate director of athletics. said UK
had budgeted revenue of $325,000
from the $5 charge on student
tickets. "That is," he said. "if the
students pick up the same number
of tickets as last year.''
Asked why the ticket increases
did not go into effect this football
season, Ivy said, "Common sense.
· We would have been hard-pressed
to ask for a football ticket increase
coming off 1-10."
Overall, the general ticket increase is projected to raise basketball revenue to $7,290,450 as compar~d with $5,968,000 last year. UK
proiects its football revenue to
decline from $9,819,000 in 1994 to
$9.425,000 this year. Ivy said that
1s because of one fewer home
games th is season and an expected
decline in tickets sales from last
season.
.. _
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Berea' College puts
art on computer

-Kv':■ &..~~~-

How to vlsl~ ·--

.·.

-·

a

To visit Gallery V Exhibit, you must have
graphical internet browser. The museum's
internet address is http://www.berea.edu.
By LEON STAFFORD
For information, call the Berea College
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER
Appalachian Museum at (606)-986-9341,
f you won't come to the Berea College · Ext. 6081.
Appalachian Museum, the college will - - - - - - - - - - - - - bring the museum to you - via computer.
Each year, about 15,000 people, mostly
The museum went on-line in March with travelers on Interstate 75, visit the real
the Gallery V Exhibit, a taste of what visi- museum, which will change its name to
tors to the acl:'lll site can see, said creator Berea College Mu~qQJuly 1. ·. ·
and museum drrector Chris Miller.
_
The computer •comiection "puts us in
"We tried.to mimic the museum gallery- - contact with a ~Jltudieii:ce " Miller
an~ re,create t!ie ~ e look and fee]; he· -~saj_!i.
..
_;;", :, ~{~,;.;:,\;21;
said; "We consider 11 a litera.l extension of
It took him and student"workers-severa.1
the museum."·
. of whom graduated in
a~ut four
Visitors to the museum can find a photo- weeks· to put the· project· together. The
graphic exhibit by Doris Ulmann, a sampler brunt of the work was done during Christof Berea College history, four historic mas and spring breaks, he said.
objects and a virtual photo album. Sound
Miller got the idea after seeing the Uniel~ments include Appalachian music and a versity of California at Berkeley's paleontolchp from a storyteller.
ogy exhibit, which went on-line last year.
There are even short-term exhibits, such
In addition to attracting people who may
as photographs and.news taken from the- never have heard of Berea College, the
Apr\! 21 inauguration of Berea College museum,on-computer has been. a great
president Larry Dwight Shinn.
source of "information: ·for alumni, Miller
"It's an exploration of exhibition in this said. ·
medium,? Miller said
.
. .-- "We didn't.think,of,that-in·the beginAbout 500 people from all over the ning, although we slioitld·liave," he said
world visited the virtual museum in the
As for the future of the virtual exhibit,
frrst five weeks that it was on-line, Miller the sky is the limit,- Miller said. Museum
said. The college receives the visitor's officials will monitor the interest and add to
address each time that person calls up the the offering a~ the tech!lology and gallery
information.
work provide.
The museum has received three orders
"We think this. is.the first virtual musefrom the accompanying on-line shop.
um in the state," he said .

I
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Jones addresses Boys State
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I 'I\i\1\ bo~trci. :--poke alf,Ull~t the
i•i(let increase at ye~terday's meet-

MOREHEAD, Ky. - Gov. Brereton Jones offered the nearly
150 delegates to the 55th session of Kentucky Boys State his
advice yesterday on how to be successful.
"Schooling gives you a strong foundation on which you will
build the rest of your life," he said. "You will learn how to deal
with successes and failures and how to make difficult choices
and live with those choices."
The governor warned the young men would be tested often in
life. "But the key is 'you,' " Jones said. "You have to do
everything on your own, but you can make a difference."
The Kentucky Boys State program, sponsored by the Ameri-

;nQ:.

can LeE!i.Ofl. iS 3 Or::I.C'.tit'RJ )p:UnintT iPYn~nAnf"A in <Ynua.rnm.ant-

\\~e even start to voice our opinions.

,\nd that is what happened this

time."
llennv Rav l.lailev II. last vear"s
..:rndem .~uve1:nment- preside1it anti
a. student representative . on the

•'.
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State school board·
picks lawyer to be
acting. commissioner
Kevin Noland to fill
BoyseJ:1's job until
successor is named
BY LUCY MAY
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER

FRANKFORT The Kentucky Department of Education
will have a lawyer at the helm after
Education Commissioner Thomas
Boysen steps down at the end of
the month.
The state school board yesterday gave Kevin Noland, the department's chief legal counsel since
1991, the job of acting commissioner effective July 1.
. Boysen, the state's first appomted ed~cation commissioner,
announced m February that he
would resign June 30.
Noland, 42, of Lexington, will
serve until a new commissioner is
hired later this year. He will not be
paid any extra money. as acting
commissioner, said Jim Parks, a
. spokesman for the department.
State school eoard ~Chairman
Joseph Kelly said the board expects
Noland to coordinate the department's management team, and the
department's deputy commissioners ,viii continue operations.
Boysen was named commissioner in 1990 and was chosen.
from a field of more than 100
applicants. State board- member

Helen Mountjoy, chairwoman of
the panel working to find the next
commissioner, said yesterday that
so far 52 people have applied for
the job.
Of those people, 36 are men, 16
are women and five are black she
said. Twenty-four applicants' are
either from Kentucky or were
nominated for the job by a Kentucky citizen, she said. In all, 33
Kentucky citizens have nominated
someone, she said, although some
of those citizens have nominated
the same person.
Although the board's search
committee has been reluctant to set
a deadline by which its job would
be finished, Mountjoy said she
hopes the, new commissioner will
be on the lob by the time students
start classes in the fall.
The search committee plans to
meet June 20 in Louisville with the
Philadelphia consultant who is
helping with the·search. Mountjoy
said she hopes the committee can
set up initial interviews with five to
10 applicants tlieri.
In other. ,bµsiness, the state
board re-elected., .all, its •officers:
K:1Jy, _of Ge<Jrgefown, chairman;
Wa?e Mountz, of Louisville, vice cha~an; Mountjoy, of Utica,
chairwoma_n of the Learning Sup•
port/Learnmg Results Committee·
and Craig True, of Fort Thomas'
chairman of the Management Sup'.
port Committee.
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KSUi~•~,)~~,.ultant for evaluation·
·

· FRANKF(?RT; Ky; - Kentucky State University's Board of
Regents:d~c;tded :1/ednesdaf to drop its practice ofevaluatin
~tft!~~ool-s president,_ turning 9ver the job to .an· outside· cof _
· ·b•:w~ fe;,l s~meoite,who is outside·the university can lie mo~e
o jective, said rege?ts Chairman William Parker. "We ieel we
need an expert.K • · ·
.·
.
·
· He also said t_hat ~ng a consultant is a trend among most
co11eges and uruverstt1es. ·
.
~e regents.hired·A!Jen·Ostar.of Washingion o:c.,a ast
pre_s1de~t. of the Arnencan Association of State College/and
Uruvers1t1es.
· ·
Ostar, who charges $1,000 per day, plans to be on cam us at
!east three days .. Par~er said Ostar also will be paid for tfie time
it t~kes to compile his report. The evaluation will cost an
estima!ed $6,000 to $7,000.
·
Pres1dent l\fary Smith, who was at the regents' meeting said
s he approved of the board's ·selection.
'

The state Education Depart,
ment's.top testing officials also told
the board that the state is beginning work on a new contract for
the state tests that could result in
different types of questions on the
tests.
Ra_nd_y Kimbrough, a -deputy
comm1ss1oner who oversees operations, said the department has had
complaints from about 20 school
districts regarding some of the
ways schools have rewarded students for working hard on the
tests.
That includes Tates Creek High
School in Lexington, which rewarded some of its students with a day
at a local shopping mall, and Boyd
County High School, which rewarded son:e of its students with a trip
to a bmgo parlor, she said.
Kimbrough told the board she
would send a letter: to:all superintendents and schoo]'i'ccmncil memt:ers to remind tlfein of appropriate
ways to reward-students. None of
the schools will lose state money
this year as a result of the activities, she said, but they could lose
money next year if they use similar
rewards.

The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky,
Thursday, June 8, 1995

Delegates-get
Jones'- advice
MOREHEAD:- Gov.
Brereton- Joiie's:on
Wednesuay,offered the
nearly,150_delegates:to the.
ssth sessii?fi'ofKentiicky
Boys State·hisaditice on
how to be successful
, "Schoolln1fgives y~u-a
strong.foilhdation:on~which
you will· build•the rest of
your life," he said. "You
will learn how•to deal with
successes and failures and
how to make difficult
choices and live with those
choices."
The governor warned the
young men they would be
tested often in life.
"But the key is 'you' " ·
Jones said. "You have to do
everything on your own but
you can make a difference."
The Kentucky Boys State
progr'.1111, sponsored by the
American Legion is a
practical learning
experience in state and local
government.

The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky,

Thursday, June 8, 1995

Images of Appalachia
MSU show
exhibiting
region's best
MOREHEAD - The latest
"Images From The Mountains," a traveling exhibit of
work by Appalachian artists,
is on display at Morehead
State University through
June 22.
The exhibit, organized by
Appalshop, is being shown in
conjunction with MS{J's Appalachian Celebration.
Now in its ninth year, the
show is an animal competitive exhibition of work by established and emerging artists from Eastern Kentucky.
The thirteen artists with
work on display are:
►Sharon Asher of Heidelberg, a self-taught painter-·
from Lee County.
► Gretchen Bainum of.
Wallingford, a primary teacher.
►Joan Carr of South Williamson, an art teacher at
Southern West Virginia College.
►Linda Denton of Owingsville, an employee of a Mt.
Sterling radio station.
►Robert Franzini, an art
instructor at Morehead State
University.
►Joanne Guilfoil of Mt.
Vernon, a teacher at Eastern
Kentucky University.: . ;
►David. Lucas of Cromona,

•

Among the works In the "Images from the Mountains" show at MSU Is this acrylic worl
by Gretchen Bainum of Wallingford.

a self-taught painter who has Creativity Award.
County native who has beei
complete a mining series of
working on a series of paint
►Helen Price Stacy of West
works.
Liberty, an original Ken- ings with a quilt theme.
►Clarence Wooton of Noc
►Carol Osborne of Owingstucky Heritage Artist.
tor,
who began paintin,
ville, a visual arts teacher· in
►Catherine S. Wells of Flat
while
serving in the Arm:
the Bath County · school sys- Gap, who uses art to express
Players during World War I.
tem.
an understanding of natural
Lisa Blackadar, curator fo
►Sandy Nelson Perrine: of surroundings. _
the Headley,Whitney Mu
·Greenup, winner' of the ·uni► Thomas W:liftitk,er. of seum in-Lexington;cserved a:
versity of Kentucky:s Oswald Prestonsburg, :;ac/Magoffin juror for the show.
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WKU gets $1' mi~lion· grant
BOWLING GREEN, Ky• ..::"western Kentucky University's
physics and astronomy department has received _a $~ million
grant for astronomical research and to attract mmonty students
to the sciences. .
. .
.
The university is a partner in NASA-funded Mmonty U~ve~sity Research Center, which includes Tennessee State Uruvers1ty
and South Carolina State University. Toe schools will get a total
of $6.5 million over five years, Toe proje~.will_ be~n J1;1ly 1.
The money will support research efforts· of six scientists and
about eight students·and P.!lY for computers and other material
needed for the research.
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Jones· appoints 2 tO" stal!•·council
, FRANKFORT, Ky. - Gov. Brereton Jones:appointed two
·
members yesterday to the state Council on.Higher Education, to
serve until June 30,- 2001. · · ..
, . - . · ·
Nathaniel Gene·Smith of Covington replaced'.Cgnstance A.
Hoffman;-whose t~rm expired; and Leonan;! V.'Hardin of Louisville replaced Stewart E.- Conner, whose'tetln also· expired: .
Jones also reappointed Paul D. Wedge Jr. .of•Bowling Green
to an at-large position on the council. His term will also expire
June·ao, 2001, :
·
.... ··
· ·· ·.
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Task force aims to rajse
college spending
BY ANGIE MUHS
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER

Money has always been a hot
topic when task forces gather to
dissect higher education.
Usually, that meant that critics
wanted to cut the fat and spend
less money.
But this time around, the
friends of higher education are the
ones doing. the dissecting. And
they want to prove that the state
should spend more money on its
state. universities and community.
colleges.
· - ·
The new task force, created by
House Speaker Jody Richards,
plans to tackle familiar issues: who
should oversee universities and
community colleges, whether universities offer too many duplicate
programs, how the state ought to
allocate money among schools.
Those issues all have come up
in other task forces, without being
resolved. This time, higher education leaders say • they hope that
debating those questions will focus
more attention on their needs.
"Advocacy and funding are the
primary issues for me," said University of Kentucky President
Charles T. Wethington Jr. "I really
see it as an opportunity to have·
some discussion and general support for funding for higher education."

Wethington and the seven other state university presidents comprise nearly half of the membership
of the task force - a strong
indication of its leanings.
Some members also say they
want to use the study as an opportunity to make higher education an
issue in the gubernatorial race.
"We're trying to get this on the
fr~nt burner for the next governor,"
said Eastern Kentucky University
President Hanly Funderburk.
The other major issue facing
the task force, which will hold its
first meeting Wednesday, involves
whether to change the role or
structure of the Council on Higher
Education.

Richards' Aprll remarks
That possibility surfaced in an ·
April speech that Richards, a pow·
erful friend of higher education,
made in Owensboro.
In that address, Richards, DBowling Green, called for a review
of the role of the Council on Higher
Education, saying that few people
were satisfied with its function. He
also said then that the state needed
to extend the 1990 Kentucky Education Reform Act to refocus attention on higher education.
Richards, a former professor at
Western Kentucky University, said
' last week that his April remarks
stemmed from frustration over
what he sees as lagging faculty
salaries and deteriorating buildings
on university campuses.
"I see the 14 (state budget) cuts
in 12 years and how they have
affected the universities," he said.
"I happen to believe they're very,
very important to the future
growth of the state."
The Council on Higher Education has approved asking the state
for a 7.5 percent annual budget
increase for the next two years, but
many legislators discount the odds
of them receiving anything near
that much.
The public higher education
system, which includes the eight
state universities and 14 community colleges; will get roughly $705
million for the 1995-96 year..
But higher education leaders
say that hasn't been enough.
The Kentucky Education Reform Act has helped the state
overall, but it has stolen both
interest and money from higher
education, said University of Louisville President Donald Swain.
"Since KERA was passed, higher education has been · relatively
neglected," said Swain, who is
retiring at the end of this month.
"It's a colossal mistake in public
policy to try and build up K-12 on
one hand while you're tearing
down the financial stability of
higher education."
·
Richards said he also wants the
task force to examine the Council
on Higher Education's structure
and role because it lacks credibility.
The council is responsible for
setting tuition at pul:,lic colleges,
approving construction projects,
developing strategic plans for the
whole system and approving degree programs at individual

schools.
But it is ~ coordinating body,
not a governing board, meaning
that individual university boards
maintain high levels of local control. That· has led to criticism from
some that the council hasn't done
enough to intervene between competing universities.
"For some reason, I've seen
governors and general assemblies
ignore the recommendations of the
council," Richards said. "I've also
seen the council require the universities to generate entirely too many
reports."

Other task forces failed
Having a task force trying to
revamp higher education has become a commonplace occurrence in
Kentucky, with at least five such
studies in the past 15 years.
The most recent, the Higher
Education Review Commission, in
1993 was ordered to wipe out
unnecessary duplication among
colleges.
~'-!t when_ it began suggesting
specifics - hke closing either UK
or U of L's dental school - political battles quickly took over. In
that case, neither school got closed.
Other issues have remained
similarly unresolved.
·
For instance, the council will
hold a hearing today in Paducah
about the dispuie between Paducah
Communjty Coilege and Murray
~tale Umvers1ty over an engineermg ~chool. But the issue of engineenng educat10n has been studied
several times in the last decade.
So~e changes - like raising
adm1ss1ons standards and trying to
define universities' missions have come about because of task
force recommendations, said Rob:
~rt Sexton, executive director of the
Prichard Committee for Academic
Excellence.
But the "hot buttons" have not
.been resolved, he said.
That's because politics takes
over, he said:
_"Anytime you talk about dupli~tmn
a i_najor effect, you get
mto a s1tuat10n where somebody
)~ses · so11;ething,"_ Sexton said.
You get mto a situation of winners and losers."
. The t~sk force, which plans to
meet for five months, consists of 10
legislat?rs, the eight state university presidents, a community college
president and two citizen members.
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Finding the
_formula for
financial aid
BY ANNETTE KONDO
HERALD-LEADER BUSINESS WRITER

When it came to college, Jennifer
Hahn's heart had "private" engraved all
over it. But her head said "public."
"I knew I would need financial aid or
scholarships," said Hahn, 18, who
· recently graduated from Tates Creek
High School. She and her parents were
sure they couldn't afford an expensive
private college.
Happily, that first impression was
wrong.
This fall, Jennifer will enroll at Centre
College in Danville. It's her top choice
for college, and although annual tuition
and fees are more than $17,000 a year,
her parents will have to chip in only
$3,600 in her freshman year.
"We were under the assumption that
she couldn't go to a private college," said
Jennifer's mother, Cheryl. "And we
couldn't afford UK if she was living on
campus."

Figuring out how to foot the college
bill - one of the biggest investments a
family will make - is nearly a springtime rite of passage for parents as soon
as their children rip open their acceptance letters,.,_
It can also be a headache, with stacks
of financial aid forms and detailed questions about student and family assets.
"There are official forms for everything," said Tony Beams, 19, Jessamine County High School graduate
who is headed to the University of California at Berkeley this fall. "lf I had to .
do it over, I would have narrowed my .
choice of schools as a junior and really
understood the financial aid."
According to the College Board, average annual college costs - which
include tuition, books, room and board
- were $7,090 for a public school and
$17,270 for a private school in 1994-95.
For Beams, an out-of-state student at
Berkeley, the price tag for his freshman
year this fall will be a wallet-zapping
$21,500.
But college financial planners say
students and parents need to get past
that initial sticker shock. ff you are careful and diligent enough, there are ways
to increase your chances for financial
aid.
''Don't look at that sticker price," said
Charles Lord, a Lexington college financial planner who helped both Hahn and
Beams with their financial aid applications. "When you go to the doctor, you
don't look at the cost, but what the
insurance will pay. Try to compare college costs the same way."
Truth is, most people are scared stiff
about higher education costs.
College.expenses have been rising
about 7 percent a year. And consider
ihat by the time today's toddlers are col-

a

lege freshmen in
2012, a recent
Money magazine
estimate calculated
that a four-year
education at a public college is expected to run about
$70,000. The price
tag at a private
institution is forecast to reach
$180,000, the article
said.
The whole
process begins in
December, when
the Free Application for Federal Student
Aid (FAFSA) must be filled out by
incoming and current college students
and their families. From this form, the
Expected Family Contribution (EFC) the dollar amount the family is expected
to pay for college - is calculated.
That EFC number remains constant,
no matter what college a student decides
to attend. In other words, if a family's
EFC is $2,000, all colleges will expect the
family to cough up that same amount whether it is a $5,000-a-year public university or a private, $20,000-a-year Ivy
League college.
Sometimes this can work to the family's advantage. For example, if a family's EFC is $2,000 and the student is
accepted at a $20,000-a-year school, the
school might pick up the balance of
$18,000 with grants, loans and other
gifts if it wants to recruit that student.
In some cases, Lord said, he had
clients with low EFCs,' a single mother
for example, who was able to send her
child to an expensive private college
because the institution picked up the
balance of the price tag.
Parents may also want to carefully
consider how much of the financial aid
package is made up of grants and scholarships - gift money - versus loans.

Manipulating assets
Experts advise parents to take
advantage of legitimate methods of lowering their EFC number. They include:
■ Reducing the value of your assets.
lf you have to make a large purchase,
do it before filling out the FAFSA this can lower reportable assets.
■ Shifting the ownership of assets.
When the EFC is calculated, children are
required to pay 35 percent of their assets
to cover college costs, but parents are
required to pay only 5.6 percent of their
assets. Also, some of the parents' assets
are not even considered in the calculation: home and farin equity, tax-deferred
retirement plans and a few other items.

This is_ reasoll enough for some parents to shift more of their children's
assets into the parents' savings
accounts. With certificates of deposit
they can be reinvested in the parents' '
name if they mature before college
begins.
■ Tap into student assets first. The
college financial aid book Don't Miss
Out recommends using the child's savings for the first year of paying the
EFC. That might increase the chance for
financial aid in later college years.
■ Keep parents' income levels down.
Because parents' income is used in part
to determine the EFC, try to make sure
bonuses or big salary increases are
received before their child's junior year
of high school or after that student's
junior year of college.
After the FAFSA is filled out, parents
and their collegebound children will
be hit by a barrage
of financial forms
from every college
the student applies
to.
But be careful of
deadlines.
Beams was
accepted to several
colleges and universities last year, but
through a mix-up in
the mail, several
financial aid forms
were either lost or
delayed.
Beams' mother,
Doris, said that the
amount of paperwork was overwhelmini;: and that
she had mistakenly
left much of the
responsibility to
Tony and his high ·
school counselor.
Without financial
aid, Beams said he
and his family
couldn't afford college, so he audited
courses at the University of Kentucky
this year because he
did not want to jeopardize his freshman
status.
Beams reapplied
to several universities and was accepted to several this
spring, including
Case Western
Reserve University
in Cleveland and the
University of California at Berkeley.
Although Case Western enticed .
Beams with a $17,000 financial aid package of grants and loans, Beams said he
will attend Berkeley, where he has
received a $15,000 package of grants
and loans.
To take advantage of all the potential
scholarship inoney - many from private and community foundations Lord said parents and students need to
research what they can qualify for and
be prepared to start applying for them
as early as the fall of the senior year in
high school.
"Apply for everything," advised
Peggy Fain, director of financial aid at
Transylvania University. "If you don't
apply, you will never get anything."
,.,1,.(},:_.:.....,.
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One book might be particularly helpful for state residents: Affording Higher
Education, published by the Kentucky
Higher Education Assistance Authority,
which lists hundreds of scholarships,
loans, grants and other forms of aid.

Some schools 'negotiate'
Even if a student racks up little or no
financial assistance, Lord, who is also a
professor of music theory at UK, encourages parents to explore other ways of
footing the college bill.
In some cases, there might be an
opportunity to negotiate with the college
financial aid administrator for a higher
aid package, he said, particularly if the
student is in the top ranks of incoming
freshmen, a candidate the college wants
to retain.
"I have one family who got an additional $5,000 from a school because they
said they might go to another school,"
Lord said.
If parents do plan to negotiate, they
need to do so well in advance of when
students have to declare their final college choice. After that, it's too late.
Not surprisingly, college financial aid
officers aren't comfortable with the concept of negotiating a better deal.
Lynda F. George, financial aid director at UK, said she is opposed to the
term "negotiate" because federal and
state money cannot be haggled over.
However, she said, there might be some
adjustments to merit awards because
the money is from the school.
"That is done more so in the private
sector," George said of financial aid
negotiations.
"I don't like to get into bidding wars,"
said Fain, the aid director at Transylvania. "It does happen, but I don't think it
is in the student's best interest.''
In addition to financial aid, Lord said,
parents might have to look into other
ways to pay for college.
Some colleges and universities accept
payments, staggered over the school
year. Transylvania, for example, has a
10-payment plan, Fain said.
You can also check whether an institution has a pre-paid;plan, which locks
in the cost of future tuition at the same
rate as when the student first entered
college.
The Hahns said the whole financial
~id process has forced them to look at
:ollege from a new perspective:

I'll
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on loans

Without loans, many college students could sunply not afford higher education. Experts estimate
nearly half of all college students take out loans to
help pay for coUege.
The current average loan size is about $3,700 a
year, said David Merkowitz, director of public
affairs for the American Council on Education in
Washington, D.C.
In the last two years, there has been an explosion
of student loan borrowing, he said. Between the academic years of 1992-93 and 1994-95, total student
loan borrowing jumped from $16 billion to $24 billion, Merkowitz said.
For most students, the debt load should not be a
problem, but financial experts caution that annual
debt repayment should not-exceed 10 percent of
annual earnings.
There are many other federal and state loans,
but here are three of the most common federal
loans:
Stafford loan: Formerly known as the Guaranteed Student Loans, these are low-interest loans for
undergraduate and graduate students.
Repayment does not begin until six months after
the borrower leaves school.
For the freshman year, the maximum loan for
dependent students is $2,625. The loan amounts go
up from there; for example, the loan !unit for independent graduate students is $18,500.
-----Interest is an annual variable rate not to exceed
8.25 percent.
There are two types of Stafford loans: 1) Subsidized by the government, for students with financial need. The government pays the interest while
the student is in school or if the loan repayment is
deferred. 2) Unsubsidized, the student does not
have to show financial need. The interest accrues
while the student is in college and in event of deferment.
•
PLUS loan: For parents or the legal guardian of
a dependent student. Repayment begins within 60
days, and interest starts to accrue as soon as the
loan is disbursed. The interest rate is variable, but
cannot exceed 9 percent.
The loan limit is equal to the cost of education,
minus other financial aid received by the student.
Perkins loan: For undergraduate, graduate or
professional degree students who have financial
need. Eligibility can vary according to school.
Repayment (for students attending at least half
tune) must start nine months after graduation and
must be repaid within 10 years. The interest rate is
5 percent.
An undergraduate loan is $3,000; a graduate
loan is $5,000.
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AmeriCorps
1s one way
to help pay
.for college
•

Ask any student about the two
biggest worries, and you are likely
to hear: 1) Needing a job and 2)
Paying off college bills.
But there is a way to do both with the AmeriCorps program.
AmeriCorps - conceived by
President Clinton as a way to
boost community service and help
students pay for higher education
- is about to enter its second
year.
Volunteers can serve for two
years in community projects such
as building housing for the homeless, cleaning up urban blight,
immunizing children and helping
police departments with community service, said Wendy Grassi,
spokeswoman for the Corporation
for National Service, which administers AmeriCorps.
. Volunteers receive a yearly
stipend of $7,400, health insurance
and child-care costs. They also
receive a $4,725 education credit
that can be used to pay for a twoor four-year college, graduate
school or to pay off student loans,
Grassi said. A volunteer has up to
seven years to use the education
credit.
"It's a great boon to middleclass families who are struggling
to meet the costs of college," Grassi said. "We've heard of a number
of cases of kids who could never
go to college. This is the opportunity to better themselves and their
communities."
Fifty-three percent of the
.AmeriCorps volunteers are ages 21
to 29, Grassi said.
And they have a wide range of
education backgrounds: 3 percent
have a graduate degree, 25 percent
have an undergraduate degree, 34
percent have an assQ\:iate's degree
or some college education, 27 percent have a high school diploma
and 11.percent havelilss than a
high school diploma, Grassi said.
About 20,000 AmeriCorps volunteers, including at least 124 in
Kentucky, are taking part in the
program. However, Grassi said
two proposed congressional cutbacks might sharply cut money for
the next two years.
To find out more about AmeriCorps or to sign up with the
AmeriCorps National Service Data
, Bank, call the AmeriCorps hot line,
(800) 94-ACORPS.
-
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-~Daniel Boone' WUKY fund-raiser
gets Kentucky· to deliver three B's
history award ''Blues,
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'

BY ART JESTER
HERALD·LEADER BOOK EDITOR

A

Yale University historian won the Governor's Award on Friday for the outstanding
book on Kentucky history in the last four

years.
John Mack Faragher was honored for Daniel

Boone: The Life and Legend of an American Pioneer
(Henry Holt, 1992).
'
The first full-scale biography
of Boone in a half-century, it has
enjoyed widespread critical acclaim.
A special award was also presented Friday to one of the most
enthusiastically received books in
the state's history, The Kentucky
Encyclopedia, edited by "John E.
Kleber (University Press of Ken- Faragher ·
tucky, 1991).
,
The Governor's Award is provided by the
governor's office and is administered by the Kentucky Historical Society. It is given toward the end
of a governor's term to honor the best historical
book on the state during that term. .
Faragher, 50, previously won two other honors
for Daniel Boone: the Los Angeles Times Book Prize·
for biography and the annual Best Book Award by
the Revolutionary Roundtable.
He is currently working on
two books· - a history of the
/\merican West and a history of
:he French and Indian War.
Faragher was teaching at
\fount Holyoke College when the
3oone book was published. He
noved to Yale in the fall of 1993 to
Jecome the Arthur Unobskey Pro- ., ,
·essor of American History.
Kleber
The Kentucky Encyclopedia be·
:ame an overnight sensation when it was _published
o coincide with the state's bicentennial four years
1go.
Kleber, its editor, is a Louisville native and· a
>rofessor of history at Morehead State University.
The awards were announced Friday during the
Centucky Historical Society's annual Boone Day
.ctivities in Frankfort.

Brew and BBQ." Who
could ask for anything more?
.
The tempting trio - a guided tasting from world's greatest breweries, barbecue dinner by Radisson Plaza
Hotel chefs and music by the Lonnie ·
Brooks Blues Band and Kenny Neal
Blues Band- will be featured at a July
15 benefit at North Ridge Farm.
The tasting and-eating go on from 6:30
to 8:30 p.m., followed by the concert and
dancing at 9 p.m. There's a cash bar if
beer doesn't please your palate. ·
The dress code is simple, according to
the invitations: "cool." After all, you will
be outdoors in July. The average high for
the month last year was 86.5 degrees.
Sponsors are WUKY-91.3 FM, which
gets proceeds from the event; Bank One·

'

TINA
CROLEY
HERALD-LEADER
COLUMNIST

and the Liquor Barn. Tickets are $45 a
person in advance or $55 at the door.
Sponsors can pay $1,500 for a table of 10
plus preferred seating and a private bar.
Call 257-322.1.---
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State t,ax surplus
on target to meet
$40 million goal

1

HERALD-LEADER FRANKFORT BUREAU

FRANKFORT - The tax dollars keep rolling into
Kentucky's coffers at a greater-than-expected rate 'enough to produce the $40 million surplus Gov.
!3~ereton Jones wa_nts lawmakers to spend on bµildings,
Jails and other thmgs.
·
With just one month remaining in the state's budget
year, the state's revenues are running 6.7 percent ahead
of last year and well above the historic average of 5
percent, said Finance Cabinet Secretary ·Crit Luallen..
"We're confident that we'll have a very comfortable
surplus," she said. "But we're not comfortable predict'
ing exactly how much."
Earlier this week, Jones said he expects the state to
bring in $40 million to $60 · million more than state
economists predicted when they revised the revenue
forecast in January.
.
·
The governor plans to call a special session July 31
and ask lawmakers to spend much of the surplus on ,i
growing list of projects- and programs.
·
. The revenue receipts for May, which were released
yesterday, showed taxes running more than 5 percent
ahead of_ May 19~4. It would only take a I percent to 2
percent mcrease m June tax receipts over last year's
mark to create the $40 million surplus, Luallen said.
The May receipts were led by strong growth in
individual jncome taxes and property taxes. Sales and
use taxes were off slightly.
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.2 from Boyd-head

;for-Boys Nation
·By GEORGE WoLFFORD
OF THE

DAILY

INDEPENDENT

; MOREHEAD - Two Boyd
County High School seniors
elected to Boys Slate posts this
·week learned Friday that they
have been chosen for slots at
Boys Nation next month.
Bill Cremeans, who served
as Boys State auditor, has
been selected as a delegate to
Boys Nation. Chris Slone,
·elected Boys State lieutenant
governor, was chosen as an al:ternate to that assembly.
: The two were chosen by
their fellow Boys State · del·egates and learned about it at
graduation Friday at Morehead State University. Boys
·Nation will be conducted July
21-29 at Marymount University
in Arlington, Va.
Slone is the son of Larry W.
Slone.
Cremeans is the son of Debo-

rah Sue Cremeans of Rush.
Slone and Cremeans, elected
to their offices on Monday,
helped lead mock legislative
sessions conducted by 150 boys
taking part in the 55th annual
convention sponsored by the
American Legion.
·
Issues the delegates grappled
with included job-based welfare, prayer in school, affirmative action, gun control and alternative crops to tobacco,
Slone said.
·
The program - which kept
the youths busy with governmental issues from 5:30 a.m.
reveille until 11:30 p.m. lights
out - "helps us put what
we've learned in school to a
real-life application. It's a good
instructional method for government and politics," he said.
Cremeans said the week
"h_~_been hard work, but
along with other hard work,
you get out of it what you put
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY.
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BRIEFLY
Mountain poet
to be honored
MOREHEAD - Poet Albert
Stewart of Hindman will receive
the Appalachian Treasure Award
during Morehead State University's 19th annual Appalachian
Celebration, June 18-24.
Stewart grew up in Knott
County and was educated at Berea College and the University of
Kentucky. He was a teacher at
Morehead in the early 1960s and
has since served as scholar-inresidence for the Appalachian
Celebration.
Last year the Berea College
Press published a book of his
poems; "The Holy Season: Walking in the Wild," a summing up of
his life and career.
The award will be presented at
the festival's opening reception at
6:30 p.m. June 18 in the ClaypoolYoung Art Building.
Running concurrently with the
celebration will be the fifth annual Dulcimer Camp in the Mountains. Instruction will be given in
the lap and hammer dulcimer.
The celebration will also include daily storytelling, workshops, noontime and evening
concerts and arts and crafts.
For more information, call
Morehead's Office of Continuing
Education at (606) 783-2077.
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High school uses
reward money
for WKU fund

into it. It's one of the most rewarding, wonderful things I've
been a part of."
Their week included a
speech by Gov.-Brereton Jones
on Wednesday and shadowing
their respective state officers
in Frankfort on Thursday.
Slone spent time with Lt.
Gov. Paul Patton, the Democratic nominee for governor.
"He helped me understand
more about the process of government when he toured me
through the Capitol," Slone
said. "He could only stay an
hour because he had a campaign speech to give in Elizabeth town."
Slone said he and Patton
didn't discuss politics.
Patton "told me his stand on
some things and asked what·
position Boys State would take
on them," Slone said.
Cremeans' counterpart, Ben
Chandler, was out of town, but
aides took him through the
Capitol and Annex, "and later
to the auditor's office, elsewhere in town, where the
work is done."
Slone said he became inter-·
ested in the lieutenant governor's office after taking a political science class at BCHS.
"I went over the lieutenant
governor's jobs and thought
that was the one (office) I'd go
for," he said.
Cremeans said he brought
no business background to his
race for auditor, although he
enjoyed math and economics.
"I'm always interested in
hearing how business and the
economy interrelate," he said.

ASSOCIATED PRESS

BOWLING GREEN - Teachers at Warren Central High Sci10ol
used the $10,000 tliey received as
reward money for their students'
test scores to establish a scholarship to Western Kentucky University.
. Beginning in 1996, the Warren
lent:al !ligh School Faculty Scholarslup f<und will provide a WaiTen
Central graduate a scholarship to
'(llend Western, Principal David C.
Crowe said.
Warren Central was one of 22
high schools in the state to qualify
for rewards under the testing requrred l,,y the 1990 Kentucky Education Reform Act. Teachers were
free to use the money for any
purpose, including diviping it
among themselves.
"We "'.anted to do something
for not only our students but for
Western and the community as
well," Crowe said. He said the vote
lo establish the ·scholarship fund
was unanimous.

The fund was set up as a
Jl<'rpelual trust within the College
I!eights Foundation at Western
with interest from the fund provid'.
!Ilg the actual scholarship.
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Alabama college loans:

The
U.S. Department of Education has
signed off on an agreement that
will allow the Kentucky Higher
Education Assistance Authority to
be the guarantee agency for loans
for Alabama college students.
KHEAA and the Alabama
Commission on Higher Education
had been negotiating the details of
the deal since December.
The federal Department of Education has predicted such deals will
become more common as loanguarantee agencies move to consolidate.
KHEAA will handle Federal
Family Education Stafford, PLUS
and Consolidation loans.
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:Agree Or Not

\Higher Educ.'s Dirty Little Secret
.
• Eastern Kentucky University -

:
By TODD DUVALL
: · FRANKFORT - IL's higher educa- $660,000.
• Northern Kentucky University µon's dirty little secret in Kentucky.
: . Except for the state's two big-time $536,000.
The atlilctics programs at UK and U
college sports programs - the Univer~ity of Kentucky and ~e Univ_crsit~ ,of of L, of course, are swimming in money
:Louisville - the regional uruvcrs1Ues ($21 million at UK, $15 million at U of
:arc losing money by the ton fielding ba- L) because of basketball and, to a lesser
sketball, football, tennis and baseball extent, football revenues.
All the other regional universities,
iJ;ams to play other school.s.
,
:: . And the losses are mounung and will however, have faced a long succession
~ct worse as time passes. That's particu- of budget cuts over the years. Faculty
ruly true with the push for more equit- salaries arc lower than most comparable
!ible athletics opportunities for women . institutions in the region. They're facing
-pressure to cul academic programs and
~udcnts.
:: In the 1993-94 fiscal year, the six uni- many of the regional universities have
Ycrsity athletics programs except those been putting off much-needed mainte~LUK and U of L had revenue shortfalls nance to campus facilities.
totalling $7 .2 million. This year, that
Yet they're spending close to $8 milloss. figure is expected to rise to $7. 7 lion this year of scarce tax money to fimillion. There's no expectation lhc los- nance intercollegiate athletics programs
~cs ever will do anything but continue that generate little public support and
even less revenues,
rising.
;., That is unless lhe universities themThe problem is that university admi•·
.
~Ives act to cut costs and that's no easy nistrators, regents and in particular
'!latter, as any president of a regional alumni won 'L sec the handwriting on the.
wall. However wonderful it would be,
(µtiversity can attest.
:_: Morehead State University President Kentucky is never going to have eight
itonald Eaglin has lhe best viewpoint of of its universities vying for a place in
what is in store when someone tries to the Final Four. Morehead isn't going to
· ~top the clrain on athletic program a bowl game on New Year's Day.
The level of losses the six regional
budgets.
: In 1993-94, the Morehead .football universities arc experiencing in t11cir
program alone lost _$424,000. Eaglin atl1letics programs simply is unacceptwants to move Morehead toward offer- able in a state like Kentucky. All those
lpg football players scholarships based millions could be better spent on faculty
financial need, not on pure ability to salaries: laboratory equipment or en~lay. Going to a non-scholarship foot- dowed chairs.
Eaglin 's problems and his effort to reball program would save Morehead
$450,000 a year. The problem is that the solve them at Morehead have brought
Ohio Valley Conference has been ·op- the dirty little secret out into the open at
~sed to allowing Morehead to stay in long last.
the conference for olhcr soorts besides
It's up to the Council on Higher Eduibotball.
cation - and the state's top government
;: And football program losses aren't leaders - to make up their minds that
the only ones Morhead is facing. This losing millions and millions of dollars
,-car, its total alhlctics program rc~c~uc vcar after vcar to pretend to have big~ortfall is expected to be $1 .4 m1lhon. iimc atl1lctics programs at regional uni: : What of the otlicr regional universi- versities has' to come to an end. It certainly should come to an end before the
ties' losses this year?
: : • Western Kentucky University
next time university regents vote to ask
U1cir students - and their students' pa52.2 million.
: : • Murray State University - $2 rents - to pay higher tuition, room and
board and fees because Uic basketball
inillion.
; : • Kentucky State University
program is losing money faster lhan it is
losing games.
~778,000.

on

o doubt the
University of
Kentucky
needs ever-increas- ,
ing amounts of money to keep its athletic department in the =====-i
black. But shame on UK for asking
those least able to pay - the
students - to fork over more·money,
Students, who already pay an
annual $24.50 activities fee, will be
asked to pay $5 a ticket·beginning
with the next basketball season
and in 1996 in football.
Director of Athletics C.M. Newton defended the action by notirtg
that seven other Southeastern Conference schools get money from
student activities fees and a charge
for student tickets.
But as far as we know, no other
SEC school has made the dubious
decision to pay a coach a $1 million
bonus just for staying on the job,
as UK promised basketball coach
Rick Pitino. Nor has any SEC
school given two contract extensions and the promise of a $20,000
pay hike to a football coach who
has won less than a third of his
games.
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Community Colleges Denied
Fair Share Of Education
Dollars
Linking the state's community col- ,tion budget. But when that proposal
leges to the University of Kentucky was made at a recent stale council
has had its advantages, but funding meeting auended by all eight presiisn't one of them,
dents, the old UK jealousies emerged_'
UK usually gets more than its fair
Morehead is among three state unishare each year in competition with versities - including Eastern and
the other seven state-funded univerWestern - that arc considered unsities for the
d c r funded,
higher eduaccording to
cation
the formula
By continuing to rob the
budget dolwhen comcommunity college system of
lar.
The
pared to the
its fair share of higher
community
other five.
colleges, by
None of the
education fund.s, Kentucky's
comparison,
three, howuniversities are literally biting
are treated
ever, has a
the hand that feeds them
like stepfunding defichildren.
cit even apA major
proaching
reason is that extra money proposed the community colleges.
for community colleges translates to
Community colleges, more than
the rival universities as extra money ever, are viable alternatives for poorer
for UK - something Louisville,
students, who can complete an assoWestern, Murray, Eastern.Morehead, ciate degree within easy driving disNorthern, and Kentucky State sim- tance of home and then transfer to a
ply won't stand for.
larger institution to earn a bachelor-·s
The years of budget neglect have degree. And these transferring comleft the community college system munity college students don't just
woefully behind when compared to populate UK, but all of Kentucky's
benchmark institutions in other states universities.
and by most any other higher educaBy continuing to rob the commution funding formula - including nity college system of its fair share of
the one devised by Kentucky's own the state's higher education budget,
Council on Higher Education.
Kentucky's universities are deprivUnderthe formula, the community
ing the largest college student segcolleges should be eligible for the m'ent of full academic attainment and
lion's share of so-called catch-up literally biting the hand that feeds
money earmarked from anticipated them,
;nrrPas~s in the state's higher educaKentucky New Era
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MSU ARCHIVES

.
Sheer-4-tF?
MSU Clip
A sample of recent articles of interest to Morehead State University
INSTITUTIONAL RELATIONS

. The Daily Independent,
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WASHINGTON'-'- Republican opponents· o('affirmativc
action:' say •<the -'Supreme
Court· ruling" placing · tough
new limits on such programs
confirms what they've been
arguing all along. Supporters
are openly anxious, defending a narrower and narrower
piece of ground.
And · senior White House
advisers say it will compli.,-cate Presidenf Clinton's-gw
ernment-wide review of af.
firmative action programs.
The question of affirmative
, action's future has bubbled
below the surface for months ,
now, with Republican presidential candidates racing to
win over alienated white voters by making it a key issue
in the 1996 race.
On Monday,_ the Supreme
Court ruled 5-4 in a Colorado
case that courts must hold
Congress. and the president
-fo the -same strict standards)
as state and local governments when determining
whether affirmative-action
programs result in reverse
discrimination. ·
Even without fully digesting all the ruling's complexi-.
ties,. those on both sides of
the issue conceded that it inevitably would help an tiaffirmative action forces
m~re__ - ·boosting the already-,
. ex1stmg momentum to slice
, away at affirmative action pro- ·
grams..
·
"The whole· momentum of·
the political movement is toward skepticism," said Sen.
Joseph Lieberman, D-Conn., a
moderate Democrat who has
recently come to feel that affirmative action cannot survive in its present form. "I
would _guess the decision
would be used to support a
movement to pull back on
some. of these group preference
Jaws."
For Sen. Phil Gramm, RTexas, a presidential hopeful
who has promised as president
:to inlmediately issue an execu- ·
tive order doing away with all
affirmative action programs
the decision was a step in th~
right direction.
"I think it's ·a major step toward the end of quotas and
set-asides in America and a return to mer-it as a basis of decision . making in America "
Gramm said. "I think it
strengthens my decisions."

Senate Majority ·Leader Bob
Dole, R-Kan., a rival for the
GOP presidential nomination,
is a longtime advocate of af,
firmative action who this year
shifted his position, proll),ising
to re-evaluate all, the.pro-··
··gra,ms~~-c;--'f,TT'
--.., : "Th~" sJ~~~irte Court's decision today is one more reason for the federal government
· to get- out of the race' preference business," · Dole
; said in a statement. "The bot::, tom line is that the federal
·,government should work to
bring all Americans of all
backgrounds together, not to
divide us by race."
·
· "The court has made ' clear
that · the use of racial· classification by any branch of
government is something
that's highly" suspect and
should be permitted under the
Constitution only under the
· most extraordinary circumstances," said Rep. Charles
Canaday, R-Fla., who plans to
introduce a bill eliminating
federal affirmative action programs.
Congressional Black Caucus ·
Chairman Donald Payne, DN.J., reacted angrily to the ruling, saying the decision
"threatens to turn the clock
back to a time not so long ago
when it was virtually impossible for minority or womenowned firms to successfully
compete for government contracts."

--

Clinton in February proposed to review affirmative action programs as attacks in
the new Republican-controlled
Congress intensified.
·
"I be!ieve it's a little prema-.
ture to suggest what type of
impact this might have on that

-review," press secretary Mike
: Mcfurry: told r_eporters. Mon- .
day. , , ,
.. .
' .
.. ·. He reiterated Clinton's
strong support for' affirmative
action.· if• ·
• "
·
·
· ·· _"The president ... has long
supported · efforts · to increase
opportunities for minority and
women entrepreneurs," McCurry Said.
The court's ruling could ease
-pressure cin Clinton to come
forward with a major affirmative action overhaul, though
one senior aide, speaking on
conditi?n of anonymity, said
t~e ruling also may galvanize
liberal Democrats and intensify strains in the Democratic
Party.
Rep. Kweisi Mfume, D-Md.,
- former chairman of the Congressional Black Caucus who
believes affirmative a'ction
programs are· still needed, may
have taken the approach that
will_ become more common as
the political battle heats up.
Instead of attacking what
the decision threatens to take
away, Mfume focused on·what
remained unviolated. He admitted the court had tightened
the requirements for the programs, but focused on the fact
that the programs themselves
were left intact. He insisted
the court ruling still endorsed
the concept of affirmative actjon.
"The court left in place
these programs," Mfume, said.
"In other words, they said pro~rams like this do have a place
m our country. They established a stricter predicate. But
just the fact that the programs
themselves have been left
alone says the court has also
acknow!edged the importance
of the programs."
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· UK trustees approve budget

THE COURIER-JOURNAL•

LEXINGTON, Ky. - The University of Kentucky board of
trustees yesterday approved a $993,8 million budget for 1995-96
that assumes no cuts in state appropriations.
UK president Charles Wethington said he hopes the budget
begins to reverse the trend of shifting increased costs to students.
·
.
The budget is an increase of 4.4 percent ovei- 1994-95. The
state appropriation is expected to increase about 4 percent. .
Capital projects in the budget total $100.1 million, including
$56. 7 million for new equipment, $18.9 million for new computing equipment, $16.3 million for program renovations and $12.7
million for research equipment. The budget also includes raises
for employees, averaging 4 percent.
The board also approved Elizabeth A Zinser, president of the
University of Idaho, as the new chancellor of the Lexington
campus. Her appointment will take effect July 1.

.
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"ew ·UK-:-budget :called ;'solid'
..

'

--·----

Faculty, .staff t~ ·g~trajses_ averaging. 4 per~ent
, BY ANGIE MUHS

'

HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER ·

' of Kentucky next year will
The University
offer raises averaging 4 percent to its faculty
and staff; and spend about $100 million ·on
capital projects, including new computers and
a parking garage.
, ·
'
·
., The UK, Board of Trustees yesterday
,approved a $993.81 million · budg~t for the
1995-96 year. That represents an mcrease of
$41.9 mjllion,_ or:4.4 percent, over last yeai:"s
budget... · . , ,.
. '
1 ', •
State appropriations ·for UK will make up
33.2 percent of the, university's iqcome - the
lowest proportion. ,of the builget- ever. The
state will give UK $330.3 million, an increase
of $8.7. million, orabout 4 percent.
,
One bi:ight spot for students and ,their
parents: For the· first time in several years,
state · appropriations' increased more than
tuition did in terms of percentage. But students and parents still pay for 12.5 percent of
UK's expenses through their tuition and fees.
"It's- a solid budget, with certain positive
aspects in it," UK President Charles T.
Wethington Jr.. told board niembers. "We do
believe· there's a. more appropriate balance
between increased state support and tuition."
. Wethington also said that UK doesn't
expect any state budget cuts during the
coming year. _
__ _
_ ________ _
"We don't see anything on the
horizon that is a disaster looming,"
he said.
The ' fa,culty trustees praised
UK's efforts to increase salaries,
but noted that salaries for both UK
and community college professors
fell short of the median wages at
similar schools in neighboring
states.
Community college salaries, in
particular, fell further behind the
median salary in the last year.
"The median is just the middle,
so even when you get there, half of
them are still above you," said
,faculty trustee John Sistarenik, a
professor at Jefferson Community
College. "But I think they're wringing out what they can wring out."
Dr. Deborah Powell, a faculty·
trustee, said she was pleased that
the budget attempted to address
priorities laid ·out in the university
strategic plan.'
"Academic programs got their
share," said Powell, a pathology
professor. "With limited resources,
they've done very well."·
Among the provisions in this
-year'sfiudgei: -- ....

·■ $9.4 million for the university and $2.8 million for the community colleges for salary increases
for faculty and 'staff members.
· Administrators expect to be
able to provide average raises of 4
percent. But raises will be awarded
on a merit basis, meaning that
some people might get more than
that and others could get less,
Wethington said.

■ UK will continue to increase
its retirement contribution for staff
members, ·in an effo!1 to equalize it
with the col)tribution it'_mak~ ·to
faculty members: ·:'
·· ·
■ UK will, spend $9.4 million
. for a bond issue for a new 1,000space parking garage on Limestone
Street near Euc\id Avenue, at the
site of the American Building. Demolition of the building is expected ·
to begin this week, and the garage '
should be done by August 1996.
■ The UK Athletics Associa. tion will pay $3.2 million for the
bonds financi~ the W.T. Young
Library - money that it used to
contribute to the university general
fund.
. _: _
_ _____ _
UK will make up that money in
the general fund by taking $1.5
million from Wethington's contingency ac~ount and by using $1.7
million tliat had been going to a
bond issue that •was paid off last
year.

; se!'\fice -;_

F

1

•

R8s88rctf ,_ t'.

Other. Academic' support, stu"denl''.t3 _·
· services, student financial aid,
_· ·
lnstituJional support, maintenance and
operatiOns, _debt s'ervlce, auxiliari8s: <,,
,., , Souace:University of .
Kentucky budget o~li:e ,
HERALO.lEADER
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Board confirms
Zinser
..
as Lexington chancellor
.

HERALD-LEADER STAFF REPORT

In other business yesterday, the
University of Kentucky Board of
Trustees:
■ Officially confirmed Elisabeth A. Zinser as the new chancellor of the Lexington campus.
Zinser, who is now president of the
University of Idaho, will start at·
UK on July 1. She will be the
highest-ranking female administrator in UK's history.
■ Heard a status report from

President Charles T. Wethington Jr.
about UK's progress toward 37
goals outlined in its strategic plan.
UK has met or made significant
progress
toward 32 objectives.
.
.
. But Wethington also conceded
that UK will not be able to increase
enrollment at the community colleges to 58,500 as it had planned.
Enrollment in the colleges is now
about 45,000, after reaching an alltime high of 48,370 in the fall of

1993.
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Donor won't tell size
of 'biggest~. UK· gift
By RICHARD WILSON, Staff Writer

Richard Furst, dean of
UK's business school, acLEXINGTON, Ky. - The University of knowledged that Gat- .
Kentucky's College of Business and Econom- ton's gift "is a very- OAffON•
ics has received what is thought to be the · la~e" one and, said, "It . Says rev~allng
largest financial gift from a single ,donor in wi!I have a_n impact, I size of gift
·
the university's history.
'
think, on literally gen- . could hurt his
The gift - from alumnus and Muhlenberg erations of students in businesses.
County native C. M. "Bill" Gatton - was ap-. our college. I think it will
proved by UK's board of trustees yesterday. allow us to make a big leap in the quality of
UK President Charles Wethington Jr. said·. the academic programs we're able to offer,
in an interview that the amount, thought to and it's really pleasing to me that one of our
be several million dollars, was being kept se- ·.. alums thought enough 9f the college to make
ere! at Gatton's request.
.
this kind of gift."
Gatton - a Bristol, Tenn., auto dealer who· · The item approved by the trustees merely
also has dealerships in Alabama and Texas said that Gatton's gift would set up an enand banltjng interests in Bowling Green, dowment "to benefit the College of Business
Owensboro, Hopkinsville, Russellville and and Economics through endowed chairs, enGlasgow - also declined to discuss the dowed professorships, outstanding teaching
amount of the gift.
awards, student scholarships and faculty de"fm a private individual, and I want to velopment."
keep it that way. I'm no\ looking for any pubThe financial rule of thumb at UK is that it
!icily, and it could negatively effect my busi- takes $1 million to endow a single chair and
ness interests," he said in a telephone inter- $500,000 for a professorship. Interest from
· view.
such endowments is used to fund professors'
One UK trustee, who asked to remain salaries, expenses and other activities.
anonymous, said he thought Gatton's gift
Wethington said that the amount of Gat"exceeded any previous one by a private do- ton's gift was only recently determined and
nor."
that the number of chairs and professorships
Although UK has received several large it will provide has not been established.
gifts from trusts, the largest donation it has
Gatton graduated from UK's business
received until now from an alumnus is $5 school in 1954. He said he borrowed money
million, from Lexington businessman and then to earn a master's degree In banking
philanthropist W. T. Young, for whom the and finance from the University of Pennsylschool's new library has been named.
vania's Wharton school in 1958.
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Appalachian Center-director named
BY LINDA VANHOOSE
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER

ordo~ McKinney, disti?guished
scholar
m
Appalachian studies and
American history, ,vill join Berea
College in July as director of the
· Appalachian Center.
.
He also will hold a teachmg
appointment as the Goode professor of Appalachian Studies,_ an
endowed chair and will join the
history department as an adjunct
faculty member.

G

McKinney,
who currently
is
executive
director ·
of
National History Day, will
lead a major
review
of
Berea's service
to the mountain
McKinney
region, focusing
on ways in which the college mission can best be realized through
the Appalachian Center, its relat-

ed activities and courses of
instruction. He also will serve on
the college Strategic Planning
Committee, which began its work
this spring.
.
National History Day 1s an
independently funded education
program based at the University
. of Maryland. It. involves about
450 000 · public school students
thr~ughout the nation in a yearlong program of papers, projects,
· performances and video productio~~ is a former administrator of
research with the National
Endowment for the Humanities.
He is a member of the Pre-Collegiate Education_ Committ~e of_ the
National Council on Pubhc History.
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:House speaker calls for more money
:to
reverse colleges' 'downward spinil'
..
,,._

said he hopes its findings will meet our states' demands for ecoencourage legislators to increase nomic development."
Baliles also told the panel that
\g, FRANKFORT - Kentucky has . higher educa?on's ~:'~get. . .
the
pubic also is concerned that
or. lected 'its universities for too'':' ;'.'.' ~~; canJ_,.do~lt- all 10 , ?ne
universities overemphasize re~ and "a patch here and a patch ;:ess10n, he said after the heanng. search at the expense of rewarding
'i1\ere" will no longer be good
But we. ha~~ to reverse the downgood teachers.
~11ough to keep them competitive,
ward spiral. .
Jim Wiseman, a past chairman
'House Speaker Jody Richards said
Gerald ~ables, the f~rmer govyesterday
emor of Virgm1a, testified yester- of the Kentucky Advocates for
.
. ·
.
day that Kentucky's higher educa- Higher Education, told the task
- . During the ~t meeting of__the lion system should get more force that he hoped it would work
}'~sk. Force on Higher l½lucatton, financial support from the state.
to increase funding and also boost
Richards, as expected, issued a
But it must also reform itself if public confidence in the universiloud ~d clear call_for !11°re money it wants to win the trust of the ties.
;ior high;< education 1;1 the 1996 public and legislators, said Baliles,
Wiseman acknowledged that
,<:eneral '.Assembly.
chairman of the Southern Regional the university presidents must stop
g; "We're.all seeing the ultimate Education Board's commission on their infighting if they want to
convince the puqlic of their sincer~tilt ofthese slash-now-and-apol- · education quality.
,~la!el?,,policies,"• said· 0Richru:ils, ' -,- · ''It is still appropriate to ques- ity. But the state's 'financial situaJ?.:89".1'.lj~:Green. ;•If.s it, thedete- lion -~beth~ 0.ey SCf1;1tinize their tion also contributes to the prob-AOra\i1)g· ilifrlistructure ·on our col- spending pnonties as ngorously as lem, he said.
·\ege. caJi)puses and the declining many businesses have been forced
"The presidents unfairly have
i!ibilitf of oitr university system to to do," Baliles said. "But I believe · little choice but to fight with each
pimpete in the national academic that even higher education's tough- other, to fight over scraps," said
,;rrena."
est critics must concede that in Wiseman, vice president of public
· The task force - which in- their current financial condition, affairs at Toyota Motor Manufaceludes :all . eight university presi- · our colleges and universities are turing.. "In other• words, we force
~entsr.::.;"'~ expected to complete a
not in. tlte best position to serve a them into some of this territorial
,repm;t.by•December. Richards has
growing number of students or to infighting that we so often decry."
BY ANGIE MUHS

:,:

HERAU>LEADER EouCATION WRITER
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Ricbards urges stronger
college funding
Token aid won't
do, speaker says
By CHARLES WOLFE

Associated Press

FRANKFORT, Ky. - The General
Assenibly will merely "whitewash
over the problems •facing higher
education" if universities get only
"token funding increases" in 1996,
House Speaker Jody Richards said
yesterday.
"A patch here and a patch there
will no longer suffice," Richards
said during the first meeting of a
new task force on higher education.
The task force is made up mostly
of legislators and presidents of the
eight state universities. Richards, DBowling Green, said its job was to
lay a "foundation for restructuring
a system of higher education."
But there was no mistaking what
Richards considers the system's
greatest need - money - and his
statements sounded like a clarion
call for the legislative session that
will begin in January.

"The General Assembly could
simply convene in 1996, whitewash
over the problems facing . hi!l'!er
education with token funding m-

creases," he said. "Or, as has been
the case in the past, we could call
on. our university leaders to once
again tighten their belts and make
do for another two years."
But, he added: "We are all seeing
the ultimate result of these slashnow-and-apologize-later policies in
deteriorating infrastructure on our
college campuses and dec_!ining
ability of our university system to
compete in the national academic
arena."
Richards _got eloquent backing
from fonner Virginia Gov. Gerald L.
Baliles, chairman of a Southern Regional Education Board commission
that examined the quality of education in the South.
Baliles said Kentucky fits an
"alarming profile" of states in
which college enrollment has
boomed but public funding has
slipped. As a result, students and
their families have had to shoulder
more of the load with higher tuition
and fees, he said.

Tuition and fees now account for
nearly a third of college budgets in
Kentucky, Baliles said. They increased 52 percent for state undergraduates in Kentucky in the last
decade, he said.
Baliles said the universities need
to do some soul-searching.
His commission found that the
public is skeptical about campus
priorities - "whether teaching receives the emphasis it should,
whether research is overemphasized or under-focused,'' he said.
The commission also found too
much duplication among campuses
and not enough attention to the
needs of the public, Baliles said.
Jim W'tSeman, a Toyota executive
who heads Advocates for Higher
Education, said well-publicized turf
battles between university presidents undermine public confidence
and support.
But because of inadequate funding, the presidents "unfairly have
little choice but to fight with one another - to fight over scraps," Wtseman said.
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Kentn~cky folk
ai:t1112.!1 sale
in Morehead
alvin Cooper of Morehead
creates chickens. Other Kentucky artists have done
everything from carved angels
and devils and painted fantasy
animals to snakes and •largemouthed bass. Their canvas: a
simple walking stick.
See these works of art during
the walking stick sale at the Kentucky Folk Art Center Museum
Store in Morehead.
·"There's real
variety," said
Ruth Scudieri,
store coordinator. "Each of
~-.:.ii them in their
own right is
TINA
wonderful."
About200
CROLEY
- - - - - sticks will be
HERAUH..EAOER
discounted 30
You EDITOR
percent through
- - - - - June30;'most
regularly sell for $20 to $600.
Other things are on sale at the
museum store, including sculptures of many types by about 30
artists.
The store is at 119 West University Boulevard in Morehead.
Hours: 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. weekdays and 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday. Call (606) 783-2204.

C
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MSU to honor.!ili4

Knott10)11:ncy~~t
MOREHEAD''-".A:'Kilott·
County poet will ·receive the
Appalachian Treasure •
Award next week at-Morehead State University's
Appalachian Celebration.
The presentation to
Albert Stewart of Hindman
will be made SundaY. at 6:30
p.m. in the ClaypoolsYoung
Art Building.
Stewart_establl~l/,elfr,;::
"lnscape," MSU's'sttideilt
literary magazine, and''
published his first. collection
of poetry, "The Untoward
Hills," while an instructor
at the university in the
early 1960s.
The Berea College Press
last year published his
latest collection of poems,
\'The Holy Season: Walking
in the Wild."
Stewart has English
degrees from Berea College
and the University of
Kentucky.

Ky• counties can get
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aid for storm damage

.for
Co~ties qu~y
disaster aid

President Clinton signed a disaster declaration
yesterday for 24 counties in Kentucky. Under the
declaration. local governments and residents in
affected counties can apply for federal assistance
for damage from last month's tornadoes and
floods. The declaration provides individual assistance grants for eight counties: Bath, Clark, Hardin, Jessamine, Meade, Mercer, Montgomery and
Rowan. Public assistance grants will be available
in 23 counties: Adair, Bath, Boyd, Breathitt,
Breckinridge, Carter, Casey, Clark, Elliott, Floyd,
Green, Hardin, Jessamine, Johnson, Lawrence,
Magoffin,. Meade, Montgomery, Owsley, Pulaski,
Rowan, Russell and Taylor.

WASHINGTON President Clinton signed a
disaster declaration
Tuesday for 24 counties in
Kentucky, according to U.S.
Sen. Wendell Ford, D-Ky.
Under the declaration,
local governments and
residents in affected
counties can apply for
federal assistance for
damage from tornados and
floods last month.
Ford said he was pleased
with the swift response; .He
had requested disaster aid
earlier this month.> ..
The declaration provides
individual assistance grants
for Bath, Clark, Hardin,
Jessamine, Meade, Mercer,
Montgomery and Rowan
counties. Residents will be
eligible for the U.S. .
Department of Agriculture
loans for homeowners and
businesses, and Federal ·
Emergency Management
Agency assistance, ..
Public assistance grants
will be available in 23,r~
counties, Under theseffundslocal governments cali'
'
receive federal'.grants:for-75.
percent of the cost of '
repairing infrastructure.
They may also be
reimbursed for expenses
incurred dlll'ing the storms,
including emergency
protective measUl'es and
other safety actions.
Counties slated to receive
public aid are Adair, Bath,
Boyd, Breathitt,
Breckinridge; ·carter, Casey,
Clark, Elliott;Floy_d;' Green,
Hardin, JesSilmine,
Johnson; Lawrence, ,,,i1 "" .
Magoff'In,1d\ff!ad8;i=·i:,}'}~~it:~ .. : .
Montgomecy-;.Ows~ei;'' ,.
Pulaski, Rowan, Russeltand
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erase
Perkins Act funds

President Clinton last week vetoed
the spending bill as passed by Congress. This is good news for American high school students.
Many people don't realize what
the proposed spending bill eliminates in the way of education dollars. Mainly, the bill re.s.cinds Carl
Perkins Act,funding for\iducation.
The Perkins Act created monies "
for vocational education. How many
Americans. today have a good job be-,
cause of the training they received
in one of these schools?
It is disturbing that Olli' Kentucky
legislators in Washington went
along with this pJan,. They will tell
you that they are proposing, sending
the monies as part of block grants to
the states, but we can look afhow
much·of the state lottery money,ac- •
tually trickles into the-classroom to
see this will not benefit-students •..
. One.example Qf,a,pfogra)ll,~W!tich
could be eliminated by the .bill is,
0

111e,.
·:tn!:~~~~J!;;~y~dt~
,pai:'<>'iltilig{skim,
learn

fimihcID .( \

plitnriiiig;'%Jc1 h'tt'me"'siilllsfiifl:his
program?· Ifs,estimated that this
would save $34,nilllion:annually in

the federal govei.'riinent. It'is ironic
that NBC recently reported that $34
million is spentannually to store helium for a program that ended 60
years ago.
Perkins Act funding represents 9/
100 of 1 perceJ!t of the federal budget. Eliminating it·.wfil,have virtu0
ally no impact.on the deficit. Studies.
show:tlia,t.sayinir:°money.be el.ijninatj
ing edll~~~*:~f!l~ doesn,:~--~lc'- ·
make·long,tepn,sense_:Money; spent
on education is'not a cost; it's-aifinvestment.
The bill now will.be returned to
the House and Senate for revisions.
Contact Olli' Kentucky legislators
and lll'ge them not to eliminate Perkins Bill funding. Carl Perkins' .
work has allowed countless children
the opportunity to become productive citizens. isn't.that how we
should be solving problems with the
economy?
Randy Reed
Greenup

Taylor·

·_,_:~.-~

.

,.

~•"ft'f\, -
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Tffiiitdering Herd .
joins Mid-American
•.:·::::-: .· . •u,: ...

Asso<;i,,ra,_e~,ss.,. , .
TOLEDO~ Ohi~ ~ F~Ilb~ing a
national trend· toward fewer and
larger conferences, the Mid-American Conference has added· Marshall, Northern Illinois and the
State University. of New York at
Buffalo.
·
The MAC swelled to 13 members Tuesday night when the conference's presidents voted to add
two former league members Marshall and Northern Illinois along with Buffalo.
Northern Illinois and Marshall
will begin conference play in the
fall of 1997, with Buffalo coming
aboard a year or two later.
The conference will split into
t\vo

divisions.

,
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Kentucky farm boy turned millionaire
makes possibly biggest donation to UK
.

BY ANGIE MUHS '
HERALD-LEADER EoucAnoN WRITER

As a young man growing up in
Muhlenberg County, C.M. "Bill"
Gatton learned a lot about business
before he ever set foot on the
University of Kentucky campus.
He tended an acre of watennelons and an acre of tobacco on the
family farm, and sold the 'proceeds
to pay for his education, He sold
the steers he raised. for: 4-H and
Future· Farmers of America, and
socked that cash into his college
fund, too.
Then Gatton went-to··UK•s College of Susiness and Economics,
earned his degree and went on to
become a multimillionaire auto
dealer and businessman.
Now he's repaying UK with a
gift that might be the largest from
an individual donor in the school's
history.
. .. ,
. Gatton, a .. 1954--gi:aduate, has
given, the :school:fwhllt{:(JIG President Charles: T.'.'.W~lhinltion: calls.
"a very· latge;c_,bvery;:_significant ·
and very wonderful'gift''·-but he
and UK· officials won't say how
much it is.
The largest gift UK -has received from an individual was $5
million from Lexington-::-horseman
and · businessmilll" W.T. ' Young,
who donated the. !IIO!ley for the
new library. It will now be named
after him.
.Asked yesterday whether his
gift was the largest in UK's history,
Gatton chuckled.,. "I'd. be careful
about printing tiia:t3~\;tse ·it justmight not-be true,~,liesaidf,"J don't.'
kno'l'{0 jfit'.s·:_true:
_ .,
. ·:,"It\· just<:a}~te}.ffiii~qmd~
I'm:a, private: ~$ald!Gatton, .
who lives in Bri&tol:Tehii;''tT·didn't
think it was anyone's 'business."
. UK officials wouliH'sa:V- only

~i~.lZ#:;¥-;:~L_\'h-_. _·

this: The gift is the largest ever to
the College of Business. Under
guidelines approved Tuesday by
UK's Board of Trustees, the money
would be used to create an endowment to benefit the college of business through "endowed chairs, endowed professorships, outstanding
teaching awards, student scholarships and faculty development."
Typically, UK requires a donation of at least $1 million to support an endowed chair.
"l think the gift will be a
turning point in the history of the
college," said Richard Furst, t~e
college dean. "I think Mr. Gatton s
gift will benefit generations of stu~ents to come."
· The College of Business and
'Economics has about 2,300 under'gi-aduate students, 300 graduate
students and 80 full-time faculty
·members. •
.,,. Furst said that Gatton had
suggested the college undertake an
•lh-depth · planning process before
;deciding exactly how the mon~y
:will be spent. That probably Will
·-start in the fall, so administrators
'can ask faculty and students about
"their ideas, he said.
" But Gatton, who was inducted
earlier this year into the College's
Alumni Hall of Fame, said he was
adamant that UK use the money
for its programs.
"I want it more for people,

rather than for bricks and mortar,"
Gatton said. "Hopefully, in some
small way, it will help the school
and students."
UK gave him "the self-confidence to know you can compete,"
Gatton said. "I was a farm boy
from Western Kentucky, went to a
small elementary school, went to a
small high school. The self-confidence probably is as important as
the actual technical knowledge you
}earn.II

Gatton, who got a master's
degree from the University of
Pennsylvania's Wharton School after leaving UK, owns car dealerships in Tennessee and Texas.
Gatton even has served as his
own TV pitchman for his car
dealerships. As "Wild Bill" Gatton,
his commercials have portrayed
him doing everything from holding
a live pig to flooring a punching
bag labeled "High Car. Prices"
while wearing --boxing gloves, a
cowboy hat and boo& .
He has banking. interests
throughout Western Kentucky and
owns high-profile projects in Lexington such as the International
Business Machines Corp. building
on Harrodsburg Road · and the
Beaumont Centre, a 670-acre proposed residential, office and retail
complex that would be Lexington's
largest development.
uHe's a nice

success story, a

Kentucky boy who made good,"
Furst said. "I think the university
has been good to him, and life has
been good to him, .. and now he
wants to give something back." .
■ ■· ■~

Herald-Leader news,. researche,,.
Linda Smith-Niemi contributed to
this report.
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Morehead
blazes
'

trail with

·oVCdeal
School cuts football
costs, saves prestige
By RICHARD WILSON
Staff Writer
MOREHEAD, Ky. - Morehead
State University's Ron Eaglin
doesn't see himself as a trailblazing
president.
When it comes to struggling with
the financial difficulties of intercol. legiate athletics, he says, "We're all
doing it these days."
But the agreement that he hammered out earlier this month with
fellow presidents in the Ohio Valley'
Conference is one that other
schools with similar cash-flow problems are likely to watch closely.
It will let Morehead stop giving
football scholarships and still remain in the 47-year-old OVC. In return, Morehead has agreed to waive
indefinitely all revenues from the
men's NCAA basketball tournament.
The net savings for Morehead will
be more than ·$350,000 a year more than three-quarters of the
$424,000 deficit that the 0-11 football program ran up last year.
Many of the school's supporters
· had feared that Eaglin's plan would
force the university out of the OVC.
That would have been a blow to its
prestige and could have put Eaglin
on a collision course with alumni.
Like most of the other state universities, Morehead has been covering athletic-program deficits with
state money - at a time when such
money has been tight.
Morehead's new arrangement "IS
both innovative and perhaps could
lead to other attempts to take this
kind of step around the country,"
said Jim Appleberry, president of
the American Association . of State
Colleges and Universities.
Other presidents grappling with
rising costs for football would welcome arrangements similar to
Morehead's, agreed Bob McCabe, a
researcher at Northeastern University's Center for the Study of Sports
in Society. He and others note that
many schools are being forced to
sever historic ties with their conferences when they downgrade football programs.
McCabe and Appleberry said the
financial problems for football programs can only worsen as costs rise
and schools are forced to devote
more money to women's athletics.
Morehead, along with Kentucky's
five other regional universities, has
been struggling with red ink in intercollegiate ath-
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for years. Last ·
year the regional
schools used
about $7.2 million in public
money to cover
the deficits.

Revenue and spending for university athletic programs in
Kentucky during the 1993-94 school year.
University
Eastern Ky.
Kentucky State
Morehead State
Murray State
. Northern Ky.
UK
U of L
Western Ky.

An old story
The Morehead
story has been
unfolding for
decades.
Don Flatt, a Morehead professor
who is writing a history of the Rowan County university, said that as
long ago as 1952 its president and
regents questioned the need for the
number of football scholarships
then required by the OVC. The football program, then running a$25,000 deficit, reduced scholarships the following year, a step followed by the OVC, Flatt said.
That same year, the Morehead
Eagles began a 33-game winless
streak.
·
The issue resurfaced in 1983,
when a consultant proposed dropping Morehead's football program
from NCAA Division I-AA - the
second-highest level - to Division
II or III to cut costs. That didn't fly,
but steps were taken to cut costs in
· 1987 and 1989. But as enrollment
dropped and losing seasons continued - in the past 20 years the Eagles have posted a 62-147 record overall athletic revenues declined
further.
While Eaglin was aware of the
problem when he arrived in mid1992 from Coastal Carolina College,
state-forced cuts in Morehead's
overall budget forced the athletics
issue "to the back burner," he said.
But hi January 1994 he put it on
·the front burner by proposing a noscholarship program.
Under the OVC-endorsed plan which still must be approved by the
board of regents - Morehead
would stop offering football scholarships after the 1995 season. Existing
scholarships would not be affected,
but in the future, prospective football players would have to compete
with other students for financial aid.
Eaglin acknowledges that the, issue has prompted criticism from
some supporters. But he and alumni
officials say only a small minority
oppose the latest arrangement.
__ "Rational people can deal with
this," Eaglin said. He and others
contend that the major concern
among most alumni was retaining
OVC membership, not losing scholarships.
"Given the financial situation
Morehead was in, this is probably
the best alternative," said Morehead
alumni president J. T. Holbrook of
Lexington.
"l think this is something we can
all live with," added L. M. "Sonny"
Jones, another alumnus who headed a panel that studied the problem
and recommended Eaglin's renewed
talks with the OVC nresidents.

Revenue
$2,098,100
95,600
1,103,000
925,600
474,500
22,749,200
16,396,100
2,146,000

Spending
Galn/(Loss)
$2,707,800
($609,700)
. 792,500
(696,900)
2,395,600
(1,292,600)
3,136,400
(2,210,800)
.1,073,900
(599,400)
20,772,000
1,977,200
14,169,600
2,226,500
3,941,100
(1,795, 1OD)

Jones said that under the plan,
"everybody got something. We get
to continue playing scholarship
football. Other (OVC) schools get to
split (MSU's share of NCAA basketball tournament proceeds), the faculty gets to see cuts in the athletics
program, and we're still in the
OVC," Jones said.
Voices of dissent
But others aren't so supportive.
"I don't think it's in the best interests of the university. 1 think we'll
lose students as a result of this,"
said alumnus Carroll Browning, a
Lawrence County teacher. Browning said he thinks many youngsters
from Morehead's recruiting region
will go to Eastern Kentucky University or to Marshall University, in
Huntington, W. Va. Both have
strong football programs.
Nicholas Nighswander, a former
Morehead football player and
Edgewood lawyer, said, "I don't
fault (Eaglin) for taking this position. 1 just think it was premature.
It's like anything else. If you want to
fix something, it can be fixed."
Others worry about the impact on
gifts to Morehead athletics.
Annual donations to the Morehead athletics program have
dropped consistently since 1989-90,
with the largest dip coming last
year, after Eaglin announced his
plan. Gifts declined from $324,656
in 1992-93 to $212,560 last year.
During the same time, overall giving to the university increased from
$1,370,264 to $1,786,884.
Eaglin pledges that the savings
from his plan will go to athletics.
"We ... need to get the alumni
supporting the (athletics) program
again," he said. "And we can now
put forth a plan for gender equity
and more minority scholarships."
Will other state universities follow Eaglin's lead?
I
Not for now, at least. Officials at
the other regional schools that offer
football scholarships - Eastern
Kentucky, Kentucky State, Murray
and Western Kentucky - say they
are not considering dropping or reducing them. But they acknowledge
dealing with some of the same financial problems. Says EKU President Hanly Funderburk: "It's a national problem."

000
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Inseparable
Universities that want more money
must prove they can work together ·
A pledge by Kentucky
. House Speaker Jody Richards
not to "whitewash over the _
hen the fund~ are
problems facing _higher ed- . scarce, university
ucation" is good news; but
university presidents can · ·,pres_idents should
help their own cause by 1 . real;ize more than ever
showing more c;:ooperation in ,, the· importance of
efforts to reduce duplication·,,:·. rising above their own ·
and.cut expenses. . , ·
.,· interests and working·
. R~chards, D-Bo":'lmg Green:, · • for the co:rp.mon good.
1s right: The fundmg needs of•
··
·
.
Kentucky's universities and
community college$ have
reached the point where "a
together for the benefit of the
Patch here and a patch there entire
state. ·
·
will no longer suffice."
Because of the funding
· State funding for higher ed- cuts, Wiseman said univerucation has •declined during sity pres~dents have "had litmuch of'the past decade. To . tle choice but to fight with
make up for the· loss, universities and community cols one another, to fight over
leges have increased tuition scraps." We disagree. When
by 52 percent in. the last 10 the funds are scarce, univeryears, making it more dif- sity presidents should realize
ficult for people of low and more than ever the im.pormodest means to afford a col- tance of rising above their
lege education.
·
own interests and working
While higher education for the·comnion good. ·
needs a healthy increase in
Richards and Wiseman
state funding, James Wise- were among the speakers at
man, chairman of Kentucky the first meeting of a task for
Advocates for Higher Ed- on- higher education. In addiucation, has correctly identi- tion to addressing money is- .
fled a crisis in. public confi- sues, Richards said the task
dence in the state's universi- force, which includes all
ties. It is difficult, he said, to eight state university presiget average Kentuckians .to dents, is charged with laying
join the chorus for more a foundation for restructurmoney for higher education ing a system that needs, in
when they see so many ef- his· words, "rethinking and
forts to. reduce duplication retooling."
·
fizzle into self-destructive
The need for more money
turf battles.
and for positive change are
When the leaders of inseparable. The House of
Paducah Community College Representatives' highest
and Murray State University ranking Democrat has prom- with the aid of the Univer- ised to push for a l,!ignificant
sity of Louisville and the Uni- ~crease in higher education
versity of Kentucky - con- funding. In the coming
duct open warfare .over ef- months, the university presiforts to initiate ·engineering· dents can help convince othprograms, few are going to be . ers to join him by demonconvinced that the universi- · strating, that they can work
ties ~d community colleges together for what is best for
are going to be able to work all of Kentucky.
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UK college earns
distinction

LEXINGTON - The University
~f Kentuc~ College of Phannacy
tied for third place among the
best graduate schools listed by
U.S. News & World Report.
The· UK College of Medicine is
also listed in the March 1995 issue
of the magazine as tied for third
with Michigan State in the "Primarv r.arP. Sr.honh::" C'atPP'nrv fnr

·

··

The Sunday lndl)pendent, 'Ashland, Kentucky,
June 18, 1995
Two area residents were,
honored by Lincoln Memoriaf
University at Harrogate
Tenn., on May 20.
'
_Dr. 'Jim Gifford, executive
director of the Jesse Stuart
Foundation of Ashland, was
guest speaker at the university's J. Frank White Academy
commencement cel'emony.
Gifford received a degree
fro!° Maryville College, a master s degree from Middle Tennessee State University and a
Ph.D. in history from the University of Georgia,
He has served the foundati(?n as executive director for
10 years and has served as a
teacJ:ier, scholar, writer, speaker a~d editor. He has been
nominated for the 1995
McGraw Prize in Education.
Gilford also received the Algernon Sydney Sull1van Award
which is for those who have
g_ist_i!}guished themselves in
humanitarian service to oth- ·
ers.
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Jarnagin is
handed reins
of Morehead
baseball team
From Special and Staff Dispatches
John Jarnagin, 37, the basebilll
coach at. Shelby State Community
College m Memphis Tenn h
. been named head co~ch at Mo!
head. State, the school announced
yesterday.
f!e replaces .Frank Spaniol who
resigned after six seasons at MorehGead t_o accept a faculty position at
eorgia Southwestern
Ja~agin's teams at· Shelby State
-@lllmled a 253-243-6 record.
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Budget cuts by Senate and House
will drive up cost of college loans
BY JOHN YOUNG

So now you have them: Two
general plans to erase the federal
deficit. The difference?
· Well, one plan is to be gulped,
risking what-my kids experience
when downing a milk shake too
quickly: "Freeze burn!" The other
deficit shake comes with a straw a 10-year plan, versus seven.
: Another difference? One approach treats education as just another federal cherry to discard. Its
alternative, offered by Bill Clinton
Tuesday, sees education similarly
to how Republican budget-cutters
long saw the Pentagon. It's off
limits.
'
Mumbo jumbo, jumbo and
mumbo. Just cut it, you're ready to
say.
But if you· are a college student
or student-to-be, have one in the
making or are planning to bring
one or more into the world, you
should know of one key distinction,
It could have great bearing on your
budget.
The plan approved by the
House would cut student loan subsidies by $18.7 billion over seven
years. The Senate cutback, once $9
billion, was amended down to $4
billion.
House-Senate differences are being negotiated in conference committee. What's at stake, simply, is
something that will further drive up
the skyrocketing cost of college

pared down but is still at Cold War
levels. It meets the dubious standard of being able to finai:ice two
wars at once.
Unbelievably, while slashing
with vigor across the board, the
House would increase defense
spending $67 billion over seven
years. The Senate would freeze it.
How much do we spend on
defense? Three times more on research and development than we do
on college loans - that's how
much.
education,
The end of the Cpld War sigThe House proposal would wipe naled an opportunity for America
out entirely the in-school interest
to shift from plunging resources
subsidy for federal college loans.
into black-hole projects. At last we
Under current law, depending on
could make things other than
need, a student doesn't have to pay bombs and barracks. Now, as a
interest on his loan for the years in former president once said, "There
college.
you go again." .
Without the subsidy the House
So, saying "no" to the House
seeks to erase, the loan repayment
and Newt Gingrich is not the same
for a four-year degree would inas saying, "let's dump on our kids
crease for some by 20 percent. And some more."
those who go on to graduate school
The Republicans didn't invent
would take a veritable crowbar to
the
phrase, "We're mortgaging our
the knee cap. More about them in a
children's future." It was being said
minute.
In these proposals we see where for a decade while a defense buildup was being financed with lOUs
Washington's head is at. Today's
slipped
under children's pillows.
$270 billion defense budget accounts for a fourth of all discretionNow, the question is, who will
ary spending. It was the principal
make the biggest payments to
debit - not welfare, not college
make up for that fiscal irresponsiloans - behind the runaway defibility? Clinton intends for college
cits of the 1980s. .
loan recipients not to bear that
Under Clinton, defense has been brunt.
Larry Zaglaniczny of the
National Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators said
that if the House plan prevails the
biggest losers will be graduate students - our very best minds.
He said amortizing the added
interest
could add as much as 50
.
percent to the loan repayment for
people who earn a post-graduate
' '
degree. In other words, Gingrich
wants to mortgage their future.
'Maybe someone entering an exfUTUR£
tra-pricey field will get by if the
~NERATIONS
financing of student loans changed
so dramatically, said Zaglaniczny.
But, "God help the two Ph.D.s in
theology who get married."
And it won't help advising
them to live in sin.

The National Association of
Student Financial Aid
Administrators said that if the
House plan prevails the •
biggest losers will be
graduate students. Amortizing
the added Interest could add
as much as 50 percent to the
loan repayment for people
who earn a post-graduate
degree.
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Student aid
ran out quickly
More than 30,000 Kentuckians
have received a total of $27. 7
million in student aid for the
1995-96 school year from the Kentucky Higher Education Assistance Authority.
!t awards grants for public or
pnvate colleges, trade schools or
public vocational-technical
schools in Kentucky.
There were more eligible students than money this year, and
students who want grants for the
1996-97 year are urged to apply
by March 15, 1996.

■ John Young is editorial page
editor of the Waco Tribune-Herald.
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(Jolleges allowed to slip

:E
'

lementary and secondary
:
education have been the pri;
mary beneficiaries of educaition reform and funding efforts in
Kentucky since 1990.
l The focus on education from
:primary school to high school was,
bf course, necessary and needs to
!continue. As a better crop of high
school graduates emerges, Ken:tucky needs to take steps to ensure
.that schooling at the next ·level is
not only available, but also adequate. Incoming students, say college officials, often complain now
that they had better equipment in
high school than they are finding
bn many state university campuses.
Funding for higher education in
Kentucky clearly has taken-a back
seat to that for other levels of
education. In the past decade, state
allocations to higher education
have dropped from 17 to 14 per:ent. For the universities this has
neant a decline in the proportion
Jf their budgets provided by the
,tate; in fact, the state's contribu:ion has dropped from 47 to 39
Jercent.
Even though the overall enrollnents in higher education have
ncreased by 40 percent (communi-

Educators named
to task force

FRANKFORTty college enrollments have douPresidents
of two Eastern
bled), the rise in tuition and fees is
Kentucky
institutions
of
too high for some students and
higher learning have been
their families .... That means fewnamed to the state's new
er college-trained workers in KenTask Force on Higher
tucky's job market.
Education.
Dr. Ronald G. Eaglin
By some estimates, more than
president of Morehead 'state
60 percent of all new jobs require
University, is among eight
some post-secondary education.
university
presidents. Dr.
How can Kentucky even begin to
Deborah L: Floyd, president
compete with other states in ecoof Prestonsburg Community
nomic development when it ranks
College, is listed as one of
48th among the states in the perthree citizen members.
centage of its adult population colAmong the 10 legislators
. lege degrees? It can't. With higher
on ll?e task force are Senate
President John "Eck" Rose
education so closely tied to ecoSen.
Charlie Borders of
'
nomic development, Kentucky simGreenup
County
and
Rep
ply cannot afford to cohtinue shortGreg Stumbo of Floyd Co~nty.
changing its universities.
With the gubernatorial camThe Sunday Independent, Ashland, Kentucky,
paign between Republican Larry
June 18, 1995
Forgy and Democrat Paul Patton
warming up, a good question for
both is:
What will you do to improve
LEXINGTON (AP) - Kristie
funding levels for Kentucky's colDawn
Hicks of Lexington, a 23leges and universities to ensure
year-old graduate of Morehead
-access and affordability and to enState University, was crowned
sure that Kentucky higher educaMiss Kentucky on Saturday
night in Lexington.
tion has the means to contribute to
. She wil! represent Kentucky
the commonwealth's economic
m the Miss America pageant
progress?
Sept. 16 in Atlantic City.
- The Kentucky Post
· Hicks, who graduated from
_!;lardstown High School, also
(Covington)

Miss Ke:rrmcl{3/
is MSU grad

competed in the 1994 Miss
Kentucky pageant as Miss
Apple Blossom. This year she
was Miss Jeffersontown. .
Another 1994 contestant, 19year-old Wendy Marshall of
London, was named 1st
runner-up. Veronica Marie
Duka, 18, of Campbellsvi!IP
was 2nd runner-up. Rebecc~
Ann Nunley, a 22-year-old University of Kentucky graduate
from Nicholasville, was 3rd
:unner-up for the second year
m _a r~w. Eastern Kentucky
Umvers1ty sophomore CheraLyn Cook of London, who also
competed in the 1994 pageant
was 4th runner-up.
'
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Morehead grad
is Miss Kentucky
LEXINGTON, Kv. - Kristie
Dawn Hicks of Lexington, a 23year-old graduate of Morehead
State University. was crowned
Miss Kentucky last night in Lexington.
_ She will represent Kentucky in
the Miss America pageant Sept.
16 in Atlantic City.
Hicks, who graduated from
Bardstown High School. also
competed in the 1994 Miss Kentucky pageant as Miss Apple Blossom. This year she was Miss
Jeffersontown.
Another 1994 coniestant, 19year-old Wendy Marshall of London, was first runner-up.
Veronica Marie Duka, 18, of
Campbellsville, was second runner-up.
Rebecca Ann Nunley, a 22year-old University of Kentucky
graduate from Nicholasville, was
third runner-up for the second
year in a row.
And the. fourth runner-up was
Eastern Kentucky University
sophomore Chera-Lyn Cook of
London, who also competed in
the 1994 pageant.
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Miss Kentucky bliss
23-year-old beats 29 competitors for crown
STAFF, WIRE REPORT

Kristie Dawn Hicks of Lexington, a 23-year-old
gr~duate of Morehead State University, was crowned
Miss Kentucky last night night in Lexington.

Kristie Dawn
Hicks is a
graduate of
Morehead
State
University.

She ,~ill repre~enl Kentucky in the Miss America
pageant Sept. 16 111 Atlantic City, N.j,

Ilicks, who gradua_ted from llardstown High
School, also competed III the 1994 Miss Kentucky
p,weant as Miss Apple Blossom. This year she was
Miss Jeffersontown.
·
·
K Ru~ners-_up were W~ndy Marshall, Miss Southeast
enlucky, first: Veronica Marie Duka Miss South
~entral Kentucky, second: Rebecca A1m'Nunley Miss
C:reen River Valley. third; and Chern-Lyn Cook' Mi~
l•ayette County, fourth.
'
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Recycling
of paper
in vogue
But is bull
market
•
nearing
an end?
By KENNETH HART
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT
FLATWOODS - It used to
be that paper was a drug on
the recycling market.
Recycling centers didn't
want to touch the stuff because
it was such a low-profit commodity.
But a recent run-up in paper
prices changed that in a hurry.
"From the end of last year to
the middle of May, the markets were soaring," said
Daniel Sandoval, editor of
Fibre Market News, an electronic news service that tracks
paper prices for the recycling
industry. "Now everyone
wants to get into it."
U.S. paper mills paid an average of $89 a ton for old newsprint in January, a 424 percent
increase over a year earlier.
Corrugated cardboard, which
sold for $20 to $40 a ton less
than two years ago, recently
peaked at $250 a ton.
· Since December 1993, market
pulp, a raw material in papermaking has more than doubled, to $825 a metric ton from
$390. Newsprint rose recently
to $600 a metric ton from $411
a metric ton in March 1994.
Linerboard (for boxes) has
surged to $524 a ton from $290
in September 1993. (A metric
ton equals 2,204.62 pounds.)
However, there are signs
that the bull market may be
coming to an end.
The average price of cardboard took a $30-a-ton drop last
week, from $195 to $165, Sandoval said. Prices for other
grades 9f paper have slipped as
well.
One local recycler said he's
not overly ·concerned about the
situation."
"Our profit margin is based
on percentages, so it's not
going to hurt us too badly,"

said Rick Wilson, owner of
Wilson's Recycling of Flatwoods, the only commercial recycling center in the Ashland
area that buys paper.
For example, Wilson said, if
the mills are paying $100 a ton
for cardboard, he might pay 40
percent, or $40.
But Wilson said consumers
said consumers still benefit
from recycling paper products,
even when prices are down,
because they're getting paid
for something they have nothing invested in. April Haight,
rec·ycling coordinator for
Morehead State University,
said the drop in paper prices
isn't likely to hurt her program, but it won't help it, either.
Although the program is fo.
cused on recycling for environmental rather than economic
reasons, "It's hard to make it
look like it's worthwhile if
you're not making money,"
she said.
Most of the time, the school
operates the program at a loss,
Haight said. However, it was
making money during the
paper price boom. Profits went
to MSU's general fund, she
said.
MSU has collections bins for
old office paper, newsprint and
cardboard on every floor of
every classroom and office
building on campus, and in the
lobby of every dormitory.
Several factors were behind
the explosion in paper prices,
including increased overseas
demand for recycled material,
an improved national economy
and improvements in recycling
technology.
Wilson said advances in corrugated cardboard recycling
have been pa_rticularly dramatic.
"Cardboard is not easy to recycle," he said. "It's a very delicate and complicated process.
The little wafer in between the
cardboard is what makes it
hard.''

But some Asian paper mills
- upset over spiraling prices
- have decided to boycott U.S.
recycled paper products, which
is helping to drag prices down,
Sandoval said.

"A lot of the overseas mills,
particularly those in Korea
and Taiwan, became disenchanted at paying the high.
prices, so they decided to sit
out and not buy any more," he
said.
Also, domestic mills have
built up inventories and are
looking to take some downtime
to cool off the markets, he
said.
Sandoval called the current
dip in paper prices a market
correction and said he expected prices to stabilize soon.
However, he questioned
whether the prices would
again reach the_ dizzying
heights of recent months.
"Most of the grades just
climbed so high, so fast," he
said. "I don't know if that's
ever going to happen again."
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Prestonsburg grads
drawn to UK program
BY PERRY BROTHERS
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER

Walk through the halls of any
I1igh school and you'll rarely hear
the same· career dream twice. But
in one Eastern Kentucky high
school, an unusual number of students seem to share a single dream.
About five years ago, the University of Kentucky's mining engineering program struck gold while
mining the state for students. At
least 20 students from Prestonsl.iurg High School have entered the
program since then, and six of this
year's 165 Prestonsburg graduates
have enrolled for this fall.
Word spread through the high
school about the small program,
which bills itself as a chance for a
good career close to home in Appalachia's coal-rich region. Nearly all
the graduates now work for mining
companies in Eastern Kentucky.
"It all got started four or five
years ago, when we had seven
students go into the program," said
Ron Robinson, a J'restonsburg

counselor.· "When we have Engineering Days, our graduates who
are in the program come back to
talk about it. Obviously, they are
saying good things." .
Aaron llond graduated from
Prestonsburg High earlier this
month. He plans to pack his bags
for Lexington in August and move
in with his best friend from Prestonsburg, mining engineering sophomore Rick Nunnery.
"I've been interested in engineering since my freshman year,"

llond said. "l just didn't know
which type. But Rick went into the
program last year. He likes it and
he said some good things about the
program."

Rubinson credits students like
Nunnery with selling the program.
But Chris Slone, a recent mining
engineering graduate, said he just
tells it like it is.
"I tell them the UK program is
great and that mining engineers
are in demand," said Slone, who
also graduated from Prestonsburg
High. "I just give my honest opin:
ions, and a lot of them are deciding
tu come up to UK."
The program trains students to
handle all phases of mine operation
- from evaluation of resources
before the mine opens to land
reclamation after it closes, said
Richard Sweigard, UK mining engi11eering

chairman.

J\11 but one of the Prestonsburg
lligh graduates since 1990 who
iave graduated from the mining
mgineering program now have a

ob. The only one without a job is
l'ocld Justice. who chose to pursue
1 master's degree in mining at UK.
"Essentially, we have 100 perent placement," Sweigard said of
he program. "We often have more
Jb offers than we do students."
The demand for mining engi1eers allows UK to offer thousands
,f dollars in scholarships. Scholarhip money, Robinson said, attracts

the Prestonsburg students he counsels. Also appealing is UK's relationship with Kentucky coal companies,
which
gives
most
upperclassmen the opportunity to
land summer internships.
Paul Hom interned for two coal
. ~O.l!IIJ.anies before he graduated
from the UK program. Hom graduated this year, received three job
offers and accepted one at Pontiki
Coal Corp. in Martin County.
"I think getting the degree was
one part of it, but the practical
experience was important," he· said.
The advantages of summer internships don't stop at the student.

"The student has a chance to
learn more about mining and the
company has a chance to train
students up front, rather than waiting for the student to graduate
without any practical experience,"
said Phillip Mead, Horn's supervisor at Pontiki.
Robinson said his position as a
guidance counselor and calculus
instructor at Prestonsburg High
helps him assess which students
would be right for the program.
Both the students and the staff in
UK's mining. program said Robinson is like a bridge from Prestonsburg to UK. But Robinson· credits
the program's benefits.
"Combine good summer pay
with their scholarships with their
on-the-job training with a good
salary, all within a small group at a
large university, and that just appeals to our students year after
year."

The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky,
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Back and up
Marshall jumps into the pond.
with major college football powers
Marshall University has
taken a step back and up by
accepting an invitation to
join the Mid-American Football Conference beginning in
1997. Only time will tell if it
is a wise move.
Marshall was a member of
the MAC until 1969, when it
withdrew rather than face
possible expulsion because of
a recruiting scandal. Its exit
came a year before the entire
Herd football team was killed
in a plane crash at Tri-State
Airport. More than a decade
of losing football followed
that tragedy.
The switch to the MAC
means Marshall will be exiting Division I-AA, where it
has· been a powerhouse for
much of the last decade, and
moving up to Division I-A.
That's a giant step. Instead of
competing on the same level
as Youngstown State, Eastern
Kentucky and Georgia Southern, the Herd will be in the
same division as Ohio State,
.Notre Dame, Alabama, Nebraska and other perennial
football powers. To use the
old cliche, the school literally
is going from being a big fish
in a small pond to being a
small fish in a big pond.

No one should expect the
Herd to immediately be able
to compete with the nation's
major football powers - including West Virginia University. And it's doubtful that
any big-name school will be
interested in playing in Marshall's 30,000-seat stadium.
However, the Herd's football teams should be able to
. compete with such MAC rivals as Ohio University, Central Michigan and Kent State.
The Miami Hurricane may
blow the Herd off the field,
but the team should hold its
own against Miami of Ohio.
The move to the MAC is
about. prestige - and the possibility that :Division I-AA
football scholarships will be
reduced as schools attempt to
cut costs. Marshall already
plays Division I in all sports
but football. For a school
with big ambitions, the move
to the MAC and Division I
football is a natural step.
Let's hope it doesn't result
in a return to the bad old
days of losing football seasons or, more important,
force the school to spend
thousands of tax and tuition
dollars to subsidize a moneylosing athletic program.
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Lees College: Big bargain for UK
Statewidepublicitymakesthose UK will be getting $15 to $17
of us closely associated with Lees million dollars worth of value in
College look like beggars seeking a the merger.
handout because we want Lees to
Lees and ils supporters have
become part of the UK Communi_1y. · been trying to pay off a $1.6 million
College system. Stories and deb•.encumbcredduringacouplcof
editorials in ilaily papers have left, troublesome years about 1989-91
this impression. Nothing could be .along with opening the school as'
further from the truth. ·
usual. For a small college, Lees has
The merger with the UK a remarkably large endowment
Community College System is a fund.
,
· good thing for both sides. To begin
So you ask, w~y all the'effon 10
with, Lees is a very valuable piece raise money tci pay off the $1.6
of property - beautiful campus, all million debt when Lees has ·this
buildings in good repair including $3.8 million endowment fund.
two dormitories,
historic Basically the college's accrediting
administration building, stiU new agency, the Southern Association
Library-Science building, gym- of Colleges and Schools, SACS
nasium, tennis courts, many will not -permit the college to pay
auxiliary buildings, lovely off the $1.6 'million debt from
President's h9me and a guest endowment funds. SACS wanted
house.
Lees to prove it still has the
The 112-year old college has a financial support from alumni,
rich tradition, just graduated· its friends, business · and the
largest class in history, is operating community.
successfully in the black on a
Small private colleges arc
current basis, enrollment is up, closing ·their doors right and left for
over 600 for the 94-95 year and Jack of funding. Eight years ago,
numbers are up for the coming thuc were about 90 ·private
• year.
colleges and schools in this country
Also, Lees graduated 13 people - today there arc less than 30 such
in the Morehead State University schools. Funds arc drying up for
Class of '95 and these had private schools because so many
completed two years work on their public institutions 'are out there
bachelor degrees taking MSU fundraising. So that problem won't
classes at Lees. This 2 plus 2 go away next year or the next, or
program will continue in the forever.
planned merger. Lees, UK, and
WhatelsedocsLeesbringtothis
MSU working together can merger? Access to the millions of
accomplish more for education in dollarsinprofits,fromminingUK's
Eastern Kentucky than either can E.O. Robinson Forest, a gift from
do separately.
the late timber baron.
Besides all the millions of
The E.O. Robinson Mountain
dollars in real property, Lees Fund Board will not be dispensing
College also has a $3.8 million the E.O. Robinson Forest Mining
endowment fund wisely invesicd money. It will be dispensed by a
to earn more money through the commiuee comprised of two fund
years. Theendowment fund will go board members, Wethington and
to the UK Community College UK department heads, and others.
System. It can easily be seen that UK President, Dr. Charles

Wethington said the profits from
the mining of Robinson Forest will
be spent according to E.O.
Robinson Trust. About$ 12 million
dollars in profits has accumulated
in about three years of mining.
Breathitt County will of necessity
be in for a share of these millions in
mining profits because - the forest
is located in Breathitt, Knott wid
Peny Counties.
E.O. Robinson who died in a car
accident in the early 30s had
alread)" set up the Trust when he
died because he and his wife had no
children. The trust states that his
· money shall be spent for the benefit
of school children in Breathitt and
adjacent counties.
Lees officials did make the first
contact about the college joining
UK's Community College System.
They found UK was interested aud
from all intents is looking forward
to it. Since Lees was already with
Morehead State University in the2 .
plus 2 system, it too was included in
the 3 - way talks.
Combined together - U of K,
Lees and MSU, the three can far out
do anything either . can do
separately to meet the needs of
education in Eastern Kentucky.
If Lees becomes part of Ute
Community College System as
Lees Campus
of Hazard
Community College or whatever is
agreed upon, the benefits also
include lower tuition tatcs for
students. Also, we predict the
enrollment of Lees - over 600 for
the year just ended - will double
within two years and keep growing
into the 21st century. The campus
will grow and continue to serve the
area's youth as E.O. Robinson
intended..
Lees is indeed a bargain for UK.

-The Jackson Times
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College peersnave message
for youitg blacks: education
BY LEON STAFFORD
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER

Willie Jones thinks achievements by blacks could be. stellar if
the community worked as a cohesive unit.
"When we come together, we
are a powerful force," said Jones,
21, a finance and marketing major
at the University of Kentucky.
"There is so much opportunity if
we come together as one."
The key, he said, is education,
self-awareness and pride.
That's the message he and five
student counselors will take to
young and old over the next two
months for Project HOPE, a program designed to encourage and
help · people seek educational
opportunities to improve themselves.
While open to anyone interested in the message, HOPE, sponsored by the Kentucky Higher
Education Authority, specifically
targets blacks to make them
aware of scholarships, loans, For
schools
and Information
other necessities _ _ _ _ __
associated with for more inforeducation, said mation about
director
Eric Project HOPE,
Brown. HOPE call Eric Brown
will help inter-. at 254-3677.
ested people fill
out applications,
set up course outlines and decide
what type of education is best.
The group will go to day-care
centers, gymnasiums, churches,
sunimer schools, community centers, parks - anywhere they can
find their target audience, Brown
said. The hope is that young people in college can persuade teens
and children to start planning for
their future, whether that be college, vocational school or some• \
other type of specialized training.

"The only place success comes [
before work is in the dictionary,"
said Brown, a counselor at the I
University of Kentucky.
Counselor Chanda Barlow, 19, ;
a student in fashion merchandising and marketing at Lexington
Community College, said her parents stressed the importance of
education to her at an early age.
The only decision about college
was which to attend. In fact, her
father is also in college.
"My parents were doing it and
I said I want to be like my. mom
and dad or better," said Barlow of
Fort Knox, who hopes she in tum .
is setting an example for her
younger siblings.
The counselors, however, said
others shouldn't have to prqd people toward education, The interest
should be natural.
"You should want to get.
answers yourself," said Jones,
who is from Lexington. "That's
where knowledge comes in."
The other counselors are Donald Lyons Jr., 19, from Lexington,
a political science major at Kentucky State . University; Derrick
White, 20, from Lexington, an
education major at the University
of Maryland; Vada Shelton, 22,
from Somerset, a recent KSU business administration graduate; and
Phillip H. Clay,. 19, from Lexington, a business management
major at KSU.
Project HOPE, now in its third
year, saw 3,500 students last year.
In addition to trying to get more
participation from churches, the
group will have puppet shows to
confront issues such as stereotyping people, how to be a parent and
getting a job. For older children,
a group of c<;>llege students will
perform a step show.

The advantage cif using college
counselors to attract young people
is that they are the peers of those
they seek to enlighten.
"We as college students have
to give back to our community,"
White said. "Not everyone has
taken the opportunities that we
have."
"But those ·opportunities are
there," Barlow said.
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Berea College honors
distinguished ~lnmni
BY LINDA VANHOOSE
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER

Z

oologist Grover Miller and
retired National Cash Register Corp.- President Elton
Whit~ will receive Distinguished
Alumnus Awards during the
Berea College Summer Reunion
Friday through Sunday.
The college also will honor former Alumni Association President
Charles Crowe, Class of '70, with
its Loyalty Award, and will present an honorary Alumna Award
to retired employee Amanda
Walker.
The presentation to Miller, a
1950 graduate, Crowe and Walker
will be made at 10 a.m. Saturday
in Baird Lounge. White, a '65
graduate and current member of
the Berea Board of Trustees, will
receive his award at the Saturday
evening banquet. He will be the
featured speaker for the banquet
program.
Miller, a Jackson native who is
living in Cary, N.C., is widely
known for discoveries that have
led to advances in human and veterinary medicine and in animal
science. He is past president of the
North Carolina Academy of Sciences and the Southeastern Society of Parasitologists. ·
White, of Sarasota, Fla.,
received a master's degree from
the University of Kentucky in
1967 and joined National Cash
Register (now AT&T Global
Information Solutions) that same
year. His advancement in the corporation included several key
vice-presidential posts before
becoming president in 1991. He
was among the first nine individuals to be named to UK's Kentucky
Business and Economics Hall of
Fame in 1994.
Charles Crowe has been
employed with the U.S. Department of Energy in Oak Ridge,
Tenn., since 1975 and is involved
in many community programs
there. Crowe has been the recipient of two national honors - the

Points oI Light Award and the
Community Involvement Award and served as president of the
Berea College Alumni Executive
Council in 1991-92.
Walker, who retired in 1986,
was employed 41 years by the college food service. She continues to
live in Berea and is a Sunday
school teacher at First Baptist
Church, Middletown.
For information on the. weekend's events; call the alumni association at (606) 986-9341, Ext. 5105.
TRANSYLVANIA

Loren McBride, a May graduate of Transylvania University,
was the only Kentt:.:kian among
the 60 recipi- !
ents of- the
James Madison
Fellowship.
•
The fellowships support
the
further
study of American history by
teachers and
college graduates who aspire
to become teachers of American
history, American government
and social studies in the nation's
secondary schools.
The fellowship will fund up to
$24,000 of McBride's course of
study toward a master's degree at
the U J.iversity of Kentucky or
Indian.1 University.
Mc Bride, who received a bachelor"'of arts degree in tea~hing history with a business administration minor, is from Henderson.
She is a member of the National
Education Association for Student
Populations, Order of Omega, Phi
Alpha Theta, Chi Omega and was
a resident assistant her senior
year.

EASTERN

The American Medical Association recently awarded a firstplace certificate in excellence in
health · reporting and $250 to
Kathy Wilson Poynter of Berea, a
junior at Eastern Kentucky University.
.
Her feature; ''Sex and its Conse·quences," was ·published during
the fall term by the Eastern
Progress, the campus newspaper.
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Morehead's solution
IN-WIN solutions are
the most agreeable soutions, but arriving at
them isn't as easy as
the authors of self-help books
would have eveiyone believe. Usually effort, patience, time, excellent listening skills and flexibility
are required.
The solution forged by Morehead State University President
Ron Eaglin and other members of
the Ohio Valley Conference is a
good case in point.
Dr-. Eaglin wanted to reduce the
cost of intercollegiate athletics at
Morehead by ·eliminating football
scholarships, which the conference requires member schools to
provide, without relinquishing the
university's place in the OVC.
Leaving the conference would
have been a blow to Morehead's

W

prestige and infuriated many
alums ..
His efforts to develop a solution
spanned more than a year, and included mounting a persuasive informational campaign_ The final
agreement will let Morehead stop·
giving football scholarships but remain in the OVC. The net savings
for Morehead will .be more than·
$350,000 a year. In return, Morehead agreed to waive indefinitely
all revenues from the men's NCAA
basketball tournament.
It's an inspired, innovative solution. Morehead remains in the
conference, other OVC schools get
to split its share of NCAA basketball tournament proceeds and the
school's subsidy of the athletic
program is reduced.
That's a "win-win" solution,
which merits the regents' okay.
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EKU gets $250,000 challenge grant:
Eastern Kentucky University yesterday got a gift
- and a challenge --from a Michigan foundation. EKU President Hanly Funderburk announced yesterday that the university had re, ceived a $250,000 challenge grant toward its
library improvements project from the Kresge
Foundation. To get the gift, Eastern must raise
$410,000 in donations by the end of the year, iri
order to meet its $1.3 million fund-raising goal.
The campaign began after EKU received state
money to expand the Crabbe Library. The private
fund-raising drive will provide money for buying
books and other library equipment, as well as for
renovating the original library, which wasn't
covered in the state grant.
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Ex-MSU professor suing university
By GREG COLLARD

OFTHE DAILY INDEPENDENT

MOREHEAD - A former
professor has filed suit against
Morehead State University,
claiming his constitutional
rights that prohibit "actions
perpetuating the badges and
incidents of slavery" were violated by the way MSU officials
disciplined and eventually
fired him.
Rowan Circuit Judge William Mains will decide after
June 30 whether to accept the
amended complaint that Mbibong Nchami filed Friday.
The education professor
asked Mains to allow the new
complaint to be amended to a
petition he and his wife,
Yahne Jackson-Nchami, filed
March 3. In that suit they
claimed their constitutional
rights were violated because of
their race and opposition to
"racially motivated practices
and procedures" at the s9hool.
Mrs. Nchami is an instructor iii. the provisional studies
department.
MSU attorney John Irvin Jr.
of Lexington said the university will fight the suit.
"We're going to continue to
try to get the complaint dismissed," he said.
Nchami's lawsuit added 14
new defendants: Michelle Hardin and Suzanne Hogge, codirectors of human resources
for MSU; Mary Gladden, an education professor; and all 11
members of MSU's Board of
Regents. ·
Also named as defendants
are President Ronald Eaglin;
John Philley, executive vice
president of academic affairs;
Michael Seelig, afllrmative action officer; Richard Daniel,
interim dean of the College of
Education; Cathy Barlow,
chairman of the Department of

Elementary, Reading and Special Education; MSU student
Kelly Hunt and the school itself.
Nchami was notified by Eaglin Feb. 13 that his $35,000 contract would not be renewed for
next_yEIB£,_
Hunt, the student, filed a
sexual harassment complaint
against Nchami last fall. A
university investigation ruled
in favor of Hunt, according to
documents filed with court
records.
School officials consequently
ordered Nchami to stay out of
Allie-Young Hall, where both
Hunt and Mrs. Nchami
worked, for the spring 1995 semester.
Hunt also filed a complaint
in February claiming that
Mrs. Nchami was harassing
her. School officials then ordered Mrs. Nchami not to contact Hunt.
Nchami is seeking compensatory and punitive damages
in his amended complaint. He
alleges that he was denied due
process during the investigation of Hunt's sexual harassment complaint because of his
race.
"Professor Nchami, as well
as other blacks and Africans
in the employ of MSU are
being denied rights ... which .
are available to and applied to '
white employees," the lawsuit
said.
Nchami claims that MSU's
actions violated his rights
guaranteed under the First,
13th, 14th and 15th Amendments. He is represented by
Morehead attorney Anthea
Boarman.
Mains has not ruled on the
Nchamis' March 3 petition
seeking a restoration of their
rights and university privileges. The two sides have

agreed to a series of temporary
confidential agreements since
the first petition was filed.
But Irvin is still trying to
get the March 3 petition dismissed.
He argued in a June 1 motion that Rowan Circuit Court
lacks jurisdiction because
Nchami filed a discrimination
complaint against MSU with
the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission on Feb.
23.

Rowan Circuit Court should
not consider the matter until
the commission makes a ruling, Irvin wrote.
But Boarman said Wednesday the complaint to the commission only requests an investigation, which Rowan Circuit Court cannot provide.
"The law is not interpreted
as prohibiting an investigation," she said.
The Nchamis could not be
reached for comment. They
are working this summer in a
Pennsylvania school system
trying to improve math and
reading skills of minority students, Boarman said.
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WKU professor says his questions
about generator led to suspension
ASSOCIATED PRESS

BOWLING GREEN - An assistant professor contends that
Western Kentucky University suspended him for his assertions that
the physics department improperly
used radiation-emitting equipment.
Weib van der Meer also says he
-was escorted off campus by university police in February and instructed not to return until August.
He continues to be paid.
But the university's attorney,
Deborah Wilkins, said van der
Meer was asked to leave because
his allegedly harassing and stalking behavior was endangering employees' safety.
Van der Meer, an associate
professor of physics, has questioned the safety of a neutron
generator at the university, but
state authorities said it appeared
the radiation level emitted by the
equipment posed no health threat.
The generator, which apparently still is being used, is helping to
develop a. method of detecting ex-

plosive devices and the sulfur content in coal, according to previous
i~formation obtah1ed about the deVIce.

Details of the disagreement between the university and van der ·
Meer were carried yesterday in a'
copyright story in The Daily News.·
,The newspaper also reported '
that the U.S. Department of Labor·
told the university by letter that it
should reinstate van der Meer and ·
delete any mention of the suspension from his personnel record.
•
He also should be paid $250
that he would have made for teaching chess on campus, be reim- ·
bursed for attorney's fees and re-·
ceive compensatory damages, the
department said.
It stated that van der Meer •
"experienced adverse personnel actions after notifying Western Kentucky University of alleged viola- ·
tions of the Energy Reorganization :
Act or the Atomic Energy Act." '
Western has asked for a hear- .
ing, but it has not been scheduled
Wilkins said.
'
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Appalachian Celebration comes to end Saturday
orehead State University's Appalachian Celebration concludes Saturday with the annual arts and
crafts market and a free music showcase
Folk Fest, in the evening.
'
The arts and crafts market in the
Laughlin Health Building is open from 9
a.m. to 6 J?.m, Admission is $2, though it's
free to children younger than 12.

M

Folk Fest starts at 7 p.m. Saturday on
the lawn of the Laughlin building.
Among the performers will be Susan
Christian of Ashland, Michael Johnathon
of Lexington, the Reel World Band from
Lexington; Wooden Nickle of Cincinnatiand Vickie and Berta from Covington. '
The concert grounds open at 6 p.m.
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Breckinridge School, where .. he Theatre Association Hall of Fame
coached the speech teamtdirected aI!d the'°Harlen L. Hamm Forensic
plays and fii~lihc,la~;fgr~~~ ~ll;,6fJame ~f~Stf.f •: :,~ ·~ ·'· •
K-12. He startecl'teacli.!P&illiltVf!:SJ;
".l !"!!!.•~~. surv1yeifi.by -_hi!l.fl}other, ·
ty classes in 1978 and until recent- Mildred Sheppard Hamm of Felicily coordinated Morehead's foren: ty, Ohio;· three half brothers, Gary
sics program, one 'of the'.liest in"the ·, Lanham iif Morehead; Johnny Lannation., .. _.,.,·,,_- ''' ,,n,, ''.· · ·.,r ham of Kingsland/Ga.,. and·'.Bob
Earlieri'this"yeai:'lie::receiVed Lanliani of Felicity;' ·and:several
Moreheacj•';State'.iF°Foµjjders:·.-paf•:. niecefand' nephews.,,,.. _, •. ,, _.
Award'for'Univ~rsitfServke: r•.. ...
·'Services will De at' ·1tr ani:
Mr!· Hamm' tece'ivei!rl:i' ·ooctie- · Tuesday at · Northcutt. and Son
!or's degree from Morehead State in. C Home for Funerals. Visitation will
1964 and a inaster's··-aegree in.· be after 5 p.m. today. umtributions
speech and theater' ft'om· Bowling are· suggested· to the Harlen Lee
Green State University in Ohio in Hamm Scholarship Fund, c/o MSU
1965.
Foundation.
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I SWAIN:Swain also predicted that higher education, which
is on record with plans to ask for a 7 percent budget
increase, might get more money next year. More
legislators support the colleges than before, and
individual schools don't compete as much as they used
to, Swain said.
"Higher education has its act together better in
dealing with the General Assembly," he said. "That
was pretty chaotic when I first got here."
Swain acknowledged that the universities still
compete on some levels and must continue to look for
ways to cut unnecessary duplication.
But many of the· questions of duplication came
about through situations created by political motives,
Swain said. He cited the current controversy over
whether Paducah Community College should get an
. engineering program,
"From an educator's point of view, it's rather clear
we don't need another engineering school in this
state," Swain said. "But we have a strong political
initiative coming from Paducah that's going to be hard
to deny.
'.'I suspect that promises are being made in the
campaign," he said. "r suspect that promises were
made in .the last special session.of the legislature."
Swain also said. he expected legislators to look at
· the role of the Council on Higher Education, which has
been criticized for' not showing enough leadership. ,But
he rejected the idea of a central board to run all eight
state universities, saying sucli. a concept woilld be
"quite a diS3.ster."
"If the General Assembly{,wants the .Council on
Higher Education to be strong; they have to let it be
strong," Swain said. "I think right now y9u end up
with a lot of good people who.are unwilling to-serve
because they see it as fruitless."'

Proud of .planning_ .

most

- Swain sai.d he was
pleased that U of L had
strengthened .its planning- process during his tenure
because he thought it ultimately improved the way it
spent its money:··
Gary Cox, the ·executive director of the Council· on
Higher Education, also said he thinks Swain :wm be
remembered for• introducing:that process. ·
· · "U of L has protected_ the resources in the. areas
they designated as priorities," Cox said. "They didn't
just cut budgets across the _board, and they were
probably one of the· earliest schools to do that" .
In LouisviJle, Swain also left his mark by strengthening relations between the university and the community, said state Sen. David·Karem, D-LouisviJle. Swain·
served as chairman of the Chamber of Commerce at
one point and emphasized the development of U of L
.programs that could work with local industry or
schools, Karem said:
Swain and his wife, Lavinia, plan to stay permanently in Louisville. Swain said he doesn't know yet
what he'll do after returning from a trip to Paris and a
visit to California.
Some observers . have said in the last year that
Swain appeared to be losing. interest in his job. and
taking a lower· statewide' profile on higher education.
But Swain said he had enjoyed his job imtil. the
end:
· ·
"It feels good to ease back and smell the roses," he
said. "There are some ha!l!l!e!l I won't miss; bui I can't ·
remember a day in 14 years._wbere I-had a dull day:"
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\lees College -7 ·
eeds to suivfye, \
find more donors
No o~e likes to hear of a' long-time
college hke Lees College in Breathitt
County gomg down.
'.
. ~ven if_the University odi:entucky is
:"Ill_mg t? pick up the pieces, Lees will lose·
its identity.
The pity of this fall is th~t"ff brings"to• •.
an end fhe vi~io!1 of the Rev. ].J. Dickey, a· ,
J11ethod1st .m1ss1onary, who in 1883 rode
his horse mto the mountains of Eastern
Kentucky on a mission from God to begin
a school. The fulfi!linent of that mission
was Lees, which has served admirably
throughout a century of&progress,
The reason for-; th~c- fall is money.
lrom<;ally, there 1s -e11ough money available m the form of 'charitable giving for
eyery worth~hile, no~•P,rofit cause, espe- ~
cially education, second)nly to religion. 1\1
If the officials of'r.Js would.;back an · ..
effort to seek funding .outside"fue local'
area, · even out in itheJ Eastetri' 'inoiiey
centers, they would fincj,donors•willing to
place ~ on their :giri,ng agenda. Lees
could ~sdy be <;onsider~ a "perfect, little
educational proJect for· funding the students oJ'. the mountains." Other small
c_olleges m Kentucky receive funding nationally. So could Lees.
·
If ~ de_v~l~l!s a · new ifu~eianti'.':?
expand~ its v1s1b1hty nationally,' donors·
W)II no,t1ce _a!)d respo~d. po_n't giv_e up ·m(
p,ckey s vis10n. Lees rmss,on is not· fin-· •\
1shed yet. Keep Lees alive!
BILL HEDBERG
LExlNGTQN
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{fOurnalists tell
their
stories
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"I've gone from audio-visual
to
television to computers and
I I hope
to end my career taking
KET all· the way to digital,"
she said.

-just plain ne~ed the mo~ey.

• -~-
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"Now· J lead a double life.
I'm Debbie Moore, news• editor
Fox was thl;!,recipient of this
I
·:
' _. ,· _.:, .-·,. : by day, and at night, I'm Jeanyear's Appalachian Woman of
,
·
-- -' '-'' ·' '··' -~ nie Lile on our station's sister
the Year award. She also was
:t,:l';iJ country stati_on. But it- is bet1!
.L-,
:1'1 ter than passmg papers!"
the mo~-!ipeaJtiij,._...,; :, .... ,,
., ,, ; I
I
.. , -- .
The womens. also,,discussed,
Appalachian- Celebration
By CATHIE SHAFFER
" , •- ' · the need to preseriF' serious
events· still to come are an ApOF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT
,,,
news at a time· when tabloids
palach_ian·.- comedY. and• story- - - - - - - - - ' " ~ - - ' " thrive, newspapers·are getting
teljing. p~ogram and the gath.,,,-:· smaller, I'!ldio stations. are givermg
_of traditional musicians
MOREHEAD: ~:-.Women,and,:· ing less time and"emphasis to
men journaJlsts: do ~them,jobsf: news and_ television stations
from ·7 to 9 tonight in Duncan
differently, a panel.. of,·wonten-_ are only able{~o<give a::mmute
Recital Hall. Admission.is $5.
news r 7porters/~ecto~,r:t6~d- or '.1 minu~l(ari.d.;_i/: .ha,!! to the
an audience -.0£,5t¥d_~n!l,-@d. typJ.Calstory... t,··;;,:1'.:;,0"_ ·~·-,.
On Saturday, an arts and
co=unity members~!l,t'-More;-,:
,,, · -·' ·,-"-- ,. c· ·, ··
crafts market: will take place
head .. ~tate _Un\vei;~!,tY., },,st
-n,,,ti· - .,.,,_,, · c-from s.. a.m. to 6 p.m;; with a
week.
. ._, i><\•t ,_,-,
Fox, wlio,llas•a degreeiin ed-·
noon concert by Debbie
ucation•'l.from, Morehead,,.Statei
Planck;: strollirig.1musicians at
A :P~_nel disc!l.~-~J6~?\r..- University,' and(-gothlnto the·
2·-p,m:· and' Falke-Fest ·95 at 7.
women m the,,news_profess10~!~ co=unications field·:almost,
There·is'a' $2'admission: charge
was _th\! afternoon p_ff>~)'or'~ accidentally, disc1:1,ssed,}he
for,the arts and crafts,fnarket;
Mo11day"s Celebratlotl·' of ApJ electronic, 'revo,lutj~n *'1d~ its,
oth:J !1~ 3.r; free. L '. ,
pala_c~<, .\\!:Oll/,ElAi '!l,'_p~·-oi:- impact on Ke.~tu~~:,,: . •
- ..
_,'f_ • ··- _'!:;
the university'si·Appalilclilllll
Celebratton;-.:J>.anelistsf;cw/ffoj
Jamie 'Lucke:· political''writer"
.
.
fpr ;?~}:e J;i'!lxingJ9n:_;~~fal,i;F
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L~a,g,er-;, J?.eboralJ.:,.;J,109t,\lJ .3,!'
s1stjin,f; n:ews' l!'irecfdr,1,a~am'ol'iiliii: 'mclior'.'ftirHillo'sfu':' ·
tion WVLK 1h Lexington; Julie
Stewart, reporter''·,and, artclior-.
'
.
~ .
.
for,TV· station•'WYMT'. of :Hai,
here are good reasons not to
absolute miniinum·as a way of
ard; and Virginia. Fox; execupay any attentio? to state.
· ·denying UK mor~ influence than it
tive ·director· and·,CEO:,of..Ken,, ., Rep. Fr~d.Surd_s s1;1ggest1~_n,, . aJrea~y l]as. f;o~ 1ts.~art
IIJUSt
tucky Educational Television
lhat-Kentuckfs .commumty.·col- ·_
· •be,wary of makmg-too.fogh a
(KET).: , ·•:,. --'_,;, --::·.,,.

Part Of
Celeb~ati0.:

I

I

0

!J'.f

.Community colleges' plight
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"I think. women bring a dif,
'erent dimension, to ·news· re-·
porting than men," Lucke
;aid. '.'They see. things more:on, 1 continuum ... they see what's·
1 a~!?fHJng~lJ.et.»,a,~t,f~P.fbl:_a~~:ivents;:'. to;'_be· .reporled')iepa:;:_ ·
·ately, but as events• that.lead
nto one another." ,.
Moore, ·who.also works-as.,a
light disk'jockey, op. ~-,~r:ountry-rock,sµi.tion:/,~Y;s,"j:hat
he.Jives of women-,journalists-u-e·
licated:;fu,,.tJie::
va,Y i!ll,1·,those;nf':o+l':
'"'·o'rt:<',;g
. -. ~ l,,'1<'!J.\l:l'I
,'ltt' •

com·

same:.

. ·:~~;:i.J~ --~.:·~!~~~·fit";..-·~!~~~;;_~'

vomeill strtv!ng;.tClifiiid'a·(bal•, ·
mce between
work ·iind-- home.,,
. ·:,,·,
--~.-:~:~f: · ~,-"t, . 1'.-'·"-t(\';_ · .... - •.:t~.

"Life·· is a challenge when_
ou work and-you're trying to· ·
un a household,'' she said.
Working women carrfa load _,
.o one_knuofs~-~ . . _-:.~;, .;·. •; ,~JJ
"The reality of- ,the news.
usiness is- that it may bring
ou. fame, but. it won't bring .
ou fortune, I used .to pass pa,ers every morning,- and I'd
,ave to run to the station in
Ile middle of delivering them,
witch the satellite feed, then
o.back.and fmish,mY ,.,qute,.I:,

YK

Jeges ~hould be independent of the ' request, for commuriify college
University of Kentucky.
· ,~ding, since UK a!so. ~as an
: First, important mem15ers..of the - interest in freeing up as many
}:;eneral 17-sselJ!,bly·_say t?ere is .no
dollars .~s possible for ~iQgton.
chance tlie legislation ·win pass. _
_.Both forces work together to .
Se<:_\Jncl; Curd .is from Murray.._-_ - suppress·. fu~ding for the c?lleges_.
:Murray ·State and Paducah Col?-_ -. The system 1s pa,\i: of the nnmechtrpunity College have been feudmg · ate problem:
:Over engineering programs for -,_
Without a-seat on the Kentucky
:Some tiine now, and this may be an· Council on Higher Education, comii,ttempt to weaken FCC.
• ·· : inunity colleges have no independ; - Third; and inosJ important; it.:_.,. ent identify. Always their voice
~-b~.~_-_:·~_th~ in_,<:>st~oniiiel)fp~:.i~r,~: comes.·from:,th!! 1:11outh o_ f_t. he same
l:regajjimg c:onunl!IlltY- colleg~c,:;p-,,.,, __ p~9ple r~P.r~e_I?.ti{!11'.,UJt- "' . -· .
jrue:.:gfate's continu_ed.antl"inde{epsi:?ty;'0Jilf,tlfetfo~ifuity,1i61!eges,were ·
8,1fikderitinding.bfthe
doileges)
_, :;'.N~reSented,)Jy.
ill ·c. •
.
.:
·t·"'""";, .' . tiieiF'o\vri,h:iard'-',
- •;•
~:r.\J y· ": .. •1 /\. .,,·,«•/'-'
.. , · - .\ .. _with.1 s·,o:wh.represen,l:ation; on,.,.- .
,.~;,,4'he''(Torteral1As'§fuibly'corisfii~ :' · :-cmf22"tliey'~ci~id \6b15y'f6~~fully
!efs-the.·budget for·the coinmumty
for moreJundmg,w1thout stirring .
colleges ·as an independent item,
up rivalries Between UK and the
unattached to the UK budget, but it regional'universities, and they
would be no surprise to learn that
could push-for more sensible stateregional universities see funding
wide distribution of program offerfor the community colleges as conings without inciting fears of UK
nected to UK funding.
hegemony in-tlie folks at Murray
. . Such a perception would do
and Bowling Green:-...
more than. lead to turf figh~. It
But if the commoI)wealth closes
could explain the chronic underthe shameful funding gap for comfunding of the community colleges. munity colleges, splitting the sys- ·
... Regional universities and- theif
terns is a long-term solution worth
supporters would begrudge com•
talking about.
munity colleges - which snatch
- The Messenget,Jncjuirer
away students from the regional
_..,. fO,:..;~,:,,chnrn\
schools - more monev than the
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Plan wo.uld let tJ of L football ,pl~yers skip remedial work
'

By TODD MURPHY

Staff Writer
Existing in various forms for decades, the University of Louisville's re. medial-studies program is designed
to teach ill-prepared freshmen the
reading, writing and math . skills
they'll need to survive in college.
But now, responding in part to
head football coach Ron Cooper's
desire to keep players eligible under

'

NCAA rules, U of L is considering a•
proposal to allow football players to
at least temporarily bypass the program• by taking college-credit
classes before they're tested to see
whether they need remedial work.
lf approved, the change could'.
help the athletes ac.cumulate college'
credits more quickly and allow'
them to more easily maintain their
eligibility to play.
'
And Cooper said he'd like football

players· io take as few remedial
courses as possible because they do
not" count toward graduation. "My
goal is to get them graduated," he
said.
.
But some faculty members ques, tion the,proposal, especially whether students. who . need · remedial
, work would gain by postponing it.
"It may be an expedient• way of
dealing with (N~) guidelines, but
I'm not sure it will help students in

·
· d fu:st semester might decrease the
PropOS·a}·' '· geare
' allµ{elihood
they would need remedi•tOWar
· d p. 1•·ayers
. .
work in the second, Cooper said.
"The theory being ... once they
. .
.. get. here ... and get acclimated to

run,"

the long
said James Blaine
Hudson, an assistant professor of
Pan-African studies and former director of .what is now called the
Transitional Studies Program.
The proposal to exempt football
players .from ... initial remedial requirements is the work of a committee evaluating Transitional Studies
and is only a "talking document,''
said Thomas Hynes, a committee
member who is also interim dean of

the College of Arts and Sciences.
"It's not a done deal by any stretch
of the imagination."
. Bruce Lavant, the current director
of Transitional Studies and also a
committee member, said he would
'propose ·that any changes in the
program' apply to all students, not
just football players. But the l¼See PROPOSAL

ate - o~ not. graduate at all, . _ · U of L athletic programs have
"If a student needs to iake cieveJ1, . b~ri;criticiz'ed in tile past for. the
opmental classes, generally.. their low; 1number, of athletes who have
long-term inten!sts are seived better · graduated. Cooper, who was known
by having them take the classes,'' fcir enforcing academic standards
Continued from·Pa e One
. llie•pniversity, then when they t3!te Hudson said.
,, ,.
.
when he was.head coach at Eastern
.. _g_ , _ , . . .
. the placement ~ (for,.remedial
Brian Huot, an associate profes- Michigan University, has said since
page proposal refers only tcHootba!l:., :~tudies), they'..dJie able to·do better,'.', sor of Ellglish, said the•.college-level Jieing hired 11t ·uof L last December
players 1•who•w01JJd 1 p~plltesini asnfai~.:-~l~fli Milbumi. direct.orCJO,l',:lh~ " coumes,that. players -.w.ouid.take-in,.,tjj~t .lie .wants, his·pl~yers. 1o:stud_y
"pilot" program. Cciciper said" he ·-pruv_efs1fy'§'de~art.meflt ?f aclldennc! tlllffirs~sffille§ter fiave'lal'ge enl'oll- • arid' tll gridilate~.Llkl! 'btlibf ·fl of'L
wasn't familiar with the proposal's .~e~ces for athletics.. Milburn, .who ments and would be unlikely to help coaches; his compensation is based
det~/!~ b,1;'.~.~!1.Jd,~~.sN.llP~!1~,il~,l!iJl)s.,,.,,,~ivrs on the e~.a1:11on comm1tt~e, them reduce the numb~r of n:medi- in part.on the graduation rate of his
Cooper.,.sw<teiiffie_~~o~sal:,coulli .. f!llll1. l!t.\l,\\r~he,.,p,. P.o!ill), ~~,,,:ljj;, n,al ~1>y.ses ..lhey--would.,ne,ed.m the;.;players., ... ,..... , .. . .. ... . _.
h ep,
l" P
··1•y··=
..•• ·•·.· ....,, ,......
,,.•,.,.,.,......,".cuss1onswitho'"er,=embers.';.
·.... · rlnd·:·: ·,, . ..., ;"(''"
,•--·"•:,V·<tr.. 1Tli'"
'·.•"a••·
.,,,.,,.,.......,.,""'' ""il\'1e:
..u ~~'•\·-.m-P..
:!l:'-·.'~,,._,.(lt\.,:,
1 .. .,,,•---~ -i_L:f• .. -~~ •.. ;, .!-., •(•,·. sp&":"'o• /,, \"•,
..• j
... ~ , •• ,·,-,.~ .. "i:
~.nee
.,or_\;m1ug~u1i.p.ere
1
rules ~I\~ ·'1lQ'!ll'l\<-'!!l!~e~~tl{C<!i!1!,'i_:,~ ':Jnder-the,prop~sal, .Pl,aye,rs ~o
Hudso_n· s~d th~ pla~ers. migqt'!;,llia1.prograni.,~,!nitill11Y suggested '
plete a s~ed po.i:tion 9.f,.t!J~ir:.~·A :'f!J.\\ld .attend ~ ,workshop the, sum-: fall: behind •m th~rr finrt-semester.:e by Cooper;Mil~urn swd. But Hynes
gree. ~u1!"lments b;ji' the.begi!liiing mer,before. their ~shman year·and classes. "~y concern · would be• 1said it,islnowpart of a broader evalof their third, fourth and fifth years take a non-credit, three-hour-a- you're putting people who need re• uatii>n of, whether U of L is doing
in college.
,
;•.
we~kworkshopduringtheirfirstse- mediation in college-level courses," "the best we•can in improving the
And if a player is required to take mester.
he said. ''You're malting an assump- · ability ,lo prepare students who are
18 or. 20 h~urs of r~~ecJ!a.J..work, h~ .. But some faculty memb~rs said tion that they have the basic skills· underprepared" for college.
,
has httle time dunng his freshman,,, students who need remedial help necessary to take them.
,'Aliout 23 percent of the football
Y:ar to. take credit classes to· help· ·· a~e best served by gettin!f it i~me"l don't like the notion that stu- ·players ~ 24 of'I02 - took at least
. ~ satisfy the NCAA rule, Cooper dia(ely rather than by gomg .direct- dents who · need ·remedial work · one remedial course last fall, acsrud.
'
· ,
ly mto college-level classes. The somehow will do OK if they don't cording 10· U of L officials.
The plan woul~. alh>w players to fac~lty . members . suggested that get it," he said. "If that's where , The committee is expected to
accumulate credits early, 3!1d the .'students whi>'.doil't get that help we're headed, 1 think we're headed make·a recommendation this sumdegree courses they take dunng the · are likely to titlce longer tci' gradu; ·_- in the wrong direction."
mer, possibly iis early as next week.
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EKU looks
at possible
move to SC
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

RICHMOND - Eastern Kentucky University may be at a
crossroads in its athletic program.
EKU president Hanly
Funderburk said the school is
on a straight path in the Ohio
Valley Conference. But for
most of the school's coaches,
it's time to make a turn to the
Southern Conference.
In a four-part series, The
Richmond Register interviewed EKU administrators
and coaches about the school's
future in athletics.
. "What's that going to solve?"
Funderburk said of changing
conferences..
"It's time that Eastern probably takes a good, hard look of
maybe getting in the Southern
Conference," said EKU football
coach Roy Kidd, adding that
all its sports programs "should
take a good look at the Southern Conference."
Southern Conference officials visited EKU in the early
1990s to evaluate the school as
a possible member.
"The answer we got from
Eastern Kentucky at the time
was pretty much that they
-were happy with where they
were in the OVC and did not
want to pursue it," said Southern Conference commissioner
Wright Waters.
Kidd, who has guided the
Colonels to two national I-AA
championships, is concerned
about reconstruction of I-A
and I-AA football programs in
the. next few years.
"I don't want ta see Eastern
sit here and take a back seat
and be left out," he said.
Funderburk supports reducing the number of scholarships
from 63 to 45 as a way ta help
I-AA football.
"Then the playing field
would be level for all of us and
we could probably survive a
while longer," he said. "The
future is not bright, unless we
get these scholarships down in
the 40s.

"If we can do that then I
think many of us can continue
to do a pretty good jab. Ultimately, we're headed toward
non-scholarship football."
Doug Whitlock, executive assistant to Funderburk, said
switching conferences could
create Title IX problems in
treating men's and women's
programs equitably.
"The Ohio Valley Conference institutions are very similar to this one, a regional,
state institution," he said. "In
the Southern, you have a
range of institutions, from
Marshall on one end to Davidson on one extreme. When gender equity realities are dealt
with in that conference, it's
going to be very interesting.
All of them are essentially coed except VMI and The Citadel, which really don't have
women's athletic programs at
this point."
Kidd believes moving to the
Southern would boost support.
"We're trying to create more
revenue, more interest ... yet,
we're sitting here and not really doing anything four our
fans," he said.
Kidd said fans lost interest
when the OVC brought in Tennessee-Martin and Southeast
Missouri. "They're just so far
away, nobody knows anything
about them."
And Kidd wasn't happy with
Eastern Illinois coming into
the league.
EKU athletics director Robert Baugh said the school isn't
looking to change leagues.
Last year EKU's football program lost $622,625 while the
men's basketball program was
$45,506 in the red.
"Basketball stands the great
chance of getting in the
black," Baugh said.
His biggest frustratton is the
football program not being
· able to tap into Lexington.
"I see people who are supportive of our program, but
when there is a date conflict
with us and the University of
Kentucky in football, they take
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off to UK," he said. "I do have
trouble emotionally accepting
that as well as intellectually
understanding it."
Rick Erdmann, who coaches
men's and women's cross
country and track teams, favors a move to the Southern·
Conference.
"That would be a heck of a
lot better than going to Eastern Illinois," he said. "I would
think that would be a better
move from all aspects."
Men's basketball coach Mike
Calhoun said the Southern
Conference has a strong commitment to basketball.
"It's a very, very tough basketball league as well as I'm
sure it's tough in all sports,"
he said, adding that such a
move would be a positive step
for his program.
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Higher education money
I respond with aiam1 to the editorial
reprinted from Hopkinsville's Kentucky
New Era. The editorial bemoans the fact
that Kentucky's community colleges are
ternbly underfunded. It fails to address
the real issue: Kentucky consistently refuses to adequately fund all of higher
education.
By not demanding better state funding, we Kentuckians "set up" the institutions in which we have invested our
monei• and energy to battle each other for
the meager resources available for their
survival.
Let us not, as citizens who value
different p_ieces of the whole of our system,
be drawn mto the fray. Instead let us heed
the appeal of Norma Adams who chairs
the_ Kentucky Advocates for Higher Edu-.
cat10n. In her commentary April 16, Adams stresses that while enrollment at
Kentucky's public colleges and universities has grown by 37 percent in the last 10
year:s, Kentucky's. funding per student has
dechned by 35.9 percent. Given the increased need, coupled with decreased
funding, it is little wonder our public
colleges and universities find it necessary
to battle for every available dollar.
It behooves us all as citizens concerned
about the good and the growth of our
commonwealth to step forward to do the
only thing that can help - insist that our
next governor and legislature act to ·increase spending for higher education. All
of our institutions need and deserve our
help.
·
ALOIS MOORE
MEMBER
HAZARD COMMU~ITY COLLEGE ADVISORY BOARD

HAZARD
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WKU regents OK
budget with little fuss
By M. DAVID GOODWIN
Staff Writer
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - Westem Kentucky University's board of
regents approved a $119.5 million
budget yesterday that increases faculty and staff salaries by an average.
of 5 percent in the coming school
year.
Th~ 1995-96 budget increased by
$5.6 million over the previous
year's. There was little discussion of
the budget during the _meeting, although university President Thomas
C. Meredith and.faculty Regent Ray
Mendel did squabble over whether
more money could have been allocated for academic programs.
Mendel, the lone regent who voted against the budget, complained
that money for instruction, research·
and libraries increased by an "extremely modest" 0.06 percent. He
said that goes against the goals set
by a faculty budget committee.
Mendel said money could have
been moved from non-academic
programs, like student services, to
beef up academic programs. But
Meredith countered that Western
spends 68 percent of its budget on
academics and couldn't afford to
trim money from other areas.
"A lot has been done already,"
Meredith said, "but you can just
squeeze so much out of that onethird" that goes for non-academic
programs. "People are sacrificing
all over the campus."

Western received only $1.4 million more - for a total of $53 million - from the state for the coming
budget year.
Meredith said the state's increase
doesn't come close to the $2.9 million Western needs to increase employee salaries and offer other
fringe benefits. For the past 'three
years, the regents have made it a
priority to increase salaries an average of 5 percent.
To make up the difference, Westem officials opted to minimally increase academic program funding
and funnel more money to salaries.
In other business, the regents:
,,,, Approved ~ biennial capital
budget request of roughly $26.5 million in major renovations and repairs. The list will be submitted to
the Council on Higher Education.
. ""'.Approved ~ resolut!on reaf. f1r'!ung . Weste_m s C?f!lm1tment t?
affirmahv~-achon policies and to Titie !~, which mandates equal opportumhes for male and female student
athletes.
.
""'Approved a ~esoluhon of support for the continued use of performance .mea_sures to dete~ine
state funding increases for higher
education. Western received 100
percent of the funding increase possible - $!.~ mi\lio~ - for 1994-95..
The resolution 1s in response to a
move by the state to reduce the role
that performance plays in determining funding increases.
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'II! BEREA
Haivard scholar honored: Henry Louis Gates
Jr., a noted Harvard literary scholar, received
Berea College's 1995 Weatherford Award )'.es\erday for the outstanding book on App~lachm m
the last year.Gates was honored for !us me~oir,
Colored People an account of his boyhood m
Piedmont, W.'1/a. Colored People earlier won the
Chicago Tribune's Heartland Award and the
Southern Regional Council's Lillian Smith Award.
Gates, 44, is the W.E.B. DuBois Profes~or of
Humanities and director of Afro-Amencan Stud:
ies at Harvard. Berea's award is named for the.
late W.D. Weatherford, an Appalachian leader m
youth work and race relations.
LEXINGTON HERALOLEADER, LEXINGTON.
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GEORGETOWN

Foundation awards grants: The John s. and
James L. Knight Foundation rec~ntly awa~ded
two grant~ in Kentucky. Goodwt!l Industries of
Kentucky will receive as much as $10,500 for a
new truck and Georgetown College got a $10,000
challenge grant to hire an adult adviser for its
Union of Black Leaders. The school must match
the $10,000 with money fr(!m outside sour~es by
June 30, 1996. Established _m _1950, the Kmght
Foundation makes grants m Journalism, education and the field of arts and culture. It also
supports organizations in communities_ w~ere the
Knight brothers were involved m pubhshmg .
. newspapers but is wholly separate from and
·independent of those newspapers.
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Is MSU s,resident
ignorant of facts?
In recent newspaper articles,
Morehead State University President Dr. Ronald Eaglin was quoted
as saying that "many people are acting out of ignorance on the issue" of
the finances of MSU. Many of us
eastern Kentuckians resent Dr. Eaglin inferring that we are secondclass citizens and incapable of making decisions which affect our future.
Perhaps Dr. Eaglin needs to have
more faith in the people of our region.
Is he ignorant to the fact that athletic contributions have dropped
over $150,000 annually at MSU since
he made his decision to downsize
MSU football to needs-based scholarships 18 months ago?
·
Is he ignorant to the fact that on
campus enrollment is down sizab!y
since his decision?
Is he ignorant to alumni interests
concerns, and frustrations?
'
Most of us in eastern Kentucky resent someone coming in and looking
down his nose at us. We are the
ones who will be here long after Ron
Eaglin moves on. The fallout from
his administration's decisions will
still be here haunting us for years
and years to come.
Jaclt Pelphrey
Friends of MSU
Palntsvllle

